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π피s work focuses on pigmy sperm whale and horse myoglobins (Mbs),
which are dis따19uished by a single heme pocket residue variant in the CD3 pos피on，
when the heme iron is in the +3 oxidation state (i.e. the met fonn). The strategy
employed is as follows: (i) assign heme peripheral protons; (ii) assign the amino acid
residues from the heme cavity; (피i) assess the dynamics of ligand binding in the
active site by means of hydrogen lability, solvent isotope effects, and heme-insertion
isomer σapping ， 떠1 by 1H NMR methods. The results of these studies porσ'aya
dyn없nic solution structure of the Mb ligand bin피ng site, and provide a set of standard
parameters for the studies of larger hemoproteins. 까Ie findings are 외so important for
understanding protein-ligand interactions in general.
My research investigates the mixed spin metazido때dmetimidazole complexes
of Mbs for the following reasons. First, the allosteric properties of hemoglobin 따ise
mainly from the transition between its two possible quaternary structures. This can be
studied by paramagnetic NMR because it is one of the most sensitive tools in tenns of
changes in the molecular anφ'or electronic structure of the heme. Second, both the
N3- andimi없zole (lm-) complexes are go여 compromises, in tenns of sizes,
between the small diatomic oxygen or eN- molecules and the b띠ley phenyl group.
Thus, we can detennine the influence of ligand size on structural perturbation of the
heme crevice by comparison among the different size groups. Third, the saturation-
transfer phenomenon between metMbIm and metMbH20 provides a route to
assignments in metMbH20 by using assgnments of metMbIm. 퍼s is croci외
because metMbH20 is the basis of theoretical calculations of the isoσ'opic shift due to
axi외 ligand field in pure high-spin hemoproteins. Finally, the importance of the
metMbIm is underscored by the fact that it is a bis-imidaz이ium complex, which can
then serve as a model other bis-histidyl proteins.
Most of the heme pe더pheral resonances of metEqMbIm뻐dmetEqMbN3
were identified by means of two-dimensional NOESY, COSY, and EXSY
specσoscopy. ’The strongly relaxed upfield protons in metMbIm were assigned based
2
on steady-state 10 NOE뻐d Tl experiments. Based on the results from metMblm, in
which saturation없nsfer of one upfield resonance led to two different free ligand
peaks, bound 1m어uilibration was envisioned and proven by the divergence of broad
downfield heme methyl peaks into two peaks each, showing distinctive population
preference of each isomer. Oicyanoheme probe, as well as hydrogen lability
comparison studies between pigmy sperm whale Mb and horse Mb in the azido뻐d
imidazole states, asserts that single v따iant pocket residue C03 is crucial in ga따19the
ligand mobility into and out of the ac다.ve site.
까Ie assignments of heme peripheral and upfield resonances enabled the
subsequent assignments of some heme pocket없nino acid residues. πIe facile
exchange of bound 1m with solvent H20 lays the ground work for identification of
heme pocket residues in metMbH20. Furthermore,while deuter짧d heme previously
외lowed only assignment of the non-diastereomeric specific heme 2-vinyl ~ proton,
saturation-없nsfer from horse imidazole Mb affords the specific identification of
2H~t.
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CHAPTERI
INTRODUCflON
GENERAL
Vertebrate hemoglobin떠b)isateσameric protein that없nsports oxygen 잠omthe
lungs,gills,or skin of an animal to the blood for respiration. It is an 외losteric protein that
is made up of four myoglobin-like subunits of -17 kDa each. Each subunit, as well as
myo밍obin (Mb), is noncovalently bound to a heme group. ’The iron atom of the heme
group nonnally remains in the Fe(II) oxidation state to function as oxygen c없Tier. 만Ie
interaction of globin뻐dfeπ'ous heme is crucial because free feπous hemes are readily
O화dized by oxygen to the Fe(III) state; 밍obin keeps iron in the feπ'ous state which is
necess따y for reversible binding of oxygen. Despite the enonnous amount of effort made
to understand the structure and function of Hb,many of the heme-globin interactions are
still not well understood because of both its size and cooperative intersubunit interactions.
Myoglobin is the classical model for Hb. Made up of eight right-handed a-helical
segments interrupted by bends, Mb is an oxygen-binding protein found in muscle cells.
만Ie helices are identified alphabetically from the N-tenninus. Mb seπes to store oxygen
and to enhance oxygen없nsport to the mitochondria during oxidation of cell nut더ents.
Because it is monomeric and non-allosteric,Mb is more easily studied by nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) than is Hb. ’The relatively sm외1 size of Mb exhibits less complex NMR
specσa ， thus increasing specσal resolution. Even though the protein sequences of
vertebrate Mb and HbA (human ad띠tHb) are not strictly homologous (for instance, the
sequence similarity between human Mb and a-subunit of HbA is only 25%,Dayhoff,
21972), their ligand binding sites are largely conseπed. Therefore, the study of ligand
binding to Mb would facilitate better unders없n하ng of heme-globin interactions in HbA. A
less well-known role ofMb is the involvement ofits 0삐따zed form in a redox cycle in the
presence of a reducing agent, acting as a peroxidase. πlis is of great chemical and clini없l
interest because of the implication of an 외tered protein structure (0앓wa & Korzekwa,
1991), and the potential for improvement in reperfusion following ischemia (hypoxia) and
myocardial s따gery (see below).
πlis work외so seπes to provide expe피nent외 results to verify and aid in theoretical
calculations of magnetic없es in paramagnetic systems. When the fIrst detailed X-ray
crystal structures of Mb were reported in the early 1960’s (Kendrew et 떠.， 1960; Sσyeret
al., 1964; Perutz & Matthews, 1966), the structures showed a protein rnaσix too compact
to allow any ligand σaffic. Yet, Mb not only binds small diatomic molecules like 02 and
CO, but also ligands as large as imidazole and phenyl. Therefore, there must exist a
passageway φerhaps more than one) which involves transient movements of amino acids
that lie around the binding pocket More recently,Mb has been the subject of numerous
expe피nental and theoretical molecular dynamics simulation studiesκ따iyan et al., 1986;
Case & Karplus; 1979, Kottalam & Case, 1988).
Solution state 1H NMR studies ofMbs in various ligated states such as MbCO
(Dalvitt & Wright, 1987; Mabutt & Wright, 1985) and metMbCN (Emerson & La Mar,
1990) have 떠so proven invaluable in providing basis sets for NMR specσ'oscopy to
advance to solution structure elucidations of larger and more complex proteins like
cytochrome c peroxidase (Satterlee et al. 1991; Satterlee & Erman, 1991),horseradish
peroxidase (Thanabal et 외.， 1987a,b; 1988), and chloroperoxidase (Dugad et aI., 1992).
These three enzymes are hemoproteins that range between 34 to 42 kDa in sizes, and are
responsible for critical oxidation/reduction reactions. Studies by NMR of paramagnetic
3Mbs are relevant to these proteins,because their active sites consist ofparamagnetic iron-
porphyrin,
까lis dissertation investigates horse heart Mb (EqMb) and pigmy spenn whale Mb
(PSwMb) in different ligated states; spenn whale Mb (SwMb) and dog Mb (CAMb) were
also occasionally used for comparison. πle focus is on paramagnetic fonns of Mb,when
its iron atom has at least one unpaired elecσ'on. In this form, the proximity of the elecσ'ons
and nuclei yields hyperfine-shifting interactions that allows resolution of the resonances
from protons at the active site. Therefore, the confonnations and dy뻐nics of the residues
at the binding site can be investigated without regard for the specσal crowding by the nuclei
from the main body of globin. πle strategy employed is as follows: (i) assign heme
peripheral protons; (ii) assign the amino acid residues from the heme cavity; (iii) assess
the dynamics of ligand binding in the active site by means of hydrogen lability, solvent
isotope effects,없ld heme-insertion isomer trapping,all by 1H NMR methods. ’The results
portray a dynamic solution structure of the Mb ligand binding site, and provide a set of
S떠n없rd parameters for studies of Hb. They also provide lessons for protein-ligand
interactions in general. While X-ray crystallography offers a global picture of the species
in its따ystalline fonn, NMR affords a dynamic view in solution state,as is more relevant to
living systems.
SIGNπICANCE TO ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCES AND RESOURCES
In addition to the above biophysiological motivations, 삼lese studies of Mb
conσibute significantly to environmental issues. ’There are numerous species that live in
oxygen (<h) deprived and/or atmospherically contaminated environments (deep-diving
Spenn Whale, and humans in polluted metropolitan areas being among the most prominent
examples). In order to understand how these species are able to sustain life under such
conditions, one has to investigate the mechanism of 02-binding in Hb (Han et 떠.1988， Jue
4et 떠. 1984, Han & La: Mar, 1986), and Mb (Antonini & Bronori, 1971). Also, mechanics
of ligand bin피ng， and even the binding of heme to the protein globin rnaσix can be viewed
as a model for metal-poisoning in the blood sσearn because even free heme in the blo여 is
toxic by promoting the fonnation of hydroxyl free radicals which in turn consume lipids
(Morgan&M띠ler-Eberhar d， 1976 and references therein). 까lis may help formulate
mechanisms for detoxification.
파'eCt interactions of environmentally hazardous org뻐cmolecules like CCμ，
BrCCI3, e며lorane (CHF20CF2CHCIF, a common inhalant anaesthetic), and CHCl3 have
also been shown to adversely affect the functions of hemoproteins both in vitro and in vivo
(Osawa et at, 1992; Rice etal., 1983; Prasad et at, 1989). For example, e따lorane is
oxidatively metab아ized by cytochrome P-450 to form inorganic fluo꾀de， which is
responsible for its nephrotoxicity (Burke et al., 1980). πIe hepatotoxicity of CCLt and
BrCCl3 is traced to its formation of ·CCI3 radical, which inactivates'Cyt P-450 in the liver
ιevin et al., 1972). Similar reactions with Mb02 have been found, in which altered
hemes, as well as cross-linked protein adducts were formed (Osawa et 외.， 1989, 1990).
Figure 1피usσates a proposed mechanism for the formation of the 외tered heme and protein
adducts from the reaction ofBrCCl3 with Mb02 (Osawa & Korzekwa, 1991). ’The cross-
linked Mb is found to be redox active, in which it reduces 02 rapidly to form superoxide
때ion 020 • (or hydrogen peroxide from rapid dismutation),which in turn enhances the
autoxidation of this altered Mb to form more superoxide anions,as well as other radicals
like .CCI3. Superoxide anion,없ld the subsequent formation of hydroxyl ra버C외s， are
notorious for their damaging power to membranes and cellular proteins, which lead to
chronic pathological conditions including cancer,cardiovascular diseases, a링ng， and
myocardium injury d따ing reperfusion. Studies (Metzler & Mclachlan, 1978; Rogan et 외.，
1979) 외so showed that the peroxidase function of hemeproteins is capable of catalyzing the
covalent linkage of organic molecules to nucleic acids, suggesting possibilities of cellular
5gene다c damage from the interactions of hemoproteins and organic molecules.
Understanding the structures of these altered adducts is important in formulating remedies
to radical destructions. However,only the structure of the .CCI3-modified Mb has been
elucidated fully at its active site by 13e뻐d lH NMR (Osawa et al., 1991). πlerefore ，
studies 외med at structural peπ따'bation of the binding site of Mb by various ligands are
highly relevant as model systems. 까lis has become especially important in light of the
implication by computer simulation that such cross-linked Mb undergoes a ’histidine-
shuffle’ (Osawa et al., 1991), in which the heme Fe2+ becomes axially bis-histidyl
coordinated to His FG3 and His E7. Involvement of exogenous imidazole in such a bis-
his다dyl complex might allow NMR study of this altered Mb in its paramagnetic Fe3+ form.
πlis is hi양llyan외ogous to the metMbIm system under study in this research, and it has the
advantages of specσal resolution inherent in paramagnetic hemoproteins.
Involvement of the oxidative m여ification of Mb in Fe3+ (i.e. metMb) states by
H202 has 외so been documented (Osawa & Kor강kwa， 1991; G떠따is et 외.， 1989a) that
suggested the possibility of metMb as a H2아 S않.veng하 in the prevention and treatment of
myocardial infarction. Figure 2A shows the redox cycle of Mb. Normally, only σaces of
deoxyMb2+ are present in myocytes when supply of 02 is abundant πlis is an
evolutionary defense mechanism that prevents the facile oxidation of deoxyMb2+ by
oxidants that are continuously generated by various cellular metab이isms. However, in the
case of ischemia, the accumulation of deoxyMb2+ leads to a cascade of damages, which is
extremely relevant during reoxygenation that accompanies reperfusion. The oxidized
Mb4+, which is readily formed from the interactions of deoxyMb2+ and metMb with H202,
can be easily reduced by a one-elecσon donor such as ascorbate (G외따is et al., 1989b),
while metMb reduction to the physiologically functional Mb~ is slower. 까Ie slow
reduction of metMb potentiates its reaction with H202, in which metMb is modified to a
protein-bound heme adduct that catalyzes the reduction of 02 to H2~ by NADH (as
6depicted in Figure 2B; Osawa & Korzekwa, 1991). Because the exact nature ofthis cross-
linked protein is unknown, tl1e mechanism of its oxidation, as well as the following
degradative activities are still speculative. Presumably, the protein-bound heme adduct,
when reduced to the feπ'ous deoxy complex, is oxidized by the molecular야 (Osawa&
Pohl, 1989). This is unlike the native ferrous deoxy Mb, which forms a stable, reversible
ferrous-02 complex upon inσ'Oduction of molec띠따 02. Stud:피ng the structure of the
active site of this m때ifiedMb will not only facilitate better estimation of its toxicity, but
more importantly, it will clarify its potential as a H202 scavenger, in which the
modification scheme (Figure 2B) stops at the Mb4+ state which can be readily reduced.
까Ie studies of autoxidation of Mb02 πajima&S 퍼kama， 1987; Satoh & Shikama, 1981;
Shik없na， 1984) have also implied a role for metMb in eliminating the production of H202,
fonn때 by dismutation from Oz_· that is produced from nucleophilic displacement of Mb02
by H20 orOH-.
Another ligated metMb, metMbphenyl, is also뻐 important sys않m to study because
phenylhyl따azine inactivates hemoglobin in vivo and triggers its precipitation in the form of
Heinz bodies (French et al., 1978; Goldberg et al., 1976). Mb reacts similarly with
phenylhydrazine to form metMbphenyl, although without precipita다on (Augusto et 외.，
1982). Dynamics and orientation of the binding ofphenylhydrazine to Mb hence lend
피rect support to understanding metal or organic poisoning of blood s뾰없n.
In my research, ligands other than 02 are used for these p따poses because Mb in
the ferric form, which is investigated more extensively, does not bind 02, and Mb02 is not
paramagnetic. In this regard, there is a protein, hemopexin (Hx), which appears to be
responsible for clearing free heme from the blood and shutting down its ability to catalyze
many unwanted oxidation reactions (Wochner et al., 1974; Muller-Eberhard & Nik쉰la，
1989). Hx is a glycoprotein of -60 kDa,whose complex glycosylation pattern and I따'ge
molecular weight have deterred its characterization by X-ray crystallography. So far, it is
7known that the bindirig site of Hx consists of two axial I퍼s residues coordinated to the
heme iron (Nikkila et 떠.， 1991; Morgan & Muller-Eberhard, 1976; Morgan et al., 1988).
Imidazole-bound Mb is therefore a mαleI for the heme-hemopexin system, and much effort
was spent in this research to determine the dynamics and geomeσy of its binding site.
BACKGROUND
Annlication of Paramametism to NMR
Since the 1950’s, the investigation of paramagnetic species by NMR has proven to
beapowerf’ul research tool in the field of biological sciences. In spite of the insufficiently
rigorous theoretical treatment of the physical p파lciples ， the paramagnetic phenomenon
provides invaluable utility as a structural probe. Paramagnetic probes are useful in these
studies because of large induced shifts and short relaxation times of nearby nuclei. πIe
P따하nagne다c shift뻐앓s from either direct (Fermi contact) or indirect (pseudocontact)
couplings between nuclear magnetic moments and unp없red 리￠σons (La Mar, 1973;
Satterlee, 1990a, b). These interactions can result in the hyperfine shifting of resonances
from the crowded diamagnetic envelo야 of resonances. 까lis is p하tic띠arly h밍.pful for
studying biological macromolecules such as Mb and Hb because the active site cont획ns a
potential paramagnetic center Fe; the hyperfine shift provides resolved resonances for
nuclei in the vicinity of the active site. P，따amagnetic line broadening is another result of
며rect interaction between an electron and a nucleus of interest 까lis 과le-bro때eningis a
function of the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation 파nes， Tl and T2, respectively, which
can be immensely shortened by the effective relaxation mech따너sm of nearby unp떠red
리ecσon. 까Ie shortened spin-lattice relaxation time,Tl, allows fast signal-averaging
during NMR experiments,hence enhances signal-to-noise ratios.
8Historical Infonnatiori about Proton NMR Studies of Mb
While X-ray studies .of SwMb show a single orientation for the heme within the
h이oprotein πakano ， 1977),1H NMR in solution reveals that freshly reconstituted Mb
yi러ds a 1:1 mixture of two heme-insertion isomers that are readily distinguishable by NMR
(Jue et al., 1983) as shown in Figure 3. Peyton뻐d coworkers (Gebe et aI., 1989) were
also able to differentiate the isomers by visible spectroscopy. ’The isomers di뚫r by a 1800
rotation about the a;y-meso 없is， as shown in the inset in Figure 3.
For easier re때ingandw띠ers따n따ng of this dissertation, Figure 4 is included to
depict the general environment of heme with respect to a few amino acid res피uesfrom the
protein rnaσix. In the holoprotein,heme iron is linked to N£ of His F8 (i.e. the eighth
residue on helix F) on the proxim외 side. On the opposite or distal side, heme faces His
E7, Val Ell and Phe COL
When the iron atom of heme in Mb is in the (ill) state, lig따1ds such as water, azide
(N3-), cyanide (CN-), imidazole (lm-), and phenyl can be bound at the Fe 6th coordination
site (i.e. replacing 02 in Figure 4). In the presence of intenn려iate-field ligands like N3-
and Im-, the five electrons of Fe(lII) are in mixed spin states of S =1/2 and S =5/2.
Otherwise, the electrons are in low spin state of S = 1/2, or high spin s없te of S = 5/2 when
complexed to strong-field CN- or weak-field water, respectively (see Table I).
Both high-spin and low-spin Mbs have been뼈11 charac때zed by solution state
NMR. Most of the work has been done on metMbCN and me뻐bH20， while little effort
has been invested in the metMbIm and metMbN3 systems. MetMbH20 was first studied
by NMR by isotopic-labeling α.a.Mar et al., 1980), when its crystal structure was available
(T밟뻐0， 1977); only the heme methyls were identified. Because of the high-spin (S =5/2)
9character which was thought to버rninish the magnitude of nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE)
이oggle&S피nner， 1971; Freeman et 외.， 1971), the utility of NOEs for this system was
not realized until the mid 1980’s (Unger et al., 1985). 까Ie application of NOE techniques
allowed the semiquantitative interpretation of the magnitude of NOE to characterize"the
n없ure of relaxation for the pure high-spin system, bas려 on Equations (1) and (2) in
다Iapter II. However,practical difficulties allowed identification of only a handful of
TABLEI
IRON COMPLEXES AT DπFERENT OXIDA'πON STATES WITH
VARIOUSSIX’fH LIGANDS
Species 굶+ 굶+ 넓+ 려+ 굶+
Ugands deoxy ~CO N3, lm H20,OH- 이
Spin 2 o 5/2; 1/2 5/2 1/2
Spin State high-spin low-spin mixed-spin high-spin low-spin
resonances, including heme peripheral protons, and protons from Val Ell and His F8 in
metSwMbH20 (La Mar et 떠.， 1980; Unger et 외.， 1985). Detection of low-intensity peaks,
relative to a large diamagnetic mass,constitutes large demands on the dynamic range of the
receiver and the digi다zero Saturation of broad peaks in NOE studies, on the other hand,
requires sσ'ong radio-frequency (rt) power, which inevitably induces off-resonance
하피facts.
MetMbCN, thus f.따， is the most extensively studied system by NMR. ’The single
unp없redelecσ'on in MetMbCN renders the system paramagnetic, which helps resolve the
residues in the binding site from the diamagnetic range; yet, the relaxation of the resonances
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by the electron is not efficient enough to cause σemendous decreases in T1 and T2, which
alleviates the problems encountered in metMbH20. 까Ie relaxation behavior and kinetic
lab피ity of exchangeable protons in the heme pockets of various metMbCNs (Cutnell et al.,
1981; Lecomte & La Mar, 1985, 1986) were investiga-뼈 to probe possi바e ligand entry
passageway through a σ배ectory involving mainly distal amino acids side chains of Arg
C03 φr Lys C03),His E7, Val Ell, and the heme 6-propionate (Case &Karplus, 1979).
By probing the exchange rate constant of the labile ring NH of His E7, it was found that
the distal side has hi방ler solvent accessibility in Mbs that bear Lys C03 (for instance EqMb
and CAMb) than SwMb that has Arg C03. 까Ie usefulness of multi-dimensional NMR
techniques in paramagnetic systems was demonstrated by Emerson and La Mar (1990) in
elucidating the solution structure of the heme pocket of metSwMbCN.
MetMbCN and metMbH20 are two ex뾰me limits of paramagnetic systems.
Although studies of the low-spin metMbCN have been fruitful, 피flfIcultiesencounteredin
metMbH20 system inhibited efforts in NOE studies of hi양1- and mixed-spin systems until
the demonstration of heme resonance assignments on metEqMbN3,which is mixed-spin,
by 20 NOESY/COSY NMR (peyton, 1991). Mixed-spin systems such as metMbIm때d
metMbN3 are even less investigated by NMR methodologies than the high-spin case in
terms of their potential to obtain assignments in high-spin systems like metMbH20 from
saturation transfer (see Chapter llI). π피s is important because expe파nental data from the
pure low-spin me뼈bCN has allowed verification of its electronic structure based on
quantum mech따tic외model calculations (Sh띠m없1 et 떠.， 1971), but insufficient high-spin
data is available to do the same.
MetMbphenyl is an interesting low-spin case, in that although its X-ray crystal
structure has been determined (Ringe, 1984), only the 0-,p-, and m-protons on the phenyl
ring have been identified by NMR (Kunze & or다z de Montellano, 1983). 까Ie phenyl ring
is covalently bonded to the iron, and the heme pocket was shown to adopt a dramatically
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different geomeσy from the other ligands (Ringe, 1984). Although not included in this
document, preliminary studies with metMbphenyl showed remarkably distinctive spectr떠
properties from low-spin metMbCN as well as 외1 other systems mentioned previously, and
warrant the need for further, more de빼ed investigations. One of the most s따퍼ng features
of metMbphenyl is the absence of hyperfine-shifted heme methyls, as evidenced from the
lack of downfield 3-proton resonances. Reconstitution of apoEqMb with heme deutera때
at the heme 2Ha position, followed by the addition of phenyl, allowed the assignment of
this peak at 10.35 ppm. 2D lH NMR methods identified the 2H~c ， and 2H~t at -2.80 ppm,
and -3.55 ppm, respectively, at pH 6.0삐d 298 K. The preliminary results instills
confidence in the potential usefulness of 야le solution-state lH NMR methodologies to
investigate this system.
My research focuses on studying the mixed spin metazido뻐dme파nidazole
complexes of Mbs for the following' reasons. First, the allosteric properties of Hb 따ise
mainly from the σansition between its two possible quaternary structures, namely, the R or
high affmity (for ex없nple， low-spin Fe(n)- or Fe(llI)Hb) and the T or low-affinity state
(deoxyHb) (Y없namoto & La Mar, 1989). Paramagnetic NMR is one of the most sensitive
tools to study this in terms of changes in the molecular and/or electronic structure of the
heme. 까Ie metazido form,because of the them때 equilibrium between high-spin and low-
spin states, is inherently a more sensitive probe than the meteyano fom toward changes in
the axi와 field ;;σength. Me퍼bN3 is also뻐 optimal species to study due to a set of well-
resolved resonances downfield of the diamagne다c envelope (La Maret al., 1988,
Yam따nota&La Mar, 1986; Peyton, 1991). Second, both the N3- and Im- complexes are
good compromises, in terms of sizes, between the small diatomic oxygen or CN-
molecules and the bulky phenyl group. 까lis is important because distal His E7 has been
suggested to modulate the activities of binding by acting as a doorstop to incoming ligands
(Olson, 1988). ’Thus, we can deterntine the influence of ligand size on structural
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perturbation of the heme crevice by comp따ison among the different size groups. The X-
ray crystal structure has distal His E7 of SwMb partially swung out from the binding
pocket towards the protein s따face in the imidazole complex (Lionetti et 외.， 1991). On the
other hand, in metMbphenyl, His E7 is totally swung-out to accommodate the bulky size of
the phenyl ring (Ringe et al., 1984). While metMbIm provides a σansient state mαleI in
theb피dingdy뻐nics ， the wide-매en metMbphenyl system is an ex뾰me limit to gauge the
direct influence of distal residues on ligand-binding. Third, the saturation-σansfer
phenomenon between metMbIm and metMbH20 promises of assignments in metMbH20
by using assignments of metMbIm. Extensive assignments of metMbH20, which is
electronically isotropic due to 5 unp없redelecσons， is σucial because it is the basis of
theoretical calculation of the isoσopic shift due to없i외 ligand field in pure high-spin
hemoproteins. Fourth and fmally is the importance of metMbIm as a bis-irnidazolium
complex, which can then seπe as a model for hemopexin,cytochrome b5, and other bis-
histidyl proteins (Bertini & Luchinat, 1986; Lecomte & Moore, 1991).
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파g파훌~Aπangement ofproximal and distal residues in myoglobin,
showing the hydrogen bond between the distal His and the bound sixth
ligand - oxygen 앤h피ips ， 1978).
CHAPTERll
MATERIALS AND ME1HOOS
Other than procedures specific to the corresponding chapter,외I experimental
procedures are included here. πIe appropriate pol앓-sequence parameters and sample
conditions 없'e incorporated into the figure captions.
SAMPLE PREPARAnON
뀔델응웰
Horsehe하tmyoglobin was purchased from Sigma as a s떠t-free lyoph퍼zed
powder. ’The protein was used without further purification. The solutions were 1.5-2 mM
in protein in either 99.8% 2H20 or 90% H2이10% 2H20 solvent for 10 NMR
experiments. For 20 NMR experiments, the solutions were 3-6 mM. The metazido뻐d
metimidazole fonns were prep없oed by adding -1O-fold molar excess NaN3 crystals and
imi없zole， respectively; 야Ie pH was adjusted with 10% NaOH or HCI (in 99.8% 2H20 or
90% H20/1O% 2H20,based on the experiments). ’The pH values used were not corrected
for isotope effect AlIIH NMR experiments were perfonned on a Broker AMX-400, at
9.4 T magnetic field sσength. Chemical shifts are referenced to OSS (2,2-dimethyl-2-
silapentane-5-sulfonate) through the residual water signal at 4.76 ppm.
For the heme(CN)2reconstitution experiments, the following is employed.
Reconstitutions with heme required dissolving the heme with a minimum amount of
NaQ2H, which resulted in a pH of at least 11. Heme(CN)2 was generated by ad버ng-5-
fold excess of KCN to the heme, then a이usting the pH to 9.0-9.2 (higher pH values result
in significant displacement of CN- by OH-, McGrath, 1979). 까Ie apoMb solution pH was
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adjusted before adding the heme or heme(CN)2. In each case the apoMb was in -20%
excess, as detennined by opp.c외 다σation ofan 떠iquot against the heme solution. After
reconstitution the s없nple pH was checked, resulting in the uncorrected value of 9.2.
Protein Isolation
Pigmy Spenn whale myoglobin was isolated from the back muscle of whales
donated by the Bi뼈gy department of Portland State U띠versity. πIe protein was is이ated
according to the method of Yamazaki et al (1964). ’The isolated protein was inspected for
integrity of tertiary fold by conventional1H 10 NMR,20 COSY (COrrelated
SpectroscopY), NOESY (Nuclear Overhauser Effi없 Spectroscopy), and TOCSY (I’O때
Correlated Spectroscopy) (Equations (2), (3), and (4), respectively) in the di뻐mgnetic
MbCO and Mb(h fonns. 까Ie spectra compare strongly with those of SwMb counterp따ts
(Mabbuttet 외.， 1985; Oalvitt &Wri뱉t， 1987). 20 COSY of diamagnetic samples were
proces앓d with phase-sentitive implementation,as opposed to the magnitude processing
done on paramagnetic me뼈bs， because di없nagnetic s:야cies have sh따p linewidths that can
of찮rsc외arcoup파Ig inf야mation.
SamDle Preoaration for Kinetics Detenninations
Kinetics detennination for the heme reorientational disorder within the protein
rna며x in Chapter VI required careful consideration ofpH, con않nσ'ation， temperature, and
column chromatography to prevent complications from competitive reactions.
For optical spectroscopy,hemin solutions were prep따'ed fresh for each
reconstitution by adding 5 J.lI‘ of 5% NaOH and 3.6μL of 5 mM ferricyanide to a H20
suspension of hemin (-0.5 m밍 to make a fmal volume of 200 J.1L. ApoMb solution was
made by dissolving -5 mg apoMb in 100 ilL of desired buffer at desired pH. ’The buffer
systems employed were 40-50 mM Tris, 100-찌o mM NaCI at pH 8.4-8.5; or 50 mM
phosphate, 100-200 mM NaCI at pH 6.7-6.8; and 50 mM borate, 100 mM NaCI at pH 7.5.
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Reconstitutions were i>erfonned by adding 20 ilL of야Ie hemin stocks to 100 ml of the
apoMb solutions. 까Ie mixtures were imm잉ia얻lyel뼈d throu방1 a Sephadex 0-25 column
at 50C, pre-equilibrated with the same buffer. Aliquots of the effluents were added to the
S따nple cell, with eq띠V외.ent 없nounts of ferricyanide added to the reference. When no
column was used, the hemin stock was directly added to the apoMb solution; and then an
aliquot of the mixture was immediately added to the sample cell.
πIe optic외 specσophotometer was a Cary 16; the cells were 1cm path1en맹， u띠ess
otherwise stated, and were maint떠n려 at desired temperature with circulating antifreeze. A
Macintosh Plus computer was employed to collect data via a Keithley model195A digi없l
voltmeter as the ADC and Mac 488A bus controller from IOTech. Each run consisted of
2000 data points acquired over the range 470 to 337 om in three minutes (0.067nm digi때
resolution). 안Ie software was a gift of Professor J.H.Golbeck.
For NMR spectroscopy, -2.5 mg hemin was dissolved in 5μLNaOH， 120 μLof
5 mM ferricyanide and H20 to make a fmal volume of 1mL. 16-23 mg of apoMb was
dissolved in 500μ ofdesired buffer at the desired pH. For each reconstitution, 220 μL
of hemin stock was added to the apoMb solution. ’The mixture was eluted in a Sephadex
0-25 column at 50C,pre-equilibrated with the same buffer. πIe effluent was collected,
ultrafI1tered and exchanged with D20 of the s따ne buffer at 50C down to애.5 mL; the
solution was then뼈1st;없'ed to a 5 nun nmr tube. 만Ie fiital concenσations of tlte hemin
and apoMb were -1.2-1.5 mM.
Chromatography of protein from isolation andm여ification preparations was
perfonned on ISCO UA-5 Absorbanc e.따uorescence Detector , set at 254 om; a WIZ
Peristaltic Pump for controlling speed ofelution; a Model1133 Multiplexer-Expander to
scale size of transient, and a Retriever IV fraction collector. For isolation of highly colored
heme proteins, the Gilson micro fractionator without the use of a UVIfluorescence detector
was employed.
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GENERAL NMR EXPERIMENTS
Stan없펴 lD lH NMR experiments were run with the zgpr pulse sequence as
shownin앨uation (1),u띠.ess otherwise indicated, in which water resonance was
suppres앓dwith a low power, long pulse during the relaxation delay (RD). S없ndard2D
lHNMRe:자>e파nents for this work: include COSY, NOESY, and TOCSY as described in
Equations(찌， (3), and (4), res야ctively. 2D EXSY utilizes the same pulse않quence as
NOESY in Equation (3).
RD - goo - FlO
RD - 90° - tl - goo - FID (t2)
RD - 90° - tl - 900 - tnt - 90° - FID (tv
RD - 90° - tl - 9oo - mlevl7- 9oo - FID (t2)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
where goo is the p띠sele뺑1 (typic와ly - 8-9 ms), tl is the incremen때l 파ne， 와nis the
mixing time,FID is the sampled free induction decay during t2,and mlev17 is a train of 16
composite pulses and 2 trim pulses. ’The mixing time is req띠red in NOESY for build-up ·of
coherence between spins; therefore,an뼈propriate choice of this time-period is crucial to
the detection of NOE sign외s. If too long a mixing파ne is employ，벼， resonances of short
TISW피 have completely relaxed and no coherence is obseπed. On the other뼈nd， ifa
short tnt is used,not enough coherence is accum띠ated for resonances of long TIs.
Typically, a tnt of 2-4 ms , 5-20 ms, or 30-50 ms was utilized for high-spin, mixed-spin,
or low-spin paramagnetic없mples ， respectively. Typil않lly， for paramagnetic hi앙i-and
mixed-spin앓mples with broad resonances,512뻐d 300 data points were req띠redin thef2
없따 fl 버mensions， respectively. 2D많SY was collected identically to NOESY (Equation
(3» ,except that the cross야밟s represent magnetization없nsfer， instead of하p빼r야
뻐rough-spaceintemetion,betw없iexc뻐n밍ng φecies. Phase sensitive d야ection by TPPI
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(파ne-propor히on외 phase incrementing) was employed for of all2D NOESY,TOCSY, and
EXSY (Wuthrich, 1986; Mabbutt & Wright, 1985). In 2D COSY, on the other hand,
because of the broad linewidths of these paramagnetic samples,not only is the
det하mination ofcoupling cons뻐nts immateri외， but two adjacent cross peaks may cancel
out each other rendering no cross peak obse.πed; therefore, abs이ute value detection
(magnitude COSY) is sufficient for the processing. Furthennore, to increase the sign외-to­
noise without introducing proportional noise, zero-filling to at least twice the size of data
points collected was implemented before Fourier transfonnation of da없.
Rates of exchange between labile protons and water solvent, as well as between
exchanging resonances, were measured by the 1D saturation없nsfer method. πIe extent
of saturation transferred from the irradiated water resonance to an exchangeable proton was
determined by Cutnell et 외. (1981) as follows:
kexch = [Tl-1(I-F)]/F (5)
where Tl-1 is the intrinsic spin-lattice relaxation rate, and F is the saturation factor, which
is the ratio between the intensity of the involved resonance with and without irradiation.
까Ie non-selective spin-lattice relaxation 마nes， Tl’s,of the methyls were determined by the
conventional inversion-recovery meth때， illustrated in Equation (6).
RD - 1800 - tD - 900 - FlO (6)
where tD is a delay time under the control of the operator. TIS for resonances close to the
paramagnetic center such as heme methyls can be det하mined throu방I a non-selective,hard
1800 inversion pulse. For these resonances,relaxation by the unpaired elecσon(s)
overwhelms all other mechanisms, so that the TIS obtain려뻐ou뺑 either selective or non-
selective inversion pulse are approximately the same (La Mar, 1973).
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Labile protons were detected in pH titrations,perfonned by 1H NMR with
pllnoe피fp띠se 앓quence a~ outlined in Equation (7).
saturate/miss H20여ecoupler) ·900(x) - tD - 9QO(-x) - FlO η)
where the first and second 9QO pulses are exactly out of phase by x. tD is the delay time
between the two pulses,and is usually in the range of 30·80 μs. 까Ie σansmitter frequency
is always set on the solvent (i.e. H20), so the ADC would not be overfilled by the giant
solvent signal,decreasing the dynamic range. Because tD is much shorter than T1 of H20
(-1 s), there is no net excitation of H20,w퍼Ie resonances offset from the σansmitter
frequency precess between the two pulses. N띠I point of the pulse sequence is detern피ned
by 1I(2tD) from the없nsmitter 야quency .. Resonances that are on the high and low side of
the뼈Ismitter frequency are 1800 out of pha앓. Saturation factor was obtained from
altema파1밍y saturating and missing the water signal with a decoupler. Resonances in
exchange with the solvent water will be attenuated in intensity while the decoupler is on
water.
Selective irradiation of resonances (ChapterN) were done with the pulse s어uence
’zgh2pr’ -- zg decoupling with relaxation delay,outlined as in Equation (8).
RD - d1 (I배0) - 90° - FlO (8)
까Ie parameters used in this sequence are the relaxation delay, the saturation파ne， and 버O
(the saturation power). πIe irradiation is thus perfonned by a selective low-power, long-
p띠se decoupler. Relaxation delays employed are on the 0떠er of T1 of the resonances.
까Ie saturation time is inversely proportional to the accuracy of the irradiation, based on
Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle; therefore,a precise frequency selection for saturation
req띠.res a longer saturation time than that of a tπoad one. However,a saturation time that
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is too long can induce spin diffusion,especially in macromolecule like Mb. Spin diffusion
occurs when the energy of saturation has time to 피ffuse throughout the protein; in such a
case, some of the peaks detected in the difference s:야ctrum may be caused by indirect
interaction -- a situation that could lead to misassignment. On the other hand,very short
saturation time with high power can lead to direct off-resonance saturation artifacts. Thus,
a balance is achieved by only -30% - 50% saturation of the peak with appropriate power
and saturation time. For a methyl peak of metSwMbH20 (with Tl of4.7 ms and T2 of 1.1
ms), 50% saturation induces 5% off-resonance effect achieved at approximately 700 Hz
ιecomte et 외.， 1991). In this document, resonances to be decoupled are designated in
reference spectra; and the decoupler power is varied to achieve the desired saturation effect.
A variation of the zgh2pr않quence is wefnoedif,as in Equation (9).
RD - 1800 - t - SAT - 900 - FlD (9)
A 1800 pulse hard pulse is뻐ed to invert all pe밟s in the spectrum. τ is the delay time for a
particular peak to relax backjust to zero intensity. 깐tis sequence is advantageous in that it
allows the undesiredly huge resonances (for example: b따kH20S이vent) that cause
dispersive effect on the difference spectrum anψor overfilling the ADC to be tuned to a
null. πIe faster-relaxing protein peaks have positive intensity and can be obseπed. In
Chapter IV, because the upfi리d resonances that are inv하ted all have TIS on the order of
ms, as compared to s for the diamagnetic peaks including the residual water and artifacts
from free ligand peaks,a short t can sσongly reduce the magnitudes of the undesired
resonances in the specσum.
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CHAPTERnI
ASSIGNMENTS OF HEME PERIPHERAL RESONANCES IN AZIDO AND
IMIDA강)LEMYOGLOBINS BY MULTI-DIMENSIONAL PROTON NUCLEAR
MAGNETIC RESONANCE
Heme resonance assignments in the past have been made using deuterium isotope-
labeling (Satterlee, 1985; La Mar et 외.， 1980). Even though this method provides
unambiguous assignments, it is extremely labor-intensive and uninformative of any other
NMRp따ameters. Alternatively,a combination ofNOESY and COSY lH NMR
expe피nents has been successfi띠ly done on metMbN3 allowing assignment of the m떼ority
ofthe heme peripheral resonances (Peyton, 1991) to supplement the results from isotope-
labeling. ’The NMR-only method is by far more desirable because it not only allows easier
assignments, albeit in a less sσai앙It-forward manner, but also offers structur떠 and
dynamic information based on lineshape,chemical-shift and relaxation 뻐외yses by lH
NMR. In this research, the NMR-only protocol is employed.
Saturation σansfer between the metMbH20뻐dmetMbIm complexes is used as an
alternative assignment method if the resonances are assigned for one of the species. In this
case, because many heme resonances from metMbH20 have been well assigned (Unger et
al.,1985; La Mar et 외.， 1980), saturation-transfer is used to supplement the assignments of
me뼈bIm resonances; during this work,however,a mistake in the literature (Unger et
al.,1985) regarding metMbH20 resonance assignments is found. Saturation σ없Isfer
between the aquo,빼없zole， and methylated피피dazole complexes is possible because the
exchange rate is slow relative to the chemical shift difference between the exchanging
resonances, yet comparable to the spin-lattice relaxation rates, RIS = Tl-ls,of the
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resonances of interest’ (see Utility of Saturation Transfer below). 2D Exchange
specσoscopy (EXSY) experiments were done on - 1:1complex of metMbIm : metMbH20
at various temperatures, with increasing cross peaks intensities at h핑her temperatures --
comfirming the saturation tI뻐sfer phenomenon. Because the exchange rate is faster at a
higher temperature, while intrinsic Rl decreases,experiments perfonned at higher
temperatures produce increased saturation σansfer.
까Ie proximities of nearby heme pocket residues are manifested by their through-
space dipolar interaction with the heme resonances,and to the paramagnetic center by their
relaxation rates, as related by Equations (9) and (10), respectively. 까IUS， assignment of
the heme peripheral resonances is the stepping stone to the deconvolution of the 없피no acid
residues in the heme crevice.
l1a->b =[-(gIth2τc)πlb)]/(lOrab6) =crabTlb
TlJI’lb =(rFe-와.6/(fFe_b)-6
(9)
(10)
In these equations, 끼a->b is the observed NOE to b upon irradiation of a, crab is the cross
relaxation (or spin exchange rate) between spins a and b, gH is the gyromagnetic ratio of a
proton,τcis the coπ'elation time of the ab vector,and r is the distance between the points
indicated at the subscripts. Usually one of the par없neters is a methyl group, whose T1 is
detern파led， and r - 6.1 A. from the crystal structure of MbCOκ따iyan et al., 1986).
Scalar-coupling,or 야trough-bond interaction, between protons fewer than three
bonds apart is detected by 2D COSY and TOCSY experiments, b야h of which bear spa다al
implication by the size of cross peak, which depends on the dihedral angle between the
adjacent carbons. For example, gemina! protons in the "anti" conformation (，빼려때 angle
=1800 has a much larger scalar coupling than if the dihedral angle =90°). TOCSY 떠lows
the detection of indirect sc외ar coupling beyond three bonds through coherence relayed
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through a mutually sc외ar coupled proton. Figure 5 illusσates the manifestation of both
dipolar and scalar interaction isoleucine.
RESULTS
Assimmentsof the Heme-Insertion Isomer_Resonance~Qf MetEaMbN~
Figure 5 demonsσoates the utilities of 2D COSY and NOESY in a nut-shell. to aid
understand the more complex protein specσa. Figure 6 gives the labeling system for the
peripheral resonances in both heme insertion-isomers. incl빼ng arrows that demonsσate
the kind of interactions expected of the resonances. 1H NMR 2D COSY and NOESY
spectra of native and freshly reconstituted metEqMbN3 species were an외yzed， as shown in
Figures 7, and 8, respectively. Using metMbN3 as an example (peyton, 1991), the
assignment process is made starting from the 8CH3 and lCH3 NOE, the only heme
methyls with an NOE between them. Heme methyls 따e first recognized by their integrals
of three protons and tremendous hyperfme-shi批dposi다ons due to contact with the iron
center. 까Ie 8CH3 and lCH3 are distinguishable by the 8CH3 to 7Ha and the lCH3 to
2Hlk,t NOEs. The 2-and 4-vinyl spin systems are identified by their characteristic
COSY/NOESY patterns,and dis파19uished from each other by their NOEs to lCH3 and
3CH3, respectively. In NOESY, which is bas때 on dipolar connectivity, Ha is nearer in
space to Hlk than to H~t， and so is of greater intensity. COSY, on the other hand, detects
scalar couplings between these two sets of protons, therefore shows a larger cross peak for
the없ns interaction (coupling constants are - 16 Hz for없ns vs - 6 Hz for cis). πIe
propionates have similar spin systems in NOESY and COSY; i.e. Ha to Hal, as well as
H~toH~’， produces both sizable COSY and NOESY cross peaks due to geminal coupling
and close proximity, respectively, and Ha to H~ incurs bigger NOESY and smaller COSY
intensi다es as compared to Ha to H~’. 까Ie 3CH3 and 5CH3 are differentiated by the
3CH3 to 4Ha，~t and 5CH3 to 6Ha NOEs. Because sσong COSY cross pe밟s are from
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no more than three-bond sc외ar coupling, they are usedm려nly for identifying spin
systems. The meso protons" being extremely close to the paramagnetic center, are unable
to be identified by the 2D protoc이s， due to fast-relaxation (Tit T2) and because are not
strongly J-coupled to any proton.
’The assignments of the heme peripheral protons in the reversed isomer of
metEqMbN3, however, do not follow the above method exactly because the 8CH3B<--
>1CH3B cross peak could not be obseπ잉. From Figure 6, it is possible to speculate the
shifts of the resonances in the minor insertion isomer throu양Ip없rwise exchange to their
corresponding positions on the heme. For instance, 5CH3A and 8CH3B are in identical
heme position and same environment in the protein rnaσix ， therefore, their chemical shifts
should be similar. Figure 8 shows two methyl peaks around 33 ppm in the freshly
reconstituted metEqMbN3,as comp따'ed to one in the native fonn (5CH3 in Figure 7). πIe
smaller intensity of the two was assigned to 8CH3B on the premise that the ratio of major to
minor insertion isomer is always 1:<1 in practice because of the redisσibution to the native
fonn during prepara다on time,although when extrapolated to time zero, the ratio should be
1:1. 까Ie identical protein environment is reflected through their par외leI cross peaks to
other heme and protein resonances. One of the cross pe밟s to 8CH3B at 15.4 ppm,
exhibits familiar propionate sp피 system (as discussed above), and is assigned to 7Ha.B.
’Theis 외so consistent깨th the exchanged position of7Ha.Bwith 6Ha.Abecause their
chemical shifts are similar.
Assignments of MetEaMbXlm. where X is H. lCH~. and 4CH~
’The assignments of metEqMblm,me뼈MblCH3Im뻐dmetEqMb4CH3Im follow
a similar routine as that described above for the native azido species. 까Ie2D
NOESY/COSY specσa are as shown in Figures 9 and 10. Possible overlapping NOESY
and COSY cross peaks around -15 ppm at 298 K was evident (not shown), indicating that
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there are two overlapping peaks; hence, same expe파nent was peIfonned at 308 K (figure
9), which resolved the peaks and showed distinctive propionate and geminal coupling
characteristics. Those peaks were assigned to be heme 6Ha.’ and CpH of His F8, as listed
in Tables III, IV, and V. Heme 6Ha,’ was assigned not only from its connectivity to 6Ha
and 6Hp,po, but also from the verification from 2D TOCSY (not shown). CpH of His F8
was identified from its exchange with its counterp따tin metEqMbH20 from 2D EXSY (see
below). Because the 3CH3 and the 4-vinyl protons were buried in the crowded
diamagnetic region,and so could not be ide때fied by 2D COSY/NOESY method, the
saturation-transfer technique was utilized. Saturation-transfer experiments at various
temperatures were employed between metMbH20뻐d all three metMbXIms; Figure 11
presents the l-D saturation-σansfer by selectively perturbing a select려 resonance, in this
case the 3CH3 of metEqMbH20. 까lis gave the 3CH3 assignment for metEqMblm. In 2D
EXSYexpe파nents ， because all spins are perturbed at the same time,and because in this
case the exchange rate comp하able to the TI-Is of the exchanging peaks, the effect of
saturation σansfer， instead of dipolar interaction, is observed as the off-diagonal cross
peaks (see Figures 12, 13, and 14). During this work,a mistake in the literature
assignments of the vinyl systems of metSwMbH20 was found (see asterisks in Figure 12)
(Ungeret 외.， 1985), demonsσating the power of saturation-σansfer technique not only in
making but 외so in verifying assignments (see Discussion). The assignments of the heme
peripheral protons for the azido뻐d imidzolate complexes are listed in Tables II, ill,N ,
andY.
Figure 11 shows ex없nples of lD NOE saturation-σansfer experiments involving
metEqMbH20 : 1m. As shown in the figures, the irradiated methyl peak of metEqMbH20
is sσ'Ongly relaxed; therefore, the use of high rf power, possibly inducing off-resonance
effects, is necess따y to saturate the peak. To alleviate the problem, lower power irradiation
of the methyl was attempt해. However, to determine kex from돼uation (5) nonnally
TABLEII
CHEMICAL SHIFfS FOR MINOR-INSERTION ISOMER OF
MetEqMbN3 AT 25°C AND pH 7.0
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Asshmments Chemical Shift (oom)
1CH3 18.3
3CH3 17.3
5CH3 25.2
8CH3 33.4
2Ha
2H~c
2H~t
4Ha 28.3
4H~c 0.7
4H~t -2.3
6Ha 11.0
6Ha ’ 6.9
6H~
6H~ ’
7Ha 15.4
7Ha’ 12.0
7H~
7H~’
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TABLEill
CHEMICAL SHIFI’S FOR MetEqMbIm AT 50°C AND pH 6.2
A않ilmments Chemical Shifts (nom)
1CH3
3CH3
5CH3
8CH3
25.0
8.0
36.8
18.3
2Ha
2Hpc
2Hpt
4Ha
4Hpc
4Hpt
매
ζ시
』
떠
r·ι
J
3
‘(
a
,a
p
,R
a
,a
RF
]β
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
ro
ro
/0
ro
”l
’l
”l
”l
15.4
13.5
2.5
2.3
6.2
2.6
2.5
F8 His CaH 13.5
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TABLEN
ASSIGNMENTS OF HEME PERIPHERALS FOR METEqMblCH3Im
AT 25°C, UNLESS OTHERWISE PARENTHESIZED, AND pH 7
A동동hmments Chemic밀-Shifts (DD굶1
lCH3
3CH3 (323 K)
5CH3
8CH3
24.1
4.7
31.1
16.9
2Ha
2H~c
2H~t
4Ha (323 K)
4H~c
4H~t
깨
nJ
3
년
z
1나
깅
-J
6Ha
6Ha ’
11.8
10.4
2.2
3.2
3.6
1.4
1.9
6H~
6H~'
7Ha (323 K)
7Ha ’ (323 K)
7H~(323K)
7H~'
F8 His CBH
TABLEV
ASSIGNMENTS FOR HEME PERIPHERALS OF MetEqMb4CH3Im AT
323 KANDpH7
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Assimments Chemical ShiftslnnmI
1CH3 23.5
3CH3 4.0
5CH3 34.1
8CH3 13.8
2Ha 22.1
2Hpc
2Hpt
4Ha 6.8
4Hpc
4Hpt
6Ha 13.3
6Ha ’ 12.0
6Hp
6Hp’
7Ha 3.3
7Ha ’ 1.2
7Hp 1.33
7Hp’
F8 His CaH 12.7
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req띠res that magnetization of the바adiated p않k be reduced to zero (Sandsσ'Om， 1982) ，
i.e. the peak has to be comp~etely saturated. Fortunately, it is possible to use the area ratio
of the effected to irradiated methyl peak detern파led 하reetly from the difference spectra as
presented in Figures 10뻐d 11 to yield the fraction, f,of the effected peak따minished from
saturation σansfer， and then saturation factor, F, obtained from I-f. ’The exchange rate,
kex,calculated in this manner from펴uation (5) yields rate-constant of ...3 s-1 with
detemrined T1 of 31 ms for the 5 CH3 ofmetEqM바m at 298 K; while kex at 308 K is
determined to be -53 s-l. These rate constants correlate well with the effected peak height
as presented in Figures 10뻐d 11. At 298 K, kex is relatively slow, so that the saturation
σansfer is only -6%. At 308 K, nevertheless, the effected metEqMbIm methyl peak is
more than 50% reduced in intensity, with kex comparable to its Rl. 만le non-selective Tl
of the 5CH3 of metEqMbIm is fitted to data obtain잉 by inversion recovery expe.파nentby
the method of Haπis (1989), Sanders (1988), and Sansσ'om (1982), using pulse sequence
as shown in Equation (6). Figure 15 illusσates the plot of ln(int(at infinity)-int(time 샤) vs
delay time (tD in Equation (8)) to detemtine TIS for the 5CH3S of metMbN3 and
metMbXIm (where X is l-CH3' 4-CH3' or H). The slope exσacted from such a plot is
In‘1. TIS obtained are listed in Table VI.
DISCUSSION
The Scone and Limitations of 2D NMR Exoe더ments
The 20 NOESY/COSY experiments allow assignments of most of the heme resonances of
the various paramagnetic species examined above. Similar results can 떠so be obtained
with numerous steady-state 10 NOE irradiations in conjunction with a COSY map. πle
major advantage of 2D NOESY is the ability to exhibit all the observable dipolar
connectivities in one experiment as cross peaks, saving insσument time. Failure to
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TABLEVI
TIS FOR 5CH3S AND 1CH3S OFπIE INDICATED MYOGLOBIN
SPECIES IN N3 AND hn LIGATED STATES AT 25°C; INCLUDED IS
ALSOTHELTI’ERATURE TIS FOR MetSwMbCN
Species 웰파뼈- 앨따뼈
mIIcmletSetmPmwe￡tSgMeq외Aw￡MbiMgq,CMM1b1N94대b뻐8C(NCIH13)31ll3hUhIienll 14.4 14.543.7 57.131.0 73.042.6 63 .4
81.6 115
observe certain cross pe밟s in the 2D maps are atσibuted to a few reasons. Because the
unp머red electron from the iron center has gyromagnetic ratio that is 658 times greater than
that of a proton (La Mar, 1973), resonances that are closer to the Fe than ....5 Acan be
sσongly relaxed π1<1 ms) and broadened ('\)1/2 > 600Hz) byelecσon. Resonances in
high-spin systems (for example,metMbH20) are more severely influenced than those in
low-spin systems (for instance, metMbCN). 2D expe바nents ， in order to collect optimum
dipolar connectivities for the m떼ority of the protein resonances,often req띠remixing times
that are too long for the coherences of the sσ'Ongly relaxed nuclei to linger enough to permit
build-up of cross peaks. Also, because a 2D data set requires a large amount of computer
memory (for example, to process a 512 x 512 data point NOESY requires 4 X512 X 512
X 32/8 =4 Mbytes), availability of data processing disk space constitutes limitation on data
resolution,especially for sharp lines for protons relatively far from the paramagnetic center.
In some cases, when a resolved peak can be selectively irradiated, a 1D NOE may take
precedence over a 2D data set because the difference spectrum eliminates peaks that are not
affected, and yet retains high digital resolution.
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Utilitv of Saturation Transfer
As introduced earlier, saturation transfer is manifested when the rate of chemical
exchange is comparable with or larger than that of the spin-lattice relaxation, R1,but
smaller than the chemical shift difference between the exchanging resonances. When the
rates are comparable, the chemical exchange rate can, in principle, be detem파led by this
method (Sanders & Hunter, 1986). There are many chemical processes, such as
confonnational isomerization of cyclohexane at 298 K, that occur much faster than the
chemical shift timescale; in those cases, the exchange broadening of the peaks may render
the technique useless, although low temperature may slow the process sufficiently to allow
resolution of individual resonances.
까Ie exchanging species studied in this work have chemical shift timescales of> 1()4
Hz, which is much greater than the exchange rate between them. Therefor’ 'e, this system
not only pemrlts this technique, but also avoids off-resonance effects in steady-state lD
di뚫renee expe파nents， and allows easy identification피 2DNOESYeχperiments. To
demonstrate the importance of kex relative to Rh consider the energy level diagram shown
in Figure 16. For a representative spin exchanging between two species, metMbH20때d
metMbIm, we must consider the fIrst-order exchange rate constants kH20뻐d kIm, and spin
lattice relaxation rates of each species, RH20없dRIm· ’Thediagram외so assumes that the
spin exchanges without changing its quantum mechanic외 spin state, hence possesses two
independent exchange processes. If we saturate the s미n in metMbH20, i.e. equili잉ngthe
spin populations of the higher and lower energy states of metMbH20, the effect will be
σ'ansfeπ'ed to metMbIm by feeding more population to its higher energy state through kIm.
However, if kIm is much slower than RIm, the spin population of metMbIm will have
approached Boltzmann ’sdisσibution ， i.e. equilibrium, thus providing no net perturbation
to metMbIm. on the other hand, ifkIm is compatible to or much faster than RIm' metMbIm
will be saturated significantly or almost completely, res야ctively. Exchange rates obtain<엉
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through this method range from 103S-1 to 10-2s-1. with the metMbH20 : 1m system, kex is
3 s-1 to 53 S-1, depending on the temperat따eSt It should be mentioned that the lower
boundary is not accessible by another popular rate-constant detern뻐ation method based on
l피eshape fit. At such low r와.e， lineshape analysis, as an alternative method for determining
kex, becomes highly insensitive.
Status of Assie:nments
For the minor heme-insertion isomer of metEqMbN3' 11 out of 22 possible heme
1H NMR resonances are now assig야d. Heme-insertion isomer redistribution of the
reconstituted metEqMbN3 is too rapid to allow detection of the 8CH3B to 1CH3B cross
peak, which is usually the starting point to ’walk’ around the porphyrin ring.
Nevertheless,NOE patterns to the diamagnetic region and pairwise-exchange between
heme-insertion isomer resonances are self-consistent and 외lows이id assignments.
On the other hand, for the major isomer of metEqMblm, 15 of the heme peripheral
resonances, and one CpH of His F8 are assigned. In addition, literature assignments for
metMbH20 (Unger et 떠.， 1985) are verified and one was corrected. Figures 12, 13, and
14 all showed connectivities between the literature 4Ha of metEqMbH20 and 2Ha of
metEqMblm. Either the literature or the metEqMbIm assignment of the proton must be
wrong. In the 2D NOESY of metEqMblm (Figure 9), the 1CH3 <--> 8CH3 cross peak,
the only one between methyls, is identified; the assignment of 2Ha is then ascertained by
its dipolar connectivity to 1CH3. For the saturation σansfer profile in Figure 12 to be valid,
the literature assignment of the vinyls must have been reversed. Unger et al, (1985)
identified the 4Ha by its characteristic vinyl spin system (as discussed in the Result
section), but did not detect the diagnostic vinyl <--> methyl cross peaks.
For the metEqMblCH31m and metEqMb4CH31m systems, identical assignments to
metEqMblm are detern파led from 2D EXSY (Figures 13 and 14) and NOESY/COSY
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experiments (Figure 10 shows an example for metEqMblCH3Im). Interestingly, although
performed and processed under s따lilar conditions, the EXSY σoss peaks in the methylated
imidazole systems are stronger than their imidazole counterp하t. 만lis increase in saturation
transfer is attributed to the increase in either kex (i.e. kIm and kH20 in Figure 16) or RI (i.e.
Rim in Figure 16). Since RI ofprotein is governed mainly by the resonance’s distance to
the paramagnetic center and the protein’s tumbling rate (see Equations 1 and 2), both of
which are invariant for all three imidazolate systems ofMbs (compare TIS in Table VI),
increased kex is the most likely피fference between the methylated imidazole and imidazole
systems. πlis can be expl떠ned by the extra methyl group on the imidazole ring,
introducing stearic hindrance in the binding pocket, and increasing the dissociation constant
kH20. 까lis illustrates the utility of saturation transfer in providing evidence for ligand
dynamics in proteins.
ComolUi~o[SDin-S_tates_o[me tMhN~.andmetMbIm
TI values in Table VI present an interes파19 question regarding the estimation of
spin-states from the hyperfme shifts of the heme methyls. IH NMR spectra of
metEqMbIm clearly indicates broader linewidths for the methyls than those of the
metEqMbN3 counterpart (compare, for example, Fi맑res 5 and 7). Literature (La Mar et
al., 1980) suggested similar high-spin character (-30%) in both metSwMbN3 and
metSwMbIm, which뼈 in thermal equilibrium of S =1/2 <--> S = 5/2. Although the
5CH3 of metEqMblm is much more downfield shif때 and broader than the metEqMbN3
counterp빠， the averages of methyl chemical shifts at pH 7 and 298 K for both species are
q띠te compatible, at 22.4 ppm and 23.1ppm for metEqMbIm뻐d metEqMbN3,
respectively -- supporting evidence that they are mearly spin equivalent Neve며I려ss，
comparison of their TIs from Table VI suggests that metMbIm is in a much lower spin-
state than metMbN3. Spin-lattice relaxation rates, TIS, like hyperfme shifts, are sensitive
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indicators of the heme pocket geometry based on the interactions of individual heme pocket
residues with the heme moiety, as well as the spin density of the heme peripher，떠 protons
(La Mar, 1979). Increasing high-spin character allows more efficient relaxation mechanism
of the affected protons through higher elecσ'on density. However, even in simil따 spiil
states, for instance, metMbH20 때d metMbSCN -- both of w퍼ch are p따배 high-spin,
differential hyperfine shifts are observed which피lply that the nature of the axialligand in a
given spin-state can modulate the extent of equatorial spin σansfer (La Mar et 외.， 1978).
Hence, TIS of heme pocket resonances, including those of the heme methyls, are probably
more reflective of the spin state of the ligand. ’The fact that metMblm is lower spin than
metMbN3 is surprising because metMblm exhibits generally broader linewidths and has
higher dissociation rate than metMbN3, from the ability of the former but not the latter to
involve in saturation-transfer with metMbH20. As demonsσated in Chapter IV, the line-
broadening effect,especially that of the 5CH3 and 1CH3 of metMblm. is a consequence of
orientational diso.떠er of the exogenous ligand; this influence may be the predominant factor
in governing the methyllinewidths in metMblm, thus masking the fact that it is mostly low-
spin. Traditionally, SwMb has been the species to study in various ligated states
(metSwMblm was the only species studied by IH NMR, Budd et al., 1979), which
explains the inconsistency between the linewidths ofheme methyls and TIS in the case of
metMblm. because metSwMblm stabilizes orientationally disordered intermediate more
than metEqMbIm (Chapter V). which does not exhibit as severe methylline-broadenings.
까le revelation that 1m is a sσonger-field ligand than N3- raises question as to why
1m dissociates much more readily from the heme pocket The discrepancy must result from
the differential interactions between the ligands and the protein matrix. Perturbations
inflicted on predominantly and purely low-spin Mbs by the protein matrix include magnetic
anisotropy and rhombic nature of heme from the coordination of Fe to proximal His F8 (La
Mar, 1979). Although models have shown that the dipolar shifts of rhombic ori밍n 없
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insignificant in mostly and purely low-spin systems (La Mar et 외.， 1978), the σansfer of π
spin density from the axialligand or protein residues to heme is pivotal in the manifestation
of electron-nuclear interaction (Budd, 1979). X-ray crystal structure of metMbN3 (Sσyer
et 외.， 1964) found that N (of azide)-Fe bond angle is approximately 111°, close to what is
expected for a covalent bond for azido compounds (Hughes, 1935; Pauling & Brockway,
1937). Donation of one of the lone-pair electrons 담om N3- to Fe lends the fonnation of a cr
+ - - +
covalent bond of the sort (Pauling, 1960): Fe-N=N=N <--> Fe-N-N를N. N3- is also
showed in its crys없I structure to adopt a confonnation such that hydrogen-bonding with
the ring NH of distal His E7 occurs with the same niσogen on N3- that is covalently
bonded to Fe, to optin너ze binding and reduce stearic hindrance. Both the covalent and the
hydrogen-bonding characteristics contribute to the tight binding of N3-,while the lack ofπ
spin density contribution from N3- results in the high spin nat따'e of metMbN3, as
demonstrated by the short TIS ofheme methyls.
’IbeX-ray σystal structure of metSwMbImι.ionetti， 1991) revealed that the
exogenous 1m exerts steric strain to the distal pocket by causing the partially ’open’
confonnation of distal His E7. 만lis conformation allows the facile exch뻐ge oflm with
the bulk solvent,a criterion for saturation-없nsfer. On the other hand, the interaction of the
1m π orbital with the p따d외ly filleddπ ordital of Fe contributes to the more low spin
character of metMbIm, despite its broader linewidths, than metMbN3. Because the
proximal His F8 is 외so capable of such π elecσ'on σansfer ， the larger hyperfine shift of the
5CH3inme뻐blm may be attrib뼈d to the orientation of His F8 relative to the heme plane,
which is essentially independent of the bond length between the heme Fe and His F8
(peyton et al., 1989). 까Ie g-tens야s of His F8 have frequently been used to quantify the
influence of an axialligand on the in-plane asymmetry of the heme elecσonic structure
(Soltis & Sσouse， 1988),which underscores the involvement of His F8 in modulating the
electron-nuclear interaction. In the crystal structure of metSwMblm, the angle «1>, defined
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as that between the projection of His F8 imidazole plane onto the heme plane and the Nn-
Fe-NIVaxis (see 외so Figure 4), is 47° (Lione띠， 1991), as compared to 19<> for
me잉wMbCN (phillips, 1978). The difference in the angles ~ is significant enough to
cause an anomaly in the respective hyperfine interac다ons; therefore. even though TIS of
some heme methyls of metMbIm없 almost compatible to those of metSwMbCN (-100
ms), the spread and average chemical shifts of heme methyls are indicative of the latter
being pure low spin.
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Filmre 16. Energy level diagram for_ saturation-σansfer. The ground states
in뼈앙1 species없 equivalent when their concenπations are equ떠.
CHAPTERIV
PROTON NUCLEAR MAGNETIC ASSIGNMENTS OF PROTONS FROM Fe-
COORDINATED LIGANDS FOR VARIOUS IMIDAZOLATE MYOGLOBINS
In this chapter, the binding sites ofbis-imidazolate Mb systems are ch따acterized.
In nature, there are numerous biolo밍cal hemoproteins, such as hemopexin뻐dcytochrome
b5,which have bis-imidazole coordination to a heme iron. Hemopexin is the sσ'Ongest
heme-binding protein known so far, and possibly plays significant role in detoxification by
scavenging excess heme in the serum (Vincent et al., 1988). Excess heme in the human
serum is ultimately broken down to biliverdin, then excreted.
Myoglobin (Mb) bound with imidazole (1m), or an 1m-derivative, as the exogenous
ligand makes a go때 model for bis-histidinyl coordinated heme proteins because Mb has an
invariant coordination of heme iron to the pro피m외 His F8, and is among the most
extensively stu피해 proteins by X-ray crystallography. For hemoproteins that cannot be
successfl띠ly crystallized for X-ray analysis,or are too large for complete solution state
elucidation by NMR (so far, NMR technology by protons only allows structural elucidation
of proteins up to only -10 kDa), structural detennination of the active site seems the most
logical stepping stone to understanding the protein. 1H NMR studies of metMbCN
(Emerson & La Mar, 1990) have revealed an upfield peak that corresponds to the ring C4H
of proximal F8 His. Our work on metMbIm has shown broad upfield resonances, similar
to those of the CN- counterp따t， that presumably correspond to the resonances of the axial
ligands. Using different methyl imidazoles as probes,various geomeπies in which bis-
imidazolate heme exists are suggested.
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Lineshape analysis simulation of the 5CH3 resonances of metEqMblm뻐d
metPSwMblm at low tenperatures allowed the determination of the rates of ring
equilibration of bound 1m. Intrinsic structural differences between the binding cavities of
the two species were implicated. 까tis chapter피usσates that much can be learned from the
1H NMR studies of the binding sites of macromolecules.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Inv_esthtation of Uofield Peak(s) in the Imidazole Comoleχes
Both metPSwMblm and metEqMbIm show broad upfield resonance(s). At 298K,
while the EqMb complex exhibits only one broad upfield peak, f, the PSwMb counterpart
shows two,a and b. To verify this difference between the species,variable temperature
NMR experiments were performed. Within the temperature range of 298 K to 313 K, there
is no divergence of broad peaks in both cases. The two broad resonances of
metPSwMblm become more apparent at 303 K (see Figure 17). Included in Figure 17 are
asterisked peaks that따ise from the high-spin metMbH20, the presence of which is
unavoidable at pH < 7.
Irradiation of the single upfield peak, f, in metEqMblm shows a strong effect to
two sharp peaks, x and y, in the diamagnetic envelope, as shown in Figure 18; other broad
peaks in Figure 18C may be NOEs. Peaks x and y are so sharp that they must come from
a small molecule, and their chemical shifts correspond to those of파19 CHs of free
imidazole (Figures 18뻐d 20, respectively). ’Therefore, the irradiated upfi밍d resonance is
identified as one of the파19 CHs on the bound ligand. By virtue of the fast on/off rate of
imidazole (see Utilitv of Saturation Transfer in Chapter ill), irradiation of the bound파19
CH induces saturation σansfer to the free ligand. Because saturation σansfer is observed to
both the C2 and C4,5 (two-proton integral at 삐entical chemical shift) Hs of free imidazole,
no s야cific assignment is possible at this point. However, it is interesting to note that even
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though y (C4.SH of free ligand) is a two-proton peak, its effect is smaller than the one-
proton x (C2H of free ligand); also, integration of the broad peak,albeit highly uncertain
because of its broadness, gives about two protons with respect to the three-proton methyls.
It is therefore possi버e that f is a fortuitous chemical shift convergence of ring CH on His
F8, and/or fractional populations of x and y (predominantly x). To differentiate between
these postulates, experiments were performed in which variable sires on f were irradiated
(not shown); no apparent difference was detected when compared to Figure 18, which
argues for the fractional population of two conformations. Rapid equilibration of the
bound imidazole파19 about the pseudo C2 axis can account for the saturation σansferto
both x and y (as in Figure 19A). However, from the ratio of saturation transfer to x and
y,one conformation must be favor려. To verify this post비ate ， more experiments on
metEqMbIm, formed with deuterated 1m were performed, as discussed below. In addition
to saturation σansfer， through space correlation NOEs to the protein matrix are 떠so
apparent Nevertheless, because extremely high decoupler power was required to따때iate
the broad upfield peak, and the NOEs to the diamagnetic region are so close in chemical
shift to the irradiated resonance,deconvoluting real from off-resonance artifacts is a
버fficult 떠sk. On the other hand, NOEs to the paramagnetic region helps identify the
irr때iated peak. Direct evidence for two conformations for the bound imidazole can 외sobe
obtained from the broadenings, or even splittings,of heme peripheral protons (most
apparently of heme methyls because of intensity).
In light of the fact that the파19 C2H of free imidaz이ates exchanges rather rapidly
with solvent protons, selective deuteration can농 achieved by incubating the ligands in
deuterium oxide before addition to Mbs. In this expe파nent， samples of excess imidazole,
1-methylin피d없ole， and 4-methylimidazole in deuterium oxide, all at pH> 10, were
eq띠librated in temperature bath of 25°C for 1m, and 670 C for I-and 4-CH3Im. Specσ'aat
different times were recorded to verify the exchange (time intervals are shown on the
S7
specπa in Figures 20 to 22). πIe following simple but exσ'emely illumina피Ig experiments
identify, as well as confmn, some assignments.
MetEqMblm-C2*H gives the spectrum shown in Figure 23B. Upon close
inspection, the ratio of the upfield peak r to methyl p않k is smaller than in metEqMblm,
with an integral of about 1, as opposed to 2 in the metEqMblm (non-deuterated). Figure
24 shows the saturation σ따tier profile on irradiating f' with various delay times. Even at
the longest delay time (Figure 24E),when the induced effect on x and y should greatest,
there is no significant saturation transfer to x. Possible assignments for f' include the ring
C4,SHs (y) of the bound 1m, ring CHs of His F8 and meso Hs. Figure 24E shows
saturation σ뻐sfer of r to y, which confmns its likely identity to be the C4,SH of 1m.
Furthermore, no noticeable NOEs to any heme peripheral or other hyperfine-shifted
resonance was induced (Figure 2S). More compelling evidence for this assignment is the
Fe-Hdistance, calculated based on the non-selective T1,determined to be -1 ms by tnull
method (H하ris， 1989; Sanders, 1988), of f' by inversion recovery (Equa다on (6»
expe파nent. From the structural coordinates of MbCO κ.uriyan et al., 1986), the distance
from the heme methyls to Fe is approximated at 6.1 A. The T1 experiment of Figure IS
πa비e VI) determined the T1 of SCH3 of metEqMblm to be 31 ms; correlation as outlined
by Equa다on (11) thus exσacted the distance of Fe-Hr at 3.4 A. Comparison of the data to
the σystal coordinates of heme pocket residues dictates that this distance is analogous to
that of the Fe to C2H of His F8빠 3.42 A), which is compa'다ble to the number of bonds
away from Fe to CSH of the bound 1m. The assignments of f and f' are likely those of the
two conformational isomers of the bound 1m as a result of the rapid마Ig equilibration. Due
to the orbital symmetry of the bound ligand relative to the heme plane, and by analogy to
metSwMbCN (Lecomte & La Mar, 1990), two ring protons from the same residue should
be hyperfme-shifted in the opposite direction, i.e. one upfield and the other downfield.
Both the ring C2H and CSH of the bound 1m따e shifted upfield; therefore, they must be
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from different conformers. From the I따ger peak size of the saturation transfer from f to x,
as compared to y (Figure 18), the major isomer is most probably when the upfield
resonance is the ring C2H of the bound 1m.
For metPSwMblm, one possible scenario is that one of its two broad upfield
resonances is from one His F8파19 CH, while the other arises from the bound imidazole.
까1Us， sm피ar saturation experiments can not only shed more light on the binding model of
파lidaz이.e complexes, but also compare the heme pocket geometry in both proteins.
Results from irradiation of the two upfield peaks of metPSwMblm at 313K and
303K with different parameters (as indicated in the legend) are compared in Figures 26-28.
Because saturation transfer is a function of both the exchange rate and Th a longer
relaxation delay will allow the resonances with long TIS to relax to nearer full intensity;
also,because the free ligand peaks are in excess, lower power with possibly longer
saturation time (thus more selective saturation) may help reduce the overall contribution of
dispersive effects that arise from the Bloch-Siegert effect (Sanders, 1988). At 313 K
(Figures 26), the most upfield peak at -9.0 ppm, labeled a, shows sσong saturation
transfer to both kinds of free imidazole peaks, designated x (C2H) and y (C4,sHs),
whereas the resonance at -6.7 ppm, labeled b, has a preferential effect on y. Peak a most
likely is a result of rapid equilibration between x and y, therefore both of which are
affected. On the other hand,b coπelates much sσonger to y,dictating its identity to be
C4,sHs. Because a residual effect from b to x is visible, further experiments with a longer
relaxation delay and lower saturation power were performed at 303 K. If the saturation
transfer to the free ligand is real, then a sσonger effect to x should result because small
molecules have 10ngerTls. In all, this saturation data at 313 K helps provide more
evidence for the rapid equilibration of the bound ligand in metMblm,although it offers no
additional information on the specific identities of these resonances.
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At303 K (pi밍IreS 27, 28),peaks a and b of metPSwMbIm became more resolved.
Figure 27 presents data from expe파nent repeated with lower sat따a따19 power to reduce
off-resonance effects. It is apparent that a induces sσonger saturation σansferto x. 까Ie
weaker effect by b is inevitable from its exσ'erne broadness which spans over both a and
the metMbH20 peaks. Because b is so broad, higher saturating power and more
nonspecific saturation pulse may be necessary to observe its saturation σansfer effect;
however, in doing so, severe하tifacts would be generated from off-resonance effects to
nearby resonances. From lability studies of these species (Chapter VII), it was found that
the slowest bound ligand equilibration occurs at pH -9,judging from the broadest methyl
linewidths. Therefore, saturation experiment was repeated at pH 9 and 303 K, as shown in
Figure 28, with lower saturating power, longer relaxation delay, and more specific
saturation. 까lesep하ameters should optimize the saturation transfer effects by increasing
saturation to x and y, if any, and reducing off-resonance effects. At pH 9, because there is
only one broad upfield p않k， several irradiations were applied across the broad overlapping
resonances, assuming that a and b converged. Figure 28C shows the saturation to y from
irradia따19 slightly off-center of the upfield peak,which justified the assumption that there
are both a and b under the pe빼. Below, selective isotope-labeling of the ring CH of free
imidazole allows confmnation and extension of the assignments of the resonances.
Figure 29 shows the most upfield peak,a,of MetPSwMbIm decreased
significantly in intensity upon deuteration,which assigns the peak to ring C2H of bound
imidazole. Comparing this and earlier saturation-σansfer results at 303K (Figures 27, 28),
b can be confidently assigned to ring C4,5H of bound imidazole. In the earlier saturation-
n뻐sfer experiment shown in Figure 27, although both upfi려d peaks show considerable
transfer to both types of ring CHs on the ligand, a shows the sσongest effect to free C2H.
This is consistent with the deuteration study shown in Figure 29, where b shows sπongest
effect to C4,5H. 까Ie specσurn at 313K also shows the most upfield peak to be ring C2H
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of the bound 1m (Figure 30). As in the case with metEqMbIm, a and b are the피IgCHs of
the conformational isomers of the bound ligand. From the bigger peak size of a than b, it
is likely that the m떼or isomer is when the upfield resonance is the ring C2H of the bound
h피dazole.
Investieation ofuofield oeak(s) in the 1- and~methvlimidazole_comolexes
Unlike imidazole, the methylated imidazole complexes of b아h EqMb and PSwMb
e앙libit similar feat뼈s in the upfield region. MetMblCH3Im complex shows one apparent
bl1없d upfieldpe밟， whi1eme뻐b4CH3Im complex gives rise to two broad peaks in the
temperature range studied, i.e. 298 K to 313 K (not shown). ’The results presented below
pertains to the PSwMb species only, although the same trend follows for EqMb.
As illusσated in Figure 31 , irradiation of the upfield peak, g, of
metPSwMblCH3Im at 313K gives rise to two sets of saturation σansfers. πIe free ligand
has three distinct ring protons, designated x at 7.9 ppm (다H)， y’ at 7.3 ppm (CsH), y" at
7.25 ppm (C4H), and one aliphatic resonance, wat 3.8 ppm (I-CH3) (compare with the
spectrum of free 1CH3Im in Figure 22; however, ring C4 and CsH of the excess free
ligand appear to coincide when Mb is the sample because processing of the spectrum was
op파피zedfi야 바oad paramagnetic peaks at line-broadening of 20 Hz,which is on the order
of the chemical shift difference between the pe와s observed if the data is processed with a
line-broadening of 0.2 Hz). Only off-resonance effects were observed in Figure 31,
possibly because of the large sizes of y’, y". These peaks are sizable and close to the
resonance파때iated， which causes the dispersive app없ranee of the peaks in the difference
spectrum due to the Bloch-Siegert effect (Sanders, 1988). Experiments done at various
relaxation delays with SUPERWEFI’ pulse sequence (Equation (9» are shown in Figures
31 and 32. 까lese expe더ments were performed on metPSwMblCH31m formed from
deuterated lCH31m at C2H position (see Figure 2깅 to reduce the off-resonance effi’ectfrom
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x. A delay time of 100 ms used in Figure 32 produced slight effect from residual C2H;
more importantly,distinctive saturation σansfers to y’뻐d y" were also observed. Other
than reducing the off-resonance effect from the excess free ligand, this saturation profile
implies exchange between multiple conformations of the bound ligand.
’The bound ligand in metMblCH3Im may undergo bound-1m ring-flip despite steric
hindrance from its exσa methyl group (as illusσated by its slight methyl broadening in
Figure 47). Figure 19 shows that the geometries of 1- and 4-methylimidazoles mi힐It be
similar with res야:<:t to the location of the exσa methyl group in the protein ma따x，
especially in light of the lack of line-broadening of the heme methyls in both of these
species as compared to imidazole Mb complexes. Nevertheless, the non-coordinating ring
N of metPSwMblCH3Im is positively charged regardless of pH, while that of
metPSwMb4CH3Im can be protonated at pH - 6 (assuming the pKas of bound
imidazolates are similar to that of distal histidine at -pK 5.5).
까tis electrostatic property of metPSwMblCH3Im may dictate the orientation of the
파19 such that the charged group can participate in salt-bridge interaction with nearby
residues in the protein crevice. From the X-ray crystal structure of metSwMblm (Lionetti
et al., 1991), the carboxylate of Asp E3 is hydrogen bonded to the NEH of Arg CD3,
which is involved in salt-bridging with heme 6-propionate; this triad interaction,and the
size of the 1CH3 imidazole ligand may bring the other carboxylate of Asp E3 to the vicinity
of the positive charge of ligand for elecσ'ostatic interaction. There is no other distal pocket
residue capable of such interaction. In this respect, there may be a difference in the
conformation of the ligand, or in whether there are two conformations, rather than in
metPSwMb4CH3Im. If this scenario is σue， then metMblCH31m should be pH-
independent, i.e. no change in heme methyllinewidths; whereas metMb4CH31m will be
pH-dependent as the ring NH on the bound 4CH3Im is protonated/deprotonated at
appropriate pHs. Figures 33 clearly demonstrates the variance of the methyllinewidths of
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metMb4CH3Im at different pHs. Figure 33 shows that at pH 6.5, metMb4CH3Im shows
sh하per 5CH3 and 1CH3 peaks, as noted by the decrease in theirs heights as well as
linewidths at half-height. πlis result verifies the postulate of elecσostatic interaction of the
bound ligands with nearby pocket residue,because at lower pH, the non-coordinating ring
N of metPSwMb4CH3Im is protonated and thus positively charged, like
metPSwMblCH3Im. More saturation-σansfer experiments at 313 K with lower power
and/or different sequence were performed on deuterium exchanged metPSwMb1CH3Im in
an attempt to verify the assignment.
MetPSwMblCH3Im formed from reconstitution with deuterated ligand in the C2H
position (Figure 22) was indistinguishable from that formed with non-deuterated ligand
(see Figure 34). Therefore, other than asserting that g is not the C2H of the bound ligand,
not much more information is offered. Although because of the overlap of g with another
peak, assigned to be CyH of Ile FG5 in Chapter VITI, the T1 obtained is highly uncertain,
the determination of T1 for g at애.5 msexσacted I'pe~탤:-3.8 Aby Equation (11), which
파nits the option for possible candidates of g. Comparison of the distances with those of
heme meso protons (4.5 A), ring C2H (3.42 A), and C4H (3.33 A) of His F8 from MbCO
crystal coordinates (Kuriyan, 1986), and떠so the fact that no paramagnetic NOE was
observed from saturating g (not shown), suggest that g is most likely the ring C4.SH the
bound ligand,which is 외so supported by the saturation-σansfer profile obse.πed in Figure
32.
Irradiation of the two upfield pe빼s of 4-methylimidazole complex is probably the
most instructive of all the imidazolate studies. 까Ie sat따ation σansfer trends are compared
between two experiments done with different irradia따Ig powers. With high-power
irradiation, significant saturation transfer is detected to one single ring CH, x, of the free
ligand 잠om the resonance at -13.7 ppm, labeled h. On the other hand, the peak at -9.2
ppm, labeled i, shows little effect to both free파Ig CHs (Figures 35C, 36C). Postulating
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that the little effect may have arisen from off-resonance effect, less power was then used.
In this experiment (Figure 35),야akhe:뼈bi양 S따lilar saturation tr，없lsfer pattern,W피lei
shows no effect at 와1. Figure 36 further verifies i to have no saturation transfer at longer
relaxation delay.
Thisdatacl않rlydemons없않s not only that 압1하e is one dominant confonnation to
the bound ligand in the 4-methylimidazole system because only one dominant saturation
transfer was obse1Ved,but also identifies peak h as the ligand ring C2H; this is further
supported by selective deuteration data below (x is assigned파19 C2H of the li뿔ndin the
free ligand spectrum in Figure 21),and peak i as퍼sF8 파19 CH (may be C4H because in
metSwMbCN α..ecomte & La Mar, 1991), the upfield peak was found to be His F8파19
C4H). Additionally, the T1 of i was determined to be 0.72 ms (Table VI) at 308K, which
places it at a distance 3.37 A. from Fe,most closely correlated to His F8마19 C4H in
me엽wMbCN (3.33 A). 돼s complex is especially import따lt beca'없e 4-methy파ni없zole，
among the imidazolate choices,most closely resembles the structure of histidine.
Reconstitution to form ligand·→ieutera'때metPSwMb4CH3hn merely confirm어 the
earlierfin버ng that peak h corresponds to the파19 C2Hof bound ligand, because this
resonance is totally gone after deuteration. Figure 37 demons없.tes clearly the power of
this deuteration experiment in 명.ving 배rect assi맹ments.
Assif!Ilment of an ad뼈m와 d빼퍼eldmethvl neak in metPSwMbXCH밸
wh앙e X=1.4
Figure 38 displays the specσa for the various imidazolate PSwMbs. In comparing
the downfield region ofvarious imidazolate species,metPSwMb-1CH3 and -4CH3hn
exhibit an extra 3-proton downfield peak in the 1ι따20 ppm region relative to the
imi없zole 뼈duet. By correlation to the assignments metEqMbhn in Chapter m, one of the
methyls is the hen몽 8CH3,wh뾰as the other one can be either앙le 3CH3 of heme,or the
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methyls from the bound ligand. By selectively satura따19 the two adjacent methyl pe밟s，
Figures 39 and 40 clearly identify the peaks, j and k as the 1- and 4CH3 on the ligand,
respectively. According to Equation (1깅， this translates to a paramagnetic shifts of -13.8
ppm and 9.8 ppm for metPSwMb-1CH3 and 4CH3Im, respectively. The following
analysis of this shifts apply to both species.
Oh =0.，하a+Odia (12)
Where화 is the obseπed hyperfme shift, op하'11 and Odia따'e the p없magnetic and
di없nagnetic shifts, respectively. πlediamagne 다，c s피ft is obt외ned from the s야ctrumofthe
free ligand; this is only an approximation because the chemical shift of the resonance can
vary in the protein matrix due to hydrogen-bonding,van-der-Waals,and hydrophobic
interactions, and es야ci외ly 파19CUπent effects (Swift, 1973; La Mar, 1979).
πlis shift is q띠te similar to that of its C~H of His F8,which is calculated to receive
more dipolar than contact interaction from the paramagnetic Fe (Be떠ni & Luchinat, 1986).
In this same reference,however, it was calculated that the contact contribution is larger than
the dipolar contribution to the hyperfine shifts of the methyl groups on the heme,even
though the methyls are the same number of bonds away from the Fe as the 4-methyl of the
ligand, as well as the C~H of His F8. Presumably, because 1- and 4CH3Im, like His F8,
is axi외ly coordinated to Fe,orbital overlap with the unpaired electrons on Fe ought to be
similar; hence, the paramagnetic shift observed for the methyl groups of the bound ligands
can be attributed largely to dipolar interaction. For metPSwMb4CH3Im, although when in
the free form,nomenclature of the 4(5)CH3Im is arbi없ry， the position of the methyl group
is fixed once coordinated to the Fe in the protein matrix. Peak k is assigned on the 4-
instead of the 5-position of the bound ligand based on the following reason. First, if k is
on the imidazole 5-position, it will be as close to the Fe as the ring CHs of His F8, which
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aresσongly relaxed (as characterized by i in Figures 36A and 37A). 까Ie sh없p appearance
of k argues against it being the 5-CH3. πIe Tl ofk (Ta비e VI) enables the exσaction of
I'pe.k of ....5.66 A, which places the methyl in the 4-position.
’The similar binding fashion depicted in Figure 19 based on similar geomeσies in the
free ligand fonns of 4CH3Im and 1CH3Im is jus닮ed by both the presence of elecσ'astatic
interaction at low pH in metPSwMb4CH3Im and the downfield shifts of the methyls on the
ligands. However, illustrated by the differential paramagnetic shifts of ring CHs and
methyls of the ligands, and on the larger spread of chemical shifts in metPSwMblCH3Im,
their coordinations to Fe 없'e not identical. Comparison of both in the bound forms (Figure
19C) also provides insight to the absence of ring C2H of ligand in metPSwMb1CH3Im.
πlis proton is orientated, relative to Fe, at a position opposite to that in
metPSwMb4CH3Im; therefore, its effect may be that of a downfield shift.
Comoarison of the methvllinewidths between PSwMb and EoMb
Direct comparison was made between metEqMbIm뻐d metPSwMbIm in H20 at
298K, similar pH,protein and imidazole concentrations. πIe heme 5- and 1- methyl
linewidths are consistently broader in PSwMb (see Figure 41A, B) (more pronouncedly,
the 8CH3 is taller with respect to 5CH3 and 1CH3). 까lis may be a result of comparable
population of the two conformations of imidazole in PSwMb, in contrast to a single
dominant conformation in EqMb. To ascertain that this is not an effect from possible
hydrogen-bonding interaction with distal His E7 in PSwMb (Lecomte & La Mar, 1987;
Chapter VII), Figure 41C compares b야h species in 2H20, showing a pattern. The broader
methyllinewidths dictate that rate of ring-flip must be slower in PSwMb, or that both
conformations are allowed only in PSwMb. A dis따lctive difference between the Mbs in
the active site is the Lys CD3 --> Arg CD3 substitution in PSwMb. It has been shown that
Arg CD3 stabilizes the heme-insertion reorientationally disordered isomers in the binding
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pocket by -0.6 kcaVmol over Lys CD3 due to better salt-bridging with heme-6-propionate
쩌auksson et al. 1990; La Mar et 외. 1991), and that Arg CD3 increases the outer barrier to
escape of the ligand by ...1kcaVmol over Lys CD3 by flash photolysis on CO geminate
recombination in Mb mutated at CD3 position (B외asubramanian et al., 1993).
Furthermore,Chapter V (Yee & Peyton, 1991) provides evidence that the single
substitution is responsible for the slower dicyanoheme reorientation rate within the binding
pocket of SwMb. In addtion, X-ray crystal structures of SwMb and its Arg CD3 --> Lys
CD3 mutated counterp따t (Oldfield et 외.， 1992) revealed that Lys side chain is shorter than
that of Arg, rendering a more flexible binding pocket As shall be seen in Chapter VII,
hydrogen-bonding interaction between 1m and His E7, as predicted by crystal structure of
metSwMbIm, is detected in metPSwMbIm but is absent in metEqMbIm -- providing yet
more reason to believe that the longer Arg CD3 not only has a direct influence on the
prothetic group by electrostatic interaction,but also restricts the ligand access때ectory by
an indirect influence on His E7. Therefore, the answer to the comparable population of
both ligand conformations in PSwMb relative to EqMb may be that the longer side-chain of
Arg CD3 deters the rapid flipping of the ligand by hydrogen-bonding interaction, thus
slowing it to the extent where the rate is comp따able on NMR time-scale for the pe밟s to be
detected as averaged broad sign외s.
Perhaps the most compelling evidence for the energetics difference between펙Mb
and PSwMb in their binding pockets comes from their respective pH behaviors shown in
Fi밍Ire 42 for metMbIm. There are two factors that conσibute to line-broadening of
methyls,namely the rapid equilibration of the ligand, and isotope-exchange due to
hydrogen-bonding with His E7 in 50/50 2H20/1H20 solvent (Chapter VII). 까Ie effects
are separable because the extent of파le-broade띠ng differs. For broadening arising from
ring여uilibration ， 5CH3 and 1CH3 peaks expe더ence the greatest impact; while 8CH3 is
unaffected on the NMR time-scale. It seems that the chemical s피fts of 8CH3 in both
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confonnations coincide. On the other hand,hydrogen interaction produces more severe
line-broadening in 5CH3 and 8CH3 of metEqMbN3 (Figure 82 in Chapter Vll). As
demonsσated in Chapter Vil, hydrogen-bonding with His E7 is absent in metMbIm,
therefore, the major source of broadening observed in this chapter must be atσibuted to the
ring-equilibration of the bound ligand.
A spectrum was run on metPSwMblm at pH 6.9 and 278 K, in the hope of slowing
the imidazole flipping sufficiently so that the methyls would resolve on NMR time-scale,
showing distinct conformations and populations. The peaks merely broaden without
splitting at this pH (see Figure 43). However, pH dependence studies on metPSwMbIm
in버cated increase in line broadening effect on the methyls as pH was raised, suggesting
slower ring-flip at higher pH. A similar experiment was therefore perfonned on
metPSwMbIm at pH 9, because at this high pH, the peak broadening is greater at room
temperature. From Figure 44, splitting of the methyls occurs at 278 K, most notably 5-
and 1CH3’s. This phenomenon is a direct demonsσation that there are two bound fonns in
metPSwMblm,as hypothesized않rlier， as well as provided sufficient resolution of the
spli떠ng to allow determination of kinetics and activation energy parameters for this
equilibration based on two-site exchange model by complete bandshape simulation (CBS)
(Sandsσom ， 1982). The simulation p따뻐teters were based on those of the m떼orpeak ，
hence the activation energy data reflect the σansition from the m매or to the minor fonn.
Figure44 외so shows the pop비a디on ratio of the m배or to minor confonnations of the
bound 1m, which is approximated at 4 to 1. The CBS analysis yielded kexch of 125 s·l at
278 K,and activation free-energy of 13.6 kcaVmol for the ring equ피ibra다on. MetEqMblm,
on the other hand, although showing splitting of methyls, has a population ratio of 22 to 1
for the major to minor fOnTI, and a I따ger linewidth for the minor fonn. πtere are two
factors that contribute to the broader lines, which are a result of either intrinsically smaller
chemical shift difference,or faster exchange. Saturation of the minor 5CH3 p않k in both
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species under identical conditions at 278 K shows larger saturation σansfer effect in
metEqMbIm than in metPSwMblm, showing that the rate constant for interconversion is
greater. Furthermore, simulation of the splitting in metPSwMbIm at 278 K, with the
population ratio of 22:1, required that kexch be increased 4-fold. Therefore,a combination
ofpopulation difference and faster exchange conσibutes to the broad lines in the low
temperature spectrum of metEqMbIm. CBS of metEqMbIm, although more inaccurate
because a slow-exchange specσurn could not be optimized, was외soperform려 to
approximate the activation energy perhaps 1kcaVmolless than the metPSwMblm case.
Figure 46 illusσates the proposed energy diagrams comparing bound 1m equilibration for
EqMb abd PSwMb, with the major form energies arbi없rily set to the same energy for both
specIes.
Similar comparisons of methyllinewidths were also done on metMb- 4CH3Im and
lCH3Im (Figure 47). Relatively sharp methyl peaks were observed in metPSwMb- and
me많qMblCH3Im at both 298 K and 313 K; while those of the 4CH31m counterp따tsare
only intermediately sharp. It app없rs that in metMb4CH3Im,some alternate conformation
of the bound ligand is present despite the exσa methyl group. Nevertheless, from the
relative sh없pness of the peaks in both forms, the energy barrier imposed by the extra
methyl for the ligand to reorient is possibly less than compensated by the flexibility
affo펴.ed by Lys CD3 in펴Mb， so the methyllinewidths between the two species are
indisψ19uishable. Alternatively, the pop띠ation of the minor form may be very small,
which can 외so lead to sh따p lines.
The effects of imidazole ring reorientation are more pronounced in 외I cases for
metPSwMbIm, as reflected by the distinctive proposed energy diagrams in Figure 46,
suggesting that the only 없피no acid residue substitution in the binding pocket, in CD3, is
responsible for this discrepancy. The decrease in bound ligand ring-flip, marked by
splitting of methyls at low temperature and high pH (pH > 9), suggests deprotonation of
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the ring NH on the bound ligand,enabling it to involve in hydrogen bonding interaction
with any nearby proton donor. Reference to Figure 78 in Chapter vn reveals possible
distal proton donors as Arg CD3 ιys CD3.in metEqMblm) and His E7. For reasons
given in Chapter vn, it is unlikely that His E7 is involved in hydrogen bonding, therefore,
the CD3 residue may playa more important role. Free Arg has a guanidinium side ch없n
with pK of>12, and so is protonated throu양lout the stable pH range of the protein,
assumingiα sin피lar pK in the protein environment; although free Lys side-chain also
remains protonated, it has a lower pK of -11. At acidic pH, the bound 1m is protonated,
thus the sharper methyls in both species are atσibuted to fast exchange arising from
destabilization of the minor confonnation due to electrostatic repulsion against the positive
ch햄es on the CD3 residue. At basic pH,on the other hand, the minor conformers in both
proteins 따'e stabilized, retarding the exchange to the extent that is detected on the NMR마ne
scale. Lys CD3, because of shorter side-chain (which was found to cause a lower barrier
for ligand escape by 1kcal/mol than Arg CD3 in Balasubramanian et 외.， 1993), may not
participate in hy，따agen bonding interaction as efficiently as Arg CD3. Rajarathnam et al.
(1992) also showed that the positively charged side ch빼 of Arg CD3 stabilizes the swung-
out conformation ofHis E7, which is necessary to accommodate imidazole ring-flip, by-
0.2 kcal/mol over Lys CD3. Both factors, the hydrogen-bonding between the 1m and Arg
CD3, and the elecσ'ostatic interactions between His E7 and Arg CD3,cl않rly contributed to
the stabilization energy for the minor form피metPSwMblm.
πle assignments derived in this chapter for all the imidaz이ate complexes are
tabulated in Table VIT.
CONCLUSIONS
까lis work shows the assignments of the broad upfield resonances to be those of the
ring CH of His F8, anφ'or the ring CHs of the exogenous ligand Comparison of the heme
TABLE Vll
UPFIELD RESONANCE ASSIGNMENTS FOR IMIDAZOLATE
BOUND TO PIGMY SPERM WHALE AND HORSE HEART
MYαJWBINS
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P없k Labels l Shi한g Assienmeots
MetPSwMb
h피없zole (303 K) b -8.2 ppm CC42.5HHooffhhnn
a -10.1 ppm
4CH3Im (313 K) l ?Lvn2nwmnmm 4CC22H3HOofof4f4CfαEHsh3UFh8II1h
k 12.2ppm
1CH3Im (313 K)
oeJ--
-7.3‘ ppm
CCH43.5oHf
of Im
17.4 ppm 1 H3 of 1CH3Im
Me(2￡9q8MKb)h1 f -9.3 ppm C2H of Im
Me(t3E0q8MKb)h1 f ’ -8.9 ppm CsHof Im
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methyllinewidths between the imidazolate complexes of PSwMb and EqMb reveals an
intrinsic structural difference at their active sites. In the imidazole complex, the Lys CD3--
> Arg CD3 substitution in the binding site of PSwMb contributes to a greater stabilization
for the conformational isomers of bound imidazole. Therefore, the minor conformation is
more populated in metPSwMbIm. 까Ie linewidths of the heme methyl resonances are used
asprlφes for the determination of the bound imidazole ring equilibration kinetics. Hence,
at temperatures where this eq띠libration is fast compared to the chemical s비ft difference
induced by the isomers, the heme methyls (especially 5CH3 and 1CH3) are broader in
metPSwMbIm than in metEqMbIm. Possible elecσ'ostatic interaction is 외so implicated in
metMblCH3Im between the positively ch따'ged 파Ig N of bound 1CH3Im to a nearby
negatively charged 없nino acid in the binding pocket
~~
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Fi l!ll1'e 17. Comparison of upfield regions in metEqMbIm (left), and
metPSwMbIm (right) at pH 6.9. Bottom to top: 298 K to 313 K,
respectively. Peaks of interest 없'e as labeled; the asterisks denote peaks
from residual metMbH20. FI야 a reference upfield region of metEqMbH20
at 323 K, please refer to Figure 89.
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Filmre 18. 400MHz 1H NMR lD NOE of metEqMbIm at 298K, and pH
8.2. A,B Reference specσ'a of metEqMbIm, with A showing the
hyperfme-shifted, while B the diamagnetic region; C Difference spectrum
after in'때iation at peak shown by the 없TOW.
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His-F8 His-F8 His-F8
B ·췄). H瓚 H짧H3
Imidazole 1CH31m 4CH31m
A 바휠있Z바顯Iy
X\/
Filrure 19. Schematics showing A. the pseudo C2 axis of bound imidazole,
B,C, the geomeσies and labelings of free and bound 1m, 1-CH31m and 4-
CH31m, respectively.
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Fi~ure 20. Free 1m which has been incubated in 2H20 at 25°C때dpH 10;
specσawere 따ken at different time pe더ods， shown correspondingly. Note
that C2H (other than N3H) also exchanged with time. The accepted
mechanism for the chemical exchange of C2H is via the limiting-step
formation of an ylide intenn잉iate by exσaction of the C2H from the cationic
imidazole by OH-, which is then protonated by the isotope (Vaughan et 외.，
1970).
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Firure 21. Free 4CH3Im which has been incubated in 2H20 at 65°C;
specσawere 때ken atdifferent time periods, shown correspondingly. Note
that C2H (other than NIH) also exchanged with time. The accepted
mechanism for the chemical exchange of C2H is via the limiting-step
formation of an ylide interm벼iate by extraction of the C2H from the cationic
imidazole by OH-, which is then protonated by the isotope 0laughan et aI.,
1970).
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Firore 22. Free 1CH3Im which has been incubated in 2H20 at 65°C;
specσawere 뻐ken at different time periods, shown correspondingly. Note
that C2H (other than N3H) 외soeχchanged with time. The accepted
mechanism for the chemical exchange of0야i is via the limiting-step
formation of an ylide interm잉iate by exσaction of the q퍼 from the cationic
imidazole by OH-, which is then protonated by the isotope (Vaughan et al.,
1970).
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Fimre 23. MetEqMblm at 298K and pH 8.0. A Reference spectrum. B
metEqMbIm reconstituted with deuterated 1m.
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Fi£mre 24. MetEqMblm reconstituted with deuterated 1m at 298K and pH
8.0. A, B. Reference specσa showing the paramagnetic and di따nagne디C
regions, respectively. C-E. Di짧rence traces between the reference and
irradiation of peak r with the indicated p따'aIlleters ， saturation time of 70
ms.
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Filmre 25. lD NOE of metEqMbIm, reconstituted with deuterated 1m at the
C2H position at pH 7 and 298K. Saturation p따'3Jlleters are: relaxation delay
of lOOms, saturation power of 35, and saturation time of 70ms. A.,B
Reference spectra of the expanded paramagnetic and diamagnetic regions,
respectively. C. 벼fference σace after irradiation of r , showing no NOE
to the paramagnetic region.
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Fi~re26: 400MHz lH NMR ID NOE of metPSwMbIm at pH 6.9 and
313K A. Reference spectrumt inset shows the expanded upfield region;
B,C. difference σaces at relaxation delay of lOOmst saturation power of
28tand saturation time of70mst resonances파adiated are indica때 with
arrows.
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Filmre 27. 400MHz lH NMR lD NOE of metPSwMbIm at pH 6.9 and
303K A,B References showing the paramagnetic and diamagnetic
regions, respectively, inset shows expanded때ifield region; C,D
difference traces at relaxation d밍ay of lOOms, saturation power of 33,and
saturation time of 70ms, resonances irradiated ar’'e indicated with arrows.
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Fi~re28， 400MHz lH NMR lD NOE of rnetPSwMbIrn at pH 9.05 and
303K. A,B Reference specσa showing diamagnetic and expanded upfield
regions, respectively, inset shows expanded U，뺑eld region; C Difference
σaces at relaxation delay of 1s, saturation power of 34, and saturation ψne
of 80rns, resonances irradiated are indicated with arrows.
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Fi i!UI'e 29. MetPS~Mblm at 303K and pH 6.9, after 1m has been
deuterated. A Reference spectrum, B metPSwMblm reconstituted with
deuterated 1m. Peaks are as label잉.
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Fimπe 30. MetPSwMblm at 313K and pH 6.9,after 1m has been
deuterated. A Reference spectrum, 8 metPSwMblm reconstituted with
deuterated 1m p，않ks are as labeled.
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Fi l!ure 31. 400MHz lH NMR 1D NOE ofmetPSwMb1CH3Im at pH 8.0
and 313K. A,B Reference specσ'a showing both the hypemne-shifted
and diamagnetic regions, respectively (inset shows the e때anded 때field
region); C Di댔rence spectrum with relaxation delay of Is, saturation
power of 33, and saturation time of 70ms,peaks saturated are indicated by
arrows.
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Fie:ure 32. 400MHz lH NMR lD WEFfNOE ofmetPSwMblCH3Im
(ICH3Im has been deuterated) at pH8.0 and 313K. A,B Reference
specσa showing the expanded upfield and di뻐mgnetic regions,respectively
(inset shows the expanded upfie삐 region). C Difference σace of saturating
the peaks indicated by arrows,with relaxation delay of 100 ms,delay time
of 100 ms, saturation time of70 ms, and saturation power of 33. Regions
of interests are expeanded to the left of B and C.
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Fi~re 33. pH dependence of the methyllinewidths in metPSwMb4CH3Im
at 298K and various pHs of A. 6.5, B. 7.5, C. 9.0. The widths at half-
height for each pH is marked correspondingly to show the disparity of
linewidths. Respective methyl peaks were normalized to the same areas.
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Fil!Ure 34. MetPSwMblCH3Im at 313K and pH 8.0, after lCI:!3Im has
been deuterated. A Reference specσurn atpH 8.0 뻐d313K. B
corresponding specπa with deutera않d lCH3Im.
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Fil!Ure 35. metPSwMb4CH3Im (4CH3Im has not been deuterated) at 313K
and pH 7.1. A,B Reference specσa showing the the hyperfine-shiftc퍼，
and diamagnetic regions, respectively; C,D Difference σ'aces between the
reference and itT때iated peaks as indicat잉 byaπows withp따ameters:
relaxation d리ay of 100 fiS, saturation time of 50 ms, and saturation power
of 30 (Inset shows the labelings ofthefree liganφ.
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Fhmre 36. metPSwMb4CH3Im (4CH3Im has not been deuterated) at 313K
and pH 7.1. A,B Reference specσa showing the the hyperfme-shifted,
and버amagnetic regions, respectively; C,D Difference σaces between the
reference and irradiated peaks as indicated by arrows with p없ameters:
relaxation delay of 1s, saturation time of 50 ms, and saturation power of 30
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Filmre 37. MetPSwMb4CH3Im at 313K and pH 7.11, after 4CH3Im has
been deu않:rated. A Reference spectrum at pH 7.11 and 313K. B
coπ'esponding specσa with deuterated 4CH3Im.
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Fi~ure 38 , Comparison of the downfield regions among the imidazolate
PSwMbs at 298K. A. MetPSwMbIm at pH 6.9. B. metPSwMblCH3Im
at pH 7.9. C. MetPSwMb4CH3Im at pH 7.1. The aπows denote eχσa
methyl peaks in the corresponding complexes.
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Fi~ure 39. lDNOE 뼈t ofthe methyl peak,j ,ofmetEqMblCH3Im at
298K and pH 8. A. Refe’ rence spectra showing the hyperfine-shifted and
di없nagnetic regions. B,C. Difference σaces between the reference and
the 8CH3 peak; and peak j , respectively. Saturation p없meters used are:
relaxation delay of 200 ms,saturation time of 100 ms,and saturation power
of 60.
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Fisrure 40. lD NOE hit of the methyl peak, k, of metPSwMb4CH3Im at
313K and pH 7.1. A,B. Reference specσa showing the hyperfine-shifted
and하amagnetic regions, respectively. C,D. Difference σaces between
the refl하’'ence and the 8CH3 peak; and peak k, respectiv터y. Saturation
par따neters used are: relaxation delay of 300 ms, saturation파neof 100 ms,
and saturation power of 60.
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Fi힘Ire 41. Imidazole titration of EqMb and PSwMb at 298K in 10% 2H20
(A and B), and 100% 2H20 (C) at pH 7.0. Right: metEqMbIm, and left:
metPSwMbIm. Concentrations of1m used were 8 mM, and 120 mM in A
and B, respectively (protein concentrations started at 2 mM). Identities of
metPSwMbIm peaks are labeled..
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Fi !!Ure 42. Comp뼈son of pH dependence between metEqMblm and
metPSwMblm at 298K and pHs 9 (top) and 7 (bottom). Leκ
metEqMblm; right. metPSwMbIm.
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Fimre 43. lHNMRspecσa of MetPSwMbIm at pH 6.9, A. 298K, and B.
278K
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Filmre 44. lH NMRspecσ'a of metPSwMbIm in 2H20, at pH 9.05 and A.
298 K, B. 278 K.
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Fimre 45. lH NMR specσa of metEqMbIm in 2H20,at pH 9.17 and A.
298 K, and B. 278 K.
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Filmre46. Comparison of the proposed energy
of bound 1m in metPSwMbIm (solid파Ie) and
M째or conformations in both species are arbi때ily
level.
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Fismre 47. A. 1H NMR comparison of EqMb4CH3Im (left) and
PSwMb4CH3Im (righ샤 at 313K (top) and 298K (bottom) pH 9. B. lH
NMR comparison of EqMblCH3Im(left) and PSwMblCH3Im (right) at
313K (top) and 298K (bottom) at pH 8.0.
CHAPTERV
PROTON NMR INVESTIG~πONOFπIE RECONSTITU’nON OF EQUINE
MYOGLOBIN WITH HEMIN DICYANIDE
Over the past 3-4 decades,efforts have been made by means of optical absorbance
(Gibson & Antonini, 1960),circular dichroism (Aojula et al., 1986), and NMR (La Mar et
떠.， 1984) specσoscopic techniques to elucidate the pathway by which heme is reinserted
into the globin. Kawamura-Konishi and coworkers κawamura-Konishi et al., 1988)
reported four independent processes in the reconstitution of dicyanohemin (heme(CN)2)
with apoEqMb. πleir study is of speci외 interest because at least one of the proposed
processes appears to be slow enough to be monitored by NMR. Others have found, by
NMR, that upon reconstitution of apoSwMb with heme(CN2), a fmal 1:1 mixture of heme-
insertion isomers, which differs from one another by a 1800 rotation about the o.,"(-meso
axis (Lecomte et al., 1985). 까lis is in disagreement with my data, as shown below (Yee &
Peyton, 1991). 까lis discrepancy may result from different relative amounts of OH- and
CN-lig뻐ds complexed to the iron of the heme stock solutions. If the heme(CN)2solution
pH were very high (>10), then the reconstitution would more resemble addition of heme
only to apoMb, followed by quenching with CN-. 까lis does lead to 1:1 ra디o ofheme-
insertion isomers (Yee & Peyton, 1991). 까Ie degree to which the reorientation reaches
equilibrium is conveniently followed by NMR, using therelative intensities of the methyl
resonances from each insertion isomer. Again, the paramagnetic nature of metMbCN
simplifies the task because three of the four heme methyls are hyperfme-shifted and
resolved in metEqMbCN.
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Findings froni other research in our group φeeb & Peyton, 1992) stimulated the
thought that a slower step ‘in the pathways proposed by Kawamura-Konishi could have
corresponded to the breaking of a heme-cyanide bond, and the eventual forming of the
proximal Fe-His F8 bond. If the slowest step is indeed found to be the fonnation of the
heme-His F8 bond, the ultimate ratio of the insertion isomers in the metMbCNproduct
would then signify the flexibility of the heme crevice and s떠.bility of an i띠뻐 product,
Mb-heme(CN)2, with respect to reorientation of heme(CN)2 prior to iron-cyanide bond
breakage. This chapter compares apoEqMb to apoSwMb with heme(CN)2 as a probe to
test this postulate.
까Ie materi떠 presented in this chapter resulted in the publication: Yee,S., and
Peyton, D.H., "Proton NMR investigation 0/the reconstitution 0/equine myoglobin with
hemin dicyanide: evidence/or late/ormation o/the His93P8-iron bond." FEBS letters,
290, 119-122, (1991).
RESULTS
Figures 48,49, and 50 present a comparison of products from the two
reconstitution protocols for generating metEqMbCN, metPSwMbCN, and metSwMbCN,
respectively. In contrast to -1:1ratio of heme-insertion isomers upon cyanide-quenching
of the freshly reconstituted myoglobins, heme(CN)2 generates ....4.5:1 and -2.5:1ratios for
EqMb and SwMb (떠so PSwMb), respectively. The same뾰nd between the two
reconstitution protocols 떠soe성sts at pH 7 for EqMb (Figure 51). Possible reasons for
observing >1:1 ratio of heme-insertion isomers in Figures 48A,49A, and 51A include
progress toward the native state of 9:1ratio before quenching with eN-,and incomplete
incorporation of heme which would then be converted to heme(CN)2 before insertion.
Figure 49 shows an때omaly in the upfield De FG5 (--9 ppm) in both cases for
metPSwMbCN. This anomaly is reproducible when lyophilized apoPSwMb is used; and
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is less severe when non-lyophilized apoPSwMb was used (not shown). πIerefore ，
lyophilization seems to disrupt the integrity of the pocket residues in apoPSwMb, but not
apoEqMb뻐dapoSwMb.
Kinetics for the formation of metEqMbCN from heme(CN)2 and apoEqMb at pH
9.2 and 298 K were done by following the time dependence for formation of the 5CH3
resonance (of the major insertion isomer); the rate constant kobs ...3 x 10-2 s-1 was
extracted. Figure 52 presents the time-dependence of the resonances by lH NMR and the
corresponding kinetics plot. This rate corresponds most closely to the longest process
reported by Kawamura-Konishi and coworkers with kobs -5 x 10-3 s -1 (Kaw없nura-
Konishi et 외.， 1988). πIe factor of -10 difference may be due to the differences in the
conditions of the experiments (for example,my reconstitution was peIformed at 25°C as
opposed to theirs at 15°C). 만Ie heme-insertion isomer ratio바d not change during the
course of reconstitution, and no resonance other than from the two heme-insertion isomers
were obseπed in the hyperfine-shifted regions of the specσurn.
DISCUSSION
까Ie following mechanism attempts to account for the results presented.
Heme(CNh is assumed to insert into the heme pocket, giving a 1:1 ratio of heme-insertion
isomers of an interm'잉iate， ’Heme(CN)2'EqMb'’. Equilibration toward the native heme-
insertion isomer ratio would then occur before proximal CN- is displaced by F8 His.
Comparison between EqMb and SwMb (and PSwMb) (compare Figures 48 to 51) clearly
reflects a fundamental difference between the two species in the heme pocket -- most likely
the difference in Ar따JYs CD3 residue. Distal Arg/Lys CD3 is a surface residue that playa
direct role in the mechanism of oxygen diffusion into and out of the heme pocket mainly
because the side-chain of Arg/Lys CD3 is salt-bridged to the heme 6-propionate. ’The salt
bridge involving Arg CD3 in SwMb has been reported to be more stable than that involving
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LysCD3in펴Mb by' -0.6 kcallmol (Lecomte & La Mar, 1985; La Mar et 외.， 1991).
Therefore, a "closed" conformation of the hemepocket is favored in SwMb, thus reducing
the flexibility of the heme crevice. More probably, because the Arg salt-bridge is more
stable, this strength may hold each isomer sσanger so displacement of CN- by His F8 in
the reverse isomer is more likely. 까tis is directly reflected by the ratio of heme insertion-
isomer in SwMb relative to EqMb. Cyanide is unique for this method because it is, by f:따，
the strongest-field ligand that binds to hemoproteins; this is pertinent to NMR
spectroscopy because not only is longer time required to break the heme-CN bond, but 외so
that heme reorientation may req띠re the distal bond to be broken. Hence, these conditions
allow the formation of metMbCN to be followed on the NMR time-scale.
All other processes than the one reported here seen by optic외 spectroscopic
methods (Kawamura-Konishi et al., 1988) are much too fast to observe by our NMR
measurements. Because heme(CNh is supposed to insert into the heme pocket within 1s,
it appe따s that there is at least one intennediate species which is not observed in the
hyperfme-shifted regions of the specσa. ’The reasons for not observing this may be that
more than one initial set of products is fonned. Kawamura-Konishi et 외. (1988) reported
four steps,and that there is exchange between at least two of these. Ifexchange were to be
faster than the chemical shift difference of the exchanging peaks,we would not be able to
disting띠sh the broadened peaks from the baseline (Sandstrom, 1982). πlis problem is
very important for 1H NMR ofparamagnetic systems. On the other hand, it may be that
pe와s for the intermediates are very broad and/or heterogeneous, so as not to be obse.πed.
Should the isomer ratio shown in Figures 48-51 reflect the equilibrium ratio for
'heme(CNh·Mb’, it is likely that an intennediate would have a different isomer disσibution
than the native Mb because at least the proximal side of the heme pocket would be
considerably distorted in ’heme(CNh·Mb’.
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CONCLUSIONS
Even though the only process we can observe directly by NMR using the methods
as reported is formation of the heme-insertion mixture, the prl때uct ratio permits us to probe
the mechanism of reconstitution. Furthermore, based on these results, caution must be
advised when studying reconstitutions with heme ligands which might be slow to
dissociate. Reconstitution with stock solutions hemin dicyanide at very high pH may be
used, but only if the metMbOH system is to be studied, because at high pH, insertion of
the heme and displacement of OH- by His F8 is fast relative to displacement of OH- by CN-
(McGrath & La Mar., 1978).
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Fi~re48. Products of reconstitution reactions at pH 9.2 and 25°C in
2H20. A. Product of heme +apoEqMb, then CN- added; B. Product of
heme(CN)2 +apoEqMb. Data were collected at 1024없nsients with a
repetition rate of 1 s-1 employing quaσature. 까Ie acquisitions are initiated
0.5 hr after mixing the heme and apoMb. πledi批rence in the ratio of
heme insertion-isomers between these two protocols at pH 7.0 is not as
obvious as in pH 9, shown in the following figures.
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Fi밍1reA2. Products of reconstitution reactions for metPSwMbCN at pH
9.2 and 25°C in 2H20. A. Product ofrecon heme+ apoPSwMb, then +
eN- ; B. Product of heme(CNh + apoPSwMb. Data were collected at
1024뼈sients with a repetition rate of 1 S·l employing quaσature. 까Ie
acquisitions are initiated 0.5 hr after mixing the heme and apoMb.
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Fi민Ire 50. 1H NMR of the product of reconstitution of apoSwMb with
heme(CNh, at pH 9 and 25oC. Data were collected at 1024 σ따1잉ents with
a repetition"rate-of 1s-1employ~g q1.!.a~ture. The acquisitions are initiated
0.5 hr after mixing the heme and apoMb.
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Fhrure 51. 1H NMR of the products of reconstitution reactions at pH 7.0
and 25°C in 2H20. A. PI’'oduct of heme(CN)2 + apoEqMb; B. Product
of heme(CN)2+ apoEqMb. Data were collected at 1024 transients with a
repetition rate of 1 S·l employing quaσ'ature. ’The acquisitions are initiated
0.5 hr after mixing the heme and apoMb.
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Fhrure 52~ Kinetics for the formation of metEqMbCN from heme(CNh
m펴 apoEqMb at p~ ~.2 and.25°C. acq띠red within 0.5 hour하ter
OIlsdmdon- Each data point represents me time when a spectmm w s
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!llt"t"l1 mmnlA에on of f6 transients.
CHAPTERVI
STUDY OF HEME BINDING TO ’mE PROTEIN MATRIX BY lH NMR AND
OPTICAL ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
As a further effort to understand oxygen affinity and me떠l-toxification processes,
this chapter evaluates the mechanism of heme binding to the protein rnaσix. Controversial
work (Livinston et 외.， 1984; Light et al., 1986) has been done which asserted significantly
different oxygen affmity for the two heme orientations, to illusσate the insight one can gain
by studying heme reconstitution. High-resolution lH NMR has provided a general scheme
in which the heme incorporated into the protein rna따x as a 1:1ratio of isomers which differ
by a 1800 rotation about the a.;y-meso 없is. Wheneq따librium is reached, the dominant
component (-90% ofthe total isomer) has the same orientation as found in X-ray crystal
structure π'akano ， 1977). The highly sin피ar lH NMR and optical spectra suggest that
overall protein folding is essentially the same for b아h confonnations. Heme reconstitution
has long been pictured as in Figure 53 (La Mar et al., 1984),where bimolecular reaction
occurs between the heme and apoprotein뻐th association rate, k2. Dissociation is assumed
to be fIrst order reaction with rate of kl. Superscripts designate the heme insertion isomer,
as labeled in the inset of Figure 53. k2A and k2B are taken to be the same because heme
inserts in an initial 1:1 ratio. kb and kr are the reorientation rate constants.
까Ie equilibration of the isomers,characterized by kf and kb,can be envisioned to
occur by one of two mechanisms, both of which require the rupture of the heme-protein
bond, i.e. the iron-His F8 bond. One pathway is reversible dissociation, where heme
dissociates completely from the protein matrix, flips 1800, and re-inserts (A.，:흐야~Bin
Figure 53). 까Ie other is an intramolecular rearrangement, where the Fe-His F8 bond
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dissociates, the heme flψs within the protein crevice, and the F8-Fe bond reforms (A블B
in Figure 53).
La Mar and coworkers (La Mar et 외.， 1984) have done competition studies of this
system by lH NMR spectroscopy with a variety of iron-porphyrin derivatives, and
concluded that the latter mechanism correlates most appropriately with their results. 까Ie
exσemelysm외lheme겁issociation constant from Mb is indicative of the피lplausibility of
the complete-dissociative pathway. Especially in light of the exσaordinary protein
flexibility which allows the myoglobin heme-binding pocket to accomm때ate double-
decked Sn-protoporphyrin dimer (Deeb & Peyton, 1991), the intramolecular model seems
likely. La Mar and coworkers’ efforts also included pH dependence of heme reorientation.
Upon close examination of their work, however, it was realized that the use of
chromatography to eliminate artifacts due to heme dimerization was neglected. 까ley
essentially assumed that effects caused by heme-dimerization are minimal.
πlis chapter provides more supporting evidence to the inπamolecular model by
determining activated free energies of heme rotational disorder through temperature study.
In addition, it presents the results of both NMR and optical studies of the reorientation
EqMb with the inclusion of size-exclusion chromatography to demons없te the significance
of heme self-association to the reconstitution process. In a variable temperature study, the
rate constant for interconversion야tween heme-insertion isomers at each temperature was
determined. The Arrhenius and Eyring equations are used to extract activation energy
parameters for the reorientation. πIe free-energy diagram obtained from this work did not
rule out the possibility of a total dissociative mechanism. Nevertheless, it depicts a better
picture for the heme rl잉istribution process, in which the heme crevice sustains a sizable
disruption.
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ME1HODS
Detennination of the heme reorientation kinetics
πle time courses of the reconstitutions were외I followed in the metMbH20 form,
by the development of the heme methyls peaks and the shift in the Soret band by 1H NMR
and optical s야ctroscopy ， respectively. The lH NMR heme methyl peaks of
metSwMbH20 have been assigned previouslyι.aMar et al.,1980; Davis, 1982); similar
NMR heme resonances to those of metEqMbH20 and metPSwMbH20 were expected
because of homologous sequences and compati비e heme pocket residues (Carver et
al.,1991). Heme m하hyl-peak areas,Ml and ml for the ‘native’ and the ‘reversed’ isomers
(Figure 54), respectively,were used in Equation (13). 까le peak-areas were monitored
over aperi여 of time until the protein reached equilibrium, and kobs ’sweredetem파led
with the Equ때on (14) (LaMaret 외.， 1984):
Ai= [Ml]il[Ml+mlli
ln(At-AeIAo-Ae) = -kobs t = ln(Ae-AJ
(13)
(14)
where Ao, At, and Ae없 the mole fractions of the native protein at i = time zero, t, and at
equilibrium, respectively; Ml and ml are the peak areas of the methyls at time i. t is time in
minute. A correction factor for heme rotational disorder was considered with the
introduction of KD' and the desired kf was found to be
kf = kobs KD/(KD+1) (15)
KD is the ratio of the intensities ofm떼or to minor peak at equilibrium, which is
characteristic of the individual Mbs, the heme s뿜cies， as well as possibly the ligated states.
KD used here is 12 for metEqMbH20.
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For UV-VIS determination, the change in absorbances of the specσa were
measured. 까le difference specσawere 떠I taken by subσacting the runs at time t from the
equilibrated one, Ae-At (Gebe et al., 1989) (Figure 55). kobs’s were then obtained from
plots of In(Ae-Av vs time according to Equation (14). ’Thesamecoπection factor was used
to determine kfs.
Determination of Activated Enerl!V P따ameters
Temperature dependence studies were carried out to gain activation par없neters. At
eal야1 t하nperat따'e， kr for reorientation was exσacted based on Equation (14). A
combination of Arrhenius and Eyring Equations (Equations (16) and (17), respectively)
were then employed to determine the activated ch뻐양 of enthalpy,entropy, and free energy
for the process of heme redisσibu다on.
k =Ae-EalRT
k = (KRT/NAh)e-AG¢/RT = (KRT/NAh)e+AS햄'e-뻐째T
(16)
(17)
where k is the rate constant, A is the Arrhenius constant, Ea is the activated energy, K is
the transmission coefficient (here, the assumption is that all of the reactant at the transition
state goes to product, so K = 1), R is the gas constant (which is 8.314 J/moVoK, or 2.0
caVmoVOK),T is the temperat따'e， NA is the Avogadro’s number, h is the Planck’s
constant, /iCY is Gibbs free energy , /iS~ the entropy, and Llli~ the enthalpy of activation.
Takingnat따allogarithm of Equation (16) allows the derivation of Ea당om Equations (18)
and (19); and naturallogarithm of Equation (17) leads to Equations (20), (21), and (22).
Ink = InA - Ea/RT
d1nk/d (T-l) =-EaIR
(18)
(19)
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Ink = lnR + lnT - lnNA- lob + AS¢/R - AH¢/RT (20)
a Ink/a π-1) = (a 1따(d η(a T/a Tol)=(1π+따끌1RT2)(-T2) (21)
a Ink/a (1’-1) = _(따관 +R'η/R (22)
Equations (19) and (22) thus combine to yield Equation (23):
AH¢=Ea-RT (23)
Therefore, an Arrhenius plot (Equation (19» obtained from k’s at variable temperatures
leads directly to 따관. 까Ie entropy tenn can be derived either directly from Equation (21),
or from the inte.πeptoffthe Aπhenius plot Finally, the Gibbs free energy of activation is
extracted from Equation (2씨:
A<r = AH¢ - TAS¢
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of Size Exclusion Chromato2raDhv
(24)
Chapter II outlines the de없Us of the experiments. 까Ie dataob따ined with and
without size-exclusion column chromatography by 1H NMR and UV-VIS spectroscopy at
different pHs and concenσations is presented in Table vm (see also Figures 56-58).
πIe results dictate that there is an obvious discrepancy that can야 traced to the use
of the column. While the reorientational rate constants are within uncertainty range
between the two spectroscopic methods, the reconstitution perfonned without column
elution consistently yielded rate constant of ....1.5 fold lower. Because NMR expe.파nents
were done at a concentration of mM levels for better sign외 resolution, while UV-VIS
experiments req띠red that only atμM levels,reconstitution ofEqMb at ....5 fold the
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TABLEvm
HEME REORIENTAnON RATES,ke,AT pH 6.7 AND 25°C IN 1:1
CONCENfRAπONRA’TIO OF HEME TO APOEqMb
C마림tions Rate Constants (xl며펠쿄i)
Without gel filtration (by NMR) I 0.97
With gel filσ'ation (by NMR) I 1.8
(byUV-Vi행 I 1.6
(by UV-Vis)b I 1.7
a. Concentration of the fmal reconstituted Mb is on the 0따.erofU:l 111M.
b. 5-fold the concenσation in a.
us뻐lspecσophotomeσicconcenσation was also performed (with a 0.5 cm pathlength cell)
to assess the concentration dependence (data also included in Table VITI). 까le result
P따와leled that shown by previous study on SwMb (La Mar et al, 1984), that the process is
clearly independent ofconcentration. 만피s is significant 1뼈cause it justified the direct
comp따ison of the results between these two methαIs.
만le 버sσepancy is best ex미빠led by the presence of more than one process at
comparable rates, escaping earlier scm파lY· 까le most compelling evidence for this
rationale, though, comes from the 1H NMR spec없 themselves (Figures 56, 57). When
integration of each of the methyl resonances was determined for both with and without
chromatography, the former (Figure 56) gave the expected shift of intensity ratio from때
initi외 -1:1 to the final- tO:1ratio; on the other hand, the latter (Figure 57) showed a
constant increase in integrals of both the m메or and the minor forms. 힐netics plots of In
(Ae-Ar) vs마ne obtained as a res띠t of Figures 56 and 57 clearly dis파1믿lishes the two
protocols (Figure 59).
까leres띠ts presented underscore the importance of experimental details involved tn
kinetics an외ysis. In the absence of chromatography,dimerization of excess heme occurs
readily in solution (Blauer & Silfen, 1982). When that happens, reconstitution of
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apoEqMb with heme.becomes a competitive process. Heme-climer association competes
against heme insertion into the apo; while heme-dimer dissociation competes against holo
MιA to holo Mb-B interconversion. πlese interacting reactions can농 represented as in
Equation (25):
예
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(25)
where holo Mb-A and holo Mb-B are them메or뻐dminor heme insertion isomers,
respectively, and the postulate here is that KH - KI. These intervening reactions will slow
the reorientational disorder apparentrate (Blauer & Silfen, 1982). Above neutral pH, OH-
becomes more prev외ent， and can compete favorably (McGrath et al., 1978) with H20 to
form metMbOH, instead of metMbH20 -- the system being studied. To avoid that
complication, the data and discussion are limited to interactions at pH<7.
πle crucial question arises as to whether the findings nullified the previous kinetics
work done on heme reorientational disorder. It has been shown that at pH’s between -8.5
and -6, heme flipping occurs an order of magnitude slower than at other pH’s ιaMaret
외.， 1984). Since it is demonstrated here that heme climerization competes with the
reconstitution process at pH 6.72, where the reorientation rate constant is expected to be
low, the interacting dimerization process must also be on a similar time-scale. πlerefore ， at
higherpH’s, the competing processes obseπed will be at a much lower rate to be
successfully affecting measure of the reinsertion process. Hence,negligible discrepancies
for kinetics studies done at pH’s below 6.5 and above 8.5 is expected. At the pH region of
concern (pH 6.7 - 8.4), on the other hand, even though the rate constants obtained were
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lower than they should have been (for example,compare kfS with and without gel filtration
in Table VIll),퍼ne다cs plots ofln(Ae-Ar) vs time app않red 파learunderb야h conditions
(Figure 59). 까lis explained why previous workers were oblivious to the significance of
chromatography. 까le time-scale of the interacting heme aggregation must be sufficiently
close to that of the heme insertion and reorientation; or one would expect to see deviation of
the섭netics plots from linear relationship. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that while
the use of size-exclusion chromatography is indeed indispensible for kinetics analysis of
heme-apo reconstitution, es야ci외ly when done at pH region of slow insertion rate, it does
not nullify the conclusions made by previous workers. However, with the intervention of
heme-dimerization, depending on the extent of excess heme used, the range of rate
constants obtained may be greater than expected between two independent reconstitutions at
the same pH,which may explain the sizable error bars found in referenced work (La Mar et
aI., 1984).
πle most significant conclusion from this work is the fact that kinetics
determination by optical specσoscopy is quantitatively compatible with the results by
NMR. Earlier work by Gebe et 외. (1989) found discrepancy between the reorientational
rate constant obtained by optical and NMR methods (La Mar et al., 1984),casting
unnecessary doubts on the validity of optic외 spectroscopy,when in fact, it was the NMR
work that was performed inadequately, i.e. size-exclusion chromatography was neglected.
까lis is important because it validifies the following detern파lation of activation energies by
optical methods, saves on NMR time (which is often competitive and expensive), and
minimized the amount of protein used.
Temnerature Denendence of heme r，려istribution 피 EaMb
Table IX presents kβ obtained, based on Equation (14) (see also Figure 59) at
various temperatures for the reorientation at pH 8.3-8.5, as indicated. Table X lists
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activation energy parameters. Also 피eluded on Table X are activated free energy
parameters found for carboxyheme insertion into apohumanMb at pH 9.1 from previous
work (Gibson & Antonini, 196이. Figure 60 shows the Arrhenius plot that resulted from
TableIX.
TABLEIX
RATE CONSTANTS OF REORIENTATION OF EqMb
RECONS’fITUTED FROM 5:1 APO TO HI표r1E CONCEN1RATION BY
OPTICAL SPECS’fROSCOPY WITH COLUMN CHROMA’fOGRAPHY
AT pH 8.38-8.50 AND VARIOUS TEMPERATURES
Rate Const빼s. kf'
(x 103 min-I) -
0.51
2.2
5.8a
7.3
11
54
130
180
a. 1:1concentration ratio of apoEqMb:heme.
T돔퍼굶iittires(J()
283.0
294.4
295.2
301.1
305.0
312.2
314.5
316.2
TABLEX
ACfIVI\πON FREE ENERGffiS FOR HEME REORIENTATIONAL
DISORDER IN EqMb AND H많E INSERTION IN HUMAN Mb'l
￡마값ion (19)l極
b. Data was obtained from Antonini & Gibson, 1960.
AH;t AS;t A<r
(kcal/mol) (cal/m이/찌 (kcal/mol)
Heme 30.6 33.7 20.7
Reorientation
(294.4 K)
Heme 22.6
Inserdo(nF(i2g9u3RK6)1b)
a. Parameters were detennined from .. . . -. .... ’
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A free energy diagram of the proposed mechanism for heme inseπion into human
Mb (Antonini & Gibson, 1960) is presented in Figure 61 , to compare with the activation
Gibbs free energy from this work. ’The diagram assumes that redistribution of heme
follows a reversibly, and completely dissociative route,with the assumption that both the
dissociated and the fi댔 (heme +apoMb) are at the s없ne energy level. Only one heme-
insertion isomer is shown in Figure 61.
Scientific intuition of the heme reorientation pathway is that of the intramolecular
reaπangement because of evidence provided by the previous work (La Mar et aI., 1984),
and the extremely small dissociation constant of heme from the protein matrix <K<i - 10-12
M). The only reason that argues against this mechanism is the compactness of the heme
crevice from X-ray crystal structure (Takano, 1977). 만Ie compatibility of the activation
energy parameters (A ~’s are within the es파nated experimental uncert떠nty of -10%) of
this work with those of the heme-insertion pathway envisions a highly disrupted없nsient
state of Mb to allow for the redistribution of the heme isomers within the heme pocket; the
extent of the perturbation is apparently on the order of the complete heme dissociation
postulate.
CONCLUSIONS
This work does not rule out the completely dissociative pathway of heme
reorientational disorder, but shows that there would be subs뻐n낀al structural stress for the
inσamolec띠ar rearrangement model. There are numerous other reasons in favor of this
inσamolecular model. 까Ie identification of a stable, low pH interm잉iate apoMb by 1H
NMR (Hughson et 외.， 1990) and modeling by molecular dynamics simulation (Brooks III,
1992) dictated that F-helix in apoMb is partially unfolded and therefore is highly flexible.
Optical spectroscopy and electron paramagnetic resonance studies on the reconstitution of
heme A, which replaces the 4-vinyl and 8-CH3 of protohemin IX by a long hydrocarbon
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ch려n and fonnyl group, respec다.vely， with apo펴Mb showed evidence of binding but
disruption of the globin rnaσix (Larsen et a1., 1992). ’The detection of the insertion of Sn-
protoporphyrin IX dimer (Deeb & Peyton, 1992) in apoEqMb fi따ther reflects the ability for
the protein matrix to accommodate sizable,hydrophobic prosthetic groups. These studies
show that it is highly conceivable for the heme-binding cavity to overcome sterlc 피ndrance ，
given the flexibility of F-helix which is responsible for embracing heme in place after initi떠
bimolecular reaction. 까피saccomm때ation results at the expense of inevitable globin
disruption,evident from the enonnous entropic change accompanied by the activated
complex.
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Fi매m.a TOP. πIe top의down view of the major, and minor insertion-
isomers on the right and left, respectively. BOTTOM. Schematic
representation of the reconstitution processes between apoMb뻐dheme. A
and B are the holoproteins fonned from the relative isomers from top,
which are represented here as the open때d shaded disks, respectively.
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Filmre 54. Low field portion of the 4OO-MHz 1H NMR s야ctrum ofthe
reaction product immediately a批r the reconstitution of 1eq띠valence each
of apoEqMb and heme at pH 6.72 and 25°C,with the use of column
chromatography. Ml and ml are the peaks corresponding to the majorand
minor form, respectively, used for calculation of leo뼈. A. 145 min after
reconstitution; B. 1461 min after reconsitution.
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Fi힌π·e55. uv-VIS spectrum of the Soret region of reconstituted EqMb at
pH 6.71 and 26.5°C. A. Absorbance tracing at 23 minutes and 2096
minutes, λmax’s on each Soret band are mark때， the absorbance of each is -
0.3 OD,B. Difference specσa of Soret region obtained by subσacting the
specσa at 23 minutes, 157 minutes,and 361 from that at 2096 minutes.
Times are as marked correspondingly. 까Ie vertic외 line labels the isosbestic
point on the difference spe따a.
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Fi l!Ure 56. Low-field portions of the 4OQ-MHz lH NMR specσ'a ofthe
reconstitution of 1 equ뻐ence each of apo펴Mb and heme at pH 6.72 in
2H20 with the use of chromotography; the elapsed times are indicated at
the right. Intensity ratios of the designated heme insertion-isomers were
marked on the initial and fmal specσa. The sum of the ratio remained
constant throughout the course of reconstitution.
1461
725
544
420
366
291
197
145
127
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Ei웰뿔~ Low-field portions of the때O-MHz lH NMR specσaofthe
reconstitution of 1equivalence each of apoEqMb and heme at pH 6.72 in
2H20 without the use of chromotography; the elapsed times are indicated
on the right. Intensity ratios of the the designated heme insertion-isomers
W하'e marked on the 피iti외 and final spectra. ’The sum of the ratio increased
throughout the course of reconstitution.
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FiQllre 59. Plots of ln(Ae-At> vs. time for the eq띠libra다onof
metEqMbH20. Right: by optic외 spectroeopy with column chromotography
at 26.5°C and pH 6.71, and left: by lH NMR specσ'Oscopy ， with (0) and
without (e) chromotography at 25°C and pH 6.71.
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Fimπ'e60. Arrhenius plot for heme redistribution process. All but one data
point are collected at 5:1apoMb:heme concentration ratio. ’The solid sq때re
point represents krat 1:1apoMb:heme concentration ratio.
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16.1 kcaVmol
22.6 kcal/mol
hoIoMb
Fhmre 61. Free energy dia햄m of the reversibly,completely dissocia다ve
pathway for the reorientation ofme뼈MbH20 based on the mechanism by
Gibson and Antonini (1960).
correspondingly. 까Ie to때1 activation free energy of 22.6 kca1/mol obtaim쳐
from this mechanism is used to compare with 20.7 kcaIlmol from this
work. Only one heme-insertion isomer is depicted here. 까Ie σansition
state,heme-apo complex, is obtained by the assumption that heme is
completely dissociated from
CHAPTER VII
LAB江lTIESOF πlEE장lANGEABLE PROTONS OF IMIDAZOLE AND
AZIDO MYOGLOBINS
GENERAL
Sσuctur외， kinetic, specσoscopic， and site-피reeted mutagenesis studies of
myoglobin have pro꺼ded a wealth of infonnation on the mechanics of heme binding. πIe
conventional wisdom on this subject follows the proposal by Case and Karplus (1979)
from theoretical molecular dynamics calculations. πIe ligand enters from the solvent-
exposed distal side of the heme through the trajectory between V외Ell and His E7. To
accommodate ligand entry, the imidazole ring of His E7 swings away from the iron toward
the solvent, and in doing so 버strop잉 a number of elecσ'ostatic interactions involving Arg
CD3, heme 6-propionate, His E7 itself, and Asp E3. In support of this model, the X-ray
crystal structure of metphenyIMb (Ringe, 1984),and more recently that of metMbIm
ιionettiet 떠.， 1990) ， have revealed some sσuctural differences,as comp따'ed to
metMbH20 π'akano ， 1977), that shed light on the mech뻐sm by which ligand enters the
protein ma따x. 만Ie differences involve mainly orientation of the distal residues in the
proposed ligand entry pathway. It was suggested that the displacement of these residues
in this "open" conformation provides a possi바e passageway for ligand to the iron. Any
disruption of the native structure can σ없lsiently expose b따ied labile protons to solvent;
야IUS ， studying the labilities of the exchangeable protons in the heme vicinity allows one to
assess the extent of the structural fluctuation of globin. This chapter shows two
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approaches,pH titration behavior and s이，vent isotope effects, to probe the kinetics of
exchangeable protons by means of proton NMR spectroscopy.
nH Titration Behavior
Chemical exchange of labile protons in the protein interior can be followed by NMR
spectroscopy. 만tis is es얄~ially σue for paramagnetic species, in which labile protons in
the heme cavity can be assigned based on their relaxation behaviors,chemical shifts, and
NOEs. In vertebrate Mbs and Hbs,proton eχchange behaviors adopt an EX2 mechanism,
which is verified by the pH dependence ofthe exchange rates (Cutnell et al., 1981,
Lecomte & La Mar, 1985). Two types ofmodel have been characterized for the process
that exposes int빼외 regions ofproteins to solvent species and thereby allows hydrogen
exchange (Woodward et al., 1982; Woodward & Hilton, 1979). πIe 짚rst of these involve
the reversible and localized unfolding of the protein,which allows the exposure of the
internal protein segment transiently to solvent. Another model describes the peneσ'ationof
the solvent species toward the exchange sites in the interior of the protein. For a buried
proton,when the site exposure step is not limiting for both cases,EX2 depicts a
mechanism in which the rate of exchange is retarded by the probability, for the solvent
species,of finding the exposed site.
In an effort to conσibute to the database of heme pocket accessibility, the exchange
behaviors ofEqMb and PSwMb labile protons in various ligated states is inves디gated. πIe
assignments of the labile protons are first made 압trough relaxation behavior,extent of
hyperfmes퍼ft， and saturation σ'ansfer experiments. A series of pH tiσations is then
performed on each species. Exch뻐ge rates of the resonances are obtained by monitoring
their intensities throughout the titrations,with and without water presaturation,and
determining their in며nsic spin-lattice I없xation rates, as in Equation (5) in Chapter IT
(Cutnell et al., 1981).
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까Ie exchange behaviors of His E7 and FG3 ring protons are particularly
infonnative of the mechanism because there are two sites of attack on the imidazoliurn ring
that require different catalyses. Acid catalysis would occur on the free niσogens， N1,of
His E7 and His FG3; while base would attack their N3Hs. Proximal His F8, which is
attached to iron throu뱉 its N3, would e때erience only뼈seca띠lysis. πIe crystal structure
(T밟ano， 1977) and solvent isotope effects by 1H NMR ιecomte & La Mar, 1987) of
me엽wMbH20 suggested hydrogen bonding interactions between N1of His E7 and H20
in metSwMbH20, and that between N3H ofHis E7 and CN in metSwMbCN, respectively
(Figure 62). Therefore,파19 NH of His E7 should only experience base or acid catalysis in
the fonner and latter complex, respectively. While ring NH ofHis E7 is too fast-relaxed to
be detected in metMbH20,metMbCN provided answers to the postulate (Cutnell et 외.，
1981). Expected similar exchange patterns of His FG3 and F8 have been obseπedfor
metSwMbCN,metEqMbCN, as well as metCAMbCNαA:Comte& La Mar, 1985),
indicative of relatively conserved proximal moiety among the three Mbs. On the other
hand, an anomaly in the His E7 exchange behavior is obseπed--His E7파19 protons of
metEqMbCN and metCAMbCN are both acid- and base-catalys잉， although metSwMbCN
confonns to the expected acid catalysis hY}때lesis. Adistal histi，따ne σapdoorm때el was
postulated to interprete this peculiarity (Lecomte & La Mar, 1985). In solution,
myoglobins뼈st in a structural equilibrium between the closed (as in metMbH20) and
open(잃 in metMbphenyl) orientations. 돼.s eq패.briurn is뼈uen야d by a structural
difference in a sin밍e빼no acid residue substitution Arg CD3 --> Lys CD3 at the dis떼
side in horse and dog Mbs. 까tis substitution encourages the open orientation in horse and
dog Mbs, hence creating a higher probab퍼ty for His E7 existing in the ’out’ confonnation,
which dictates the base-eatalyzed exchange as in a free histi，버ne.
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Solvent isotone effects
Hydrogen-bonding interactions are essential factors in hemoproteins because they
not only maintain the usual interactions between the side-chains and backbones that
stabilize terti따Y structure,but외so play important roles in regula따19 바reet1y the reactivity
of heme. La Mar and coworkers (La Mar et 외.， 1988 ， Lecomte & La Mar, 1987) have
developed an NMR method to probe the exchange of bulk solvent with distal His E7. πlis
approach is possible for paramagnetic systems because of the large hyperfme shift of the
heme methyl resonances. Because 2H뻐d 1H exhibit different hydrogen-bonding
strengths, they can lead to different chemical s피its of heme protons.
까lerefore ， with 2H/IH substitution,existence ofhydrogen bonding interaction is
evident from either line broadening or splitting of heme resonances in the 50/50 mixture of
2H20/1H20 of metMbs. La Mar and his group ιaMar et al., 1988) have demonstrated
that in various high-spin metaquo hemoproteins,water is capable of hydrogen-bonding
with any nearby distal H-dono다acceptor residue; low-spin metcyano hemoproteins have
also been obseπed to express such interaction (La Mar et 외.， 1988). They suggested that
the source of the isotope-generated line broade띠ng is the distal His E7 hydrogen bond to
the ligand, which in their case is water. One of the fmdings that lends support to their
rationales is that hemoproteins such as feπicytochrome c’ and Aplysia Mb,which are
known to penta-coordinate and lack bound water at the sixth axi외 site, do not have this
isotope effect.
X-raycrys때 sσuctures of metMbN3 and metMbIm have피lplicated the existence of
hydrogen bonding interaction between the exogenous ligand and His E7 ιionetti et 외.，
1991; Sσyer et al., 1964). However, greater flexibility is present in solution, so it would
not be surprising to fmd a solvent-based isotope effect absent from these complexes in
solution. On the other hand,one advantage of studying the imidazole complexes is that 1-
methyl imidazole Mb can be used to verify the identity of the source of solvent isotope
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effect With one nitrogen involved in coordination to the iron and the other methylated, 1-
methyl imidazole is not available for H-bonding to His E7 (see Figure 63). So it seemed
worth 100힘ng for an isotope effect in the imidazole systems.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assif!DlT1ents_olth~Exchan&able_ ProtonsJn_MetEaMbN~
pH titrations were performed on metEqMbN3 (앓e Figures 66 and 67 for
examples). Assignments for proximal His F8파19 and peptide NHs as well as His FG3
ring NH are made as listed in Table XI. Details of how these assignments were made as
follow.
TABLEXI
ASSIGNMENTS OF ’fHE EXCHANGEABLEPROTONSFOR
metEqMbN3 AT 298 K
Assimments
His F8 ring NH (PI)
His F8 peptide NH (P2)
His FG3 ring NH (G1)
His FG3 파19 C2H (G2)
His FG3 CBH (Gy-tentative)
Chemical Shifts (nnm)
31.5
10.2
13.7
6.8
7.6
까Ie broad downfield peak in Figures 66 and 67 is assigned to His F8 ring NH'
PI,because its position is comparable to that found in met다TN3 ι.aMar et al., 1983)
and metHbAN3 (Yamamoto & La Mar, 1989). A variable temperature experiment also
confmns this assignment. Because of the contact interaction with iron,His F8 experiences
paramagnetic shift mediated through spin density of the porphyrin ring; increasing
temperature induces more high-spin character to iron, thus increases the elecσ'On density.
πlerefore ， larger (more downfield) shift results, as is obseπed for this resonance. A
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downfield shift of 0.16 ppm/OC was evident from 298K to 318K. Saturation-없nsfer with
jump-return selective excitation of His F8 NH shows an NOE to another exchangeable
proton at 10.2 ppm, denoted p2 (Figure 64), which is most likely the peptide NH of His
F8. Although P2 does not show reciprocal NOE to P1 (Figure 65), which is not
surprising because파19 NH of His F8 (P1) is closer to the paramagnetic Fe and has a very
much shorter realaxation 파ne than peptide NH, it does show an NOE to -6.7 ppm,which
can be correlated to eitherC~’ ofHis F8 (as iden닮ed in Chapter VIII at 6.22 ppm at pH
6.8 and 308 K); or the ring C4H of His FG3. An NOE from His F8 peptidyl NH to ring
CH of His FG3 is possible because this region of Mb engages in a-helical formation; and
F8 and FG3 are 4 residues ap따t， one turn of an a helix which brings the protons close in
space (w뻐rich ， 1986). p2 also밟libi양 a pH profile that resembles His F8 peptidyl NH
ofme엽wCN (compare Figure 68 with Lecomte & La Mar, 1986), and its chemical sh표'tis
highly dependent on pH. 까le pH dependence ofparamagnetic shift suggests sσ'ong
elecσon-nuclear interaction애th Fe, throu양1 dipolar or contact means. Given that the labile
proton is relatively sh없p， its position cannot be as close to the Fe as ring NHs of His FG3
and!퍼sE7 φased on their linewidths in metMbCN in Cutnell et 떠.， 1981, and distances to
Fe from X-ray coordinated in Kuriyan, 1986), the only other exchangeable proton that is
sufficiently close to Fe to experience such a sσong paramagnetic shift, and exerts a sizable
influence on the electron density of the heme, is the coordinated His F8; therefore, the NOE
and lability patterns of p2 strongly support its identity to be the peptidyl NH o{ His F8.
Figure 68 displays the pH profile for P2.
만le pH titt'ations in Figures 66 and 67 show a distinctive labile proton,marked Gl
on the spectra. I띠tially ， this resonance was thought to be His E7 파19 NH because its
titration behavior is similar to those of His E7파19 NH and His FG3파19NHin
metSwMbCN, i.e. both acid- and base- ca없ly쟁dasdemonsσated in Figure 68 (compare
with Cutnell et aI., 1981). Nevertheless, as shown below, the chemical shift of this
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resonance is pH- and ligand-independent,which argue against this earlier assignment His
E7 ring is suggested to mediate the pathway of ligand en따 (힘nge， 1984; Case &K따plus，
1979; Elber, 1990) based on the size of, as well as the possibility ofhydrogen-exchange
with the incoming ligand, hence its exchange behavior and chemical shift should be
influenced by the ligated state. 까Ie invariance of chemical shift to different ligated states
and Mbs, when compared among metPSwMbN3, metPSwMbIm, and metEqMbIm,
dic떠tes that this exchangeable proton is from the proximal side of the heme αevice. Figure
69 shows two dipolar connectivities at 6.8 ppm and 7.6 ppm, labeled G2 and Gy,
respectively, in the diamagnetic envelope upon saturating Gl. 만lis NOE pattern is
characteristic of a histidine ring system, from the ring NH to the C2H and C4H (or C~H).
Furthermore,G1 exhibits minimal temperature깅epedence ， which implies slight
P뼈nagneticcon며bution -- which may be attribut잉 to either distance to the paramagnetic
Fe, or the (GI-Fe) vector being close to the magic an밍e of 54.7° (La Mar, 1979). 까Ie
broad linewidth and downfield chemical shift of G1 argues against large proton to Fe
distance, which not only limits the choice for the resonance, but 외so suggests that the (G1
to Fe) vector is the determining factor in the spatial orientation of the residue relative to Fe.
’There is only one proxin퍼 histidine other than His F8 within the vicinity of Fe on the
pro앙mal side, namely His FG3. Therefore, Gl is assigned to ring NH of His FG3; the
two NOEs induced from G1 (Figure 69) are most likely those of the ring C2H and C4H,
or CpH of His FG3. Crytal coordinates of metSwMbH20 (Takano, 1977) found the
distances from Fe to the파Ig C2H andC~ of His FG3 at 7.25 Aand 4.45 A,
respectively. At 4.45 Ato the paramagnetic center, (4H should experience sizable dip이따
interaction which would induce hyperfine shift anψ'or efficient relaxation. ’The non-
hyperfine shifted protons and the sh따p linewidths of G2 and Gy do not completely fulfill
the distance criteria of the His FG3 ring being close to Fe. Figure 70 presents lD NOE
profile of G2, which shows reciprocal NOE to Gl, but none to Gy. Because ring C2H of
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His FG3 is closer to G1 than to ring C4H, it is expected to have greater NOE to G1 than
Gy (as해ming Gy is C4H); furthennore, ring C2H is sufficiently further from Fe to be
influenced by the unp외red electrons,which expl떠ns its chemical shift and linewidth.
Therefore, G2 is assigned to the ring C2H of His FG3 .
π1ere are few possibilities for the identity of Gy. 까1e temperature-independence of
Gl implies that His FG3 may be located directly on the edge ofthe (GI-Fe) vector caused
bymagic뻐gle rotation, in which case His FG3 experiences minimal hyperfine interaction
because of the cance파19 effect from both sides of the vector (see Figure 71) (Satterlee,
1990a, b). This postulate expl떠ns the sharpness and di없nagne다c chemical shift of Gy
(should it be C4H). given its proximity to Fe. πtis scenario is further supported by the
long Tl (238 ms) of Gl. X-ray coordinates place Gl at 5.39 Ato the Fe, hence according
to Equation (11). its T1of -15 ms is expected of a usual nuclear-electronic interaction. π1e
expe파nental T1of almost 20 fold larger is indicative of the insensitive hyper컨ne interacion
from Fe to His FG3. Another likely candidate for the identity of Gy is the CfJH of His
FG3. From the inset in Figure 69, although C2H is too far to induce NOE to C~H， Gl is
spatially close to C2H and C~H， causing NOEs to both. Moreover,CfJH is also relatively
distant to the Fe from the crystal coorl파nates (-6 A) to expl빼 앙1em피파1al hyp하뼈e
interaction. Finally, the possibility that Gy may belong to a nearby proximal pocket
residue which experiences dipolar interaction from G2 cannot be discounted. Upon
saturation of Gl, spin-diffusion causes indirect connectivity to Gy; although given the
relatively short saturation time (100 ms) employed, spin-diffusion is unlikely. Citing
similar NOE profiles for this exchangeable proton in metSwMbCN (Lecomte & La Mar,
1986), and the assignments of pocket residues in metSwMbCN (단nerson & La Mar,
1990), likely candidates which reside close enough to receive spin-diffusion 따'eheme6Ha
and His F8 CaH. Since heme 6-propionate system is identified in metEqMbN3 (see
Chapter TIl), and none of its protons is close to 7.6 ppm,Gy may be His F8 CaH.
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However,no NOE was found from His F8 C~ to Gy, when His F8 C~ of metEqMblm
was irradiated at 308K (not shown); therefore, this possibility is discounted. 까lis
experiment was done on metEqMbIm, instead of metEqMbN3 because the His F8 CpH is
identified in metEqMbIm. πIeres띠t obtained is applicable to me뼈MbN3 because the
saturation profiles of the labile proton at -13.7 ppm are highly compatible in both cases
(compare Figure 75 with 69). A批:r exploration of all possible candidates, it appears that .
Gy is most likely the CpR of His FG3,especially from the size of the NOE from
saturating G1 (see Figure 69). From the relatively longer dis뻐nce of C4!I, as compared to
G2 (C2H), to G1, it is inconceivable to have NOE of compara버e size. On the other hand,
CpH is equidistant to G1 as C2H.
Assimments of the Exchane:eable Protons in MetEoMbIm
Figures 72 and 73 are examples of pH behavior and the pH profiles for the
corresponding resonances of metEqMbIm. Two exchangeable protons, at 13.7 ppm and
10.5 ppm,are prominent. The peak at 13.7 ppm is assigned to ring NH of His FG3 based
on similar pH profile, pH-, temperature-, and species-independence characteristics to Gl
of metEqMbN3. Saturation of this peak also gives rise to identic외 NOEs to 6.8 ppm and
7.6 ppm (Figure 74), further supporting this assignment. 까Ie exchangeable proton at 10.5
ppmis ident표ied as the peptidyl NH of His F8 for the following reasons. Figure 75
compares the connectivities from saturating the CpR of His F8 (which has been assigned in
Chapter ill) at 308K, a temperature at which this resonance is resolved from heme 6Ha,
with those from saturating the solvent resonance and obs앙ving the exchangeable proton at
S따퍼ar conditions. Most notable was that there is an NOE to an exchangeable proton
resonance at -10.8 ppm from saturating CpH of His F8. 까Ie corresponding pH titra피on
(Figure 75C, D) shows that the NOE at 10.8 ppm correlates with the proposed peptidyl
NH of His F8 at 298K. Furthermore, the pH profile of this peak at 10.5 ppm (at 298K)
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resembles that of p2 in metEqMbN3 (comp따e the pH profile of p2 in metEqMbN3 in
Figure 68 to that of 10.5 ppm of metEqMbIm in Figure 73). Comparison of crystal
stl11ctures of metEqMbH20 πakano ， 1977) and metSwMbIm (Lionetti et al., 1991)
contends that although drastic changes in the distal pocket are evident, the proxin뻐1 sideof
both species are similar, i.e., the proximal side of the heme pocket is insensitive to the
ligated states. ’Therefore,comparison ofpH profiles among different liga~빼Mbs should
bev따id
Assie:nments of the Exchane:eable Protons in metEaMbXIm. where X=lCH뀔드뀔
Figure 76 and 77 are r맹，resen빼.veofpH tiσations for metEqMblCH3Im and
n뼈qMb4CH3Im， respectiv려y. 만Ie characteristics of the exchangeable protons are
identical to those of metEqMbIm. πIe same conclusions as that for metEqMbIm없 drawn
as to the identities of the labile protons at 13.7 ppm and 10.5 ppm.
Assignments of the exchangeables in metPSwMbN3 and metPSwMbIm are
identic외 to their EqMb counterp없，judging 캉om their pH profiles (Figure 78A, B,
respectively). πIe peptidyl NH of His F8 in metPSwMbN3 was iden다tied by its similar
pH dependence to metEqMbN3. Although the assignments of the exchangeables are
approximately in버f뚫rent to various ligated states and s야des， the rate at which the ring
NH of His FG3 exchanges with the bulk solvent is very much species-dependent from the
버fferenti외 saturation factors obtained at the pH with the slowest exchange for various
species. Data is p없ented in Table XII.
만Ie pHs for the s.야cies in Table XII were read before and after the experiment, and
were always within 0.01-0.05 of a unit difference. πIe uncer뻐inty for the calculation of
saturation factors, from independent pH titrations at the same pH, is -0.01. It is apparent
from the saturation factors in Table XII that in both ligated states,PSwMb has more
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TABLEXII
SATURAnON FACfORS FOR Gl (RING NH OF His FG3) AT THE
SLOWEST-EXCHANGED pH FOR VARIOUS MbS INDπF많ENT
LIGATED STATES
metEqMbN3 (pH 9.10)
metPSwMbN3 (pH 8.95)
metEqMbImφH 8.45)
metPSwMbIm (pH 8.68)
(= inthit!intmiss)
0.098
0.16
0.090
0.12
resσicted access of the proximal side to solvent, althou양I the small saturation factors in all
cases sig피fy facile exchange of His FG3 with the bulk solvent. The resσicted exposure of
PSwMb relative to EqMb may be a result of the u피que substitution ofLys CD3 --> Arg
CD3 in PSwMb, supporting the pivotal role assumed by the CD3 residue in mαlulating the
accessibility of heme pocket to incoming ligands, including the solvent H20. Figure 79
illustrates the movements of the residues necessitated in ga마Ig this process. Reference to
Figure 47 in Chapter IV reinforces this postulate by demonsσ'ating the more dramatic
increase in linewidths of the 5- and 1- CH3S in metPSwMbIm upon raising pH. Althou방1
FG3 is not on the ligand entry/exit route, it is a surface residue,which is shown to be
affected here by the more compactness of the binding crevice in PSwMb.
TableXII외so revealed that the size and orientation of exogenous ligand is
influential in controlling the extent of exposure in the heme proximal pocket, as evidenced
by the larger saturation factor in metMbN3. πIe smaller size, the hydrogen-bonding
interaction of N3- with His E7, and the optimal coordination angle with the Fe (Sσyer&
Kendrew, 1964, suggested possi비e G interaction between N3- and Fe) slowed the solvent
exchange rate in me뻐bN3 so as to allow the better detection of삽Ie the labile His FG3 ring
NH,despite the larger hi앙I-Spin character of metMbN3 relative to metMbIm. With the
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saturation factor and Equation (5), kexch is deriveable ifT1of the exchangeable can be
ob때ned by an independent experiment. Non-selective inversion recovery with jump-
return experiment was perfonned (the pulse-s여uence is a combination of Equations (6)
and (7), but without the selective saturation in Equation (7» to extract T1of 333 ms and
238 ms for ring NH of FG3 in metPSwMbN3 and metEqMbN3,respec디vely. Because the
experiment employs no saturation of the solvent signal,which is in exchange with the labile
proton in concern,T1ob때n어 is the inσinsic one. When a conventional non-selective
inversion recov하y experiment (Equation (6» was perfonned with sa따ation of water
signal on metPSwMbN3,T1was found to be 172 ms. πIerefore ， caution must be taken
whendeten피ning in떠nsic TIS of labile protons. Equation (5) then allows the
detennination of kexch for this labile proton at -16 s·l and 38 s·l for metPSwMbN3 and
metEqMbN3' respectively. πtis two-fold faster exchange rate in metPSwMbN3,once
ag외n， reinforces the difference between the proteins in the heme crevice.
Solvent Isotone Effects
Line-broadening of the methyl resonances in various I뻐os of lH2아H20 solvent
is clearly manifested in metEqMbN3 (see Figures 80뻐d 81). 까Ie extent of line-
broadening is dependent on the ratio of the II챔H， w피ch implies solvent isotope
contribution (La Mar et al., 1988), instead of merely 따tifacts from processing or
experime때I conditions. 만Ie broadening is appa뾰nton 려I four methyls (althou양1 Figures
80뻐d 81 shows only three,a similar ef찮ctwas detected for 3CH3),albeit the effect is
variably disσibut잉， and is dependent on pH. The fact that all methyls are affected reflects
an없i외 perturbation,which most likely arises 당om 없i외 hydrogen-bonding with either the
labile protons ofproximal His F8 or ring NH of distal His E7. Two factors, the respective
hydrogen exchange rates and pH dependence, allow the distinction between these
interactions. πIe detection of파19 NH of His F8 on metMbN3 demands that its exchange
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rate be slower than the NMR 닙me-scale ， i.e. < 1()4 s·l. On the other hand, the detection of
splittings for all methyls at non-coalescence pH, i.e. pH > 4.28 (Figure 82) dictates that the
solvent isotopes are in slow exchange on the NMR time scale, and therefore must be < 50
s-l--equivalent to the splitting of the 5CH3. 만lis exchange rate is in apparent disagreement
with that of His F8 ring NH, and hence rules out the involvement of His F8. Figure 82
외sodemons없tes acid-ea뻐lysis of the isotopic exchange, showing the slowest exchange
(the broadest methyl resonances) at -pH 9; base-catalysis of the exchange was unobtainable
without denaturing the protein at too high a pH, because the 5- and 8CH3 resonances
remained split at as high a pH as 11.0,w삐Ie lCH3 converges at pH> 7 (not shown). This
acid-catalysis pattern argues against His F8바19 or peptidyl NBs as possi비e source of the
isotope-effect because the labile protons of His F8 exhibit only base catalysis (Cutnell et ale
1981; Lecomte & La Mar, 1987; previous section in this chapter). AIthou방1 야lispH
deJrendence fits the pH profl1es of both ring NH of His FG3 and His E7, His FG3 is
unlikely to be the source of this isotope effect because it maintains similar salt-bridge
interaction, if any, with heme 6-propionate in all the species being studied,and results from
this work demonsσate that the isotope effect is s야cies-dependent--which conσ때icts the
effect coming from the invariant salt-바idge interaction. Other isotope studies done on
proteins without a distal His showed the lack of such broadening effect (La Mar et al.,
1988), which further supported the source of such effect being the distal His E7. Among
the four meth피s， 5CH3 and 8CH3 are the most severely affec~잉， which is attrib뼈dto
differential disσibution of spin density on the heme.
Neither the metMbIm nor metMblCH3Im (and presumably metMb4CH3Im)
species displays the solvent isotope effect (Figures 83-85). Based on the many-fold faster
exchange of heme pocket labile protons of metMbIm (from comparison of His FG3파19
NH in Table xu) as comp따'ed to metEqMbN3, the isotope effect on the heme methyl
resonances must be too rapid to be obse:πedonNMR 바ne-scale. Furthennore, the
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hydrogen-bonding effect may be either too weak to be detected due to the distance and the
vector of hydrogen-bond, if any, from the iron paramagnetic center. πle crystal structures
ofme바ibIm (Bell et al., 1981) and metSwMbIm (Lionetti, 1991) implicated the possibility
of hydrogen-bonding interaction뼈tween His E7 ring NH and the 1m더ngNH. πle .
discrepancy detected for the different findings on the involvement ofHis E7 in hydrogen-
bonding interaction merely reflects the different nature ofX-ray crystallography and
solution state NMR s야Cσoscopy ， in that NMR offers the ability to study dyn없nics. πlis
is not without precedent, as revealed in the case of involvement of distal His E7 in the
binding pocket of metCI’rMbCN (compare work in Steigemann & Weber, 1979 with that
in Peyton et aI., 1991)
Although severe phase-shifted sine bell apodization of the isotope-broadened peaks
(parameters as shown in the legend of Figure 8찌 of metEqMbN3 helps deconvolute the
splitting effect, the linewidths are too바oad and close to the coalescence limit to allow
accurate fit by CBS method, which depends on variables such as T2 (linewidth par，없neter) ，
T1(peak intensity parameter),pop띠ation of each of the species,and so on. ’The
uncertainties in more than one of the variables, such as the case here,vastly decreases the
sensitivity of this method, rendering σ'emendous en’ors in the kexch obtained. πlerefore ，
only an upper boundary can be ascertained to the exchange rate of His E7파19 NH at -50 s-
1based on the isotope splitψ19of5CH3.
πle compatible exchange rates of His E7짜19 NBs in metMbN3, as compared to
metMbCN (Cutnell et al., 1981; Lecomte & La Mar, 1985) give rise to interesting
conclusion about the role played by the exogenous ligand in modulating the lability of the
heme cavity. St:ryer,Kendrew,and coworkers (1964) suggested from the crys없1 structure
of metSwMbN3 that the coordination of N3- to Fe is close to the strength of a cr bond, and
that Fe-N3--H (from His E7 ring NH) forms a σigonal planar that gets stabilized by the
donation of electron density from N3- to Fe (see 외so discussion in Chapter 111). Such
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model dictates that the hydrogen bond strength of His E7 ring NH-N3- must be
considerable, therefore slowing the exchange rate. πlis sσ'Ong hydrogen bond also
explains the this solvent isotope effect is not based-catalyzed at pH as high as 11,외thou맹
His E7 of metEqMbCN has been shown to exhibit base ca뻐lyzed hydrogen exchange'
behavior (Cutnell et 외.， 1981).
Comparable k흩xch’s were also obtained for the His FG3 ring NHs of metMbN3 and
metMbCNα~omte& La Mar, 1985) at 40°C. πle compatibility of the is not swprising
because His FG3파19 NH exhibits similar facile exchange as in때 cases (by comparison of
saturation factors in Table XII with the results of Cutnell et al., 1981, in which saturation
factor was unobtainable because this peak was completely saturated at 4QOC). kexch for the
His FG3 ring NH of metMbCN was determined by linewidth fit. 까le linewidth fit method
for such relatively broad peak is expected to be less accurate than from saturation factors,
as formulated in Equation (5),due to the same reasons mentioned e따'lier in Solvent Isotope
Effect section.
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Fhrnre 62. Proposed H-bonding between뻐 A. iron-bound H20 and His
E7 ataci하c pH,where a neutral H20 acts as a H-donor to the imidazole. B
at외k외ine pH,where the imidazole acts as aH의donor to the bound
hydroxide ion (La Mar et aI., 1988). C,and D, H-bonding interactions in
metMbCN(αltnell et aI., 1981), and metMbN3 (8σyer et aI., 1964),
respectively.
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Fi믿πe63. Presented here is one of the possible protonation scheme; other
schemes have외so been proposed. In (a),H-bonding interaction between
HI of imidazole and Ne of His E7; whereas in (B), no H-bonding is
av외!able.
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Fimre 64. Selective excitation (p11 orjump-ret따n) saturation-transfer
spectra of met EqMbN3 in 10% 2H20 at 25°C and pH 7.4. A. Reference
spectra; B. difference trace from saturating PI. Peaks are as labeled.
Filmre 65. Selective excitation φ11 or jump-return) saturation-없nsfer
specσa of p2 of met EqMbN3 in 10% 2H20 at 25°C and pH 7.3. A-B:
specσawith and without saturation of P2, respectively,peaks are as labeled
’The inset in A shows the expanded diamagnetic region. Note the NOE to
....6.7 ppm,possibly ring C2H ofHis FG3, or CBH’ of His F8, which will
be elaborated in Chapter Vill.
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Filrure 66. Selective excitation (p11 or jump-return) saturation-σansfer
spectra of met EqMbN3 in 10% 2H20 at 25°C뻐d pH 8. Top and bottom:
with and without saturation of the water resonance, respectively, asterisks
denote resonances that exchange on the time-scale of the saturation rate.
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Firore 67. Selective excitation φ11 or jump-return) saturation-없nsfer
met EqMbN3 in 10%찌H20 at25°C 뻐d pH 9~ A-C: specσa with
and without saturation of the water resonance, and difference between them,
respectively, asterisks denote resonances that exchange on the time-scale of
the saturation rate.
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Firure 68. pH profiles of metEqMbN3 at 298K. 까le solid line has no
theoretical significance but merely seπes to show the trend of the data
points. Each data represents saturation factor determined at the
corresponding pH. ’The assignments are as labeled on the individual traces.
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Fimre 69. Selective excitation φ11 or jump-return) saturation-σansD하·
specσ'a of saturating GI of metEqMbN3 at pH 9.02 and 298K in 10%
2H20.The acquisition par없neters used are d20=300ms,dlO=54,
dl=100ms, and d19=50μs. A. Reference spectrum with the σansmitter
off GI; B. difference σace. The inset shows the expanded diamagnetic
region corresponding to NOEs to G2 and Gy, and an upfi터dNOE. Top
shows the structure and assignments of His FG3.
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Fimrre 70. Selectiveeχ.citation φ11 or jump-return) saturation-σansfer
spectra of saturating G2 of metEqMbN3 at pH 9.02 and 298K in 10%
2H20.The acqui잉tion parameters used are d20=500ms,버0=54，
dl=100ms, and d19=50μs. 까Ie NOE to G1 is indicated by the aπow. A.
Reference specσurn; B. difference σace.
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FiI!Ure 71. Ma밍c angle rotation diagram. r is the distance between Fe and
the nucleus H,and esignifies the angle made between the vector Fe-H and
the nonnal to the heme plane. When e=54.7°, the magic an밍e， no or
min빼1 electron-nuclear interaction is eχperienced by H농cause the
Hamilto띠.an for dipolar interaction between two point dipoles is calculated
to be zero at that angle (Satterlee, 1991비.
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Fimre 72. Selective excitation (p11 or jump-return) saturation-없nsfer
spectra of metEqMbIm at pH 9.02 and 298K in 10% 2H20. A-C: specσa
with and without saturation of water resonance, and the difference between
them, respectively, arrows and labels denote exchangeable protons. 까Ie
acquisition parameters used are버0=40， dl=100ms, d20=100ms, and
d19=30μs.
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Fhrure 73. pH profIles of metEqMbIm at 298K. The solid파Ie has no
theoretical significance but merely seπes to show the σend of the data
points. Each data represents saturation factπ detern파led at the
corresponding pH. πIe assignments are as labeled on the individual σaces.
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Fi민πe74. Selective excitation with jump-return saturation of G1 of
metEqMb4CH3Im at pH 9 and 298 Kin 10% 2H20. πIe acqui하tion
parameters are d20=300ms,버0=54， dl=l00ms, and d19=50/ls. Peaks are
as labeled. A. Reference specσum with the σansmitter off G1; B.
D많하ence trace.
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Filmre 75. Comparison of pH titration with the NOE from saturating the
C~H His F8 of metMb4CH3Im. A. Reference specσumof
metPSwMb4CH3Im at 308K and pH 7.24 in 100% 2H20, the intensity of
the His F8 petidyl NH is greatly reduced because of exchange with the
solvent, B. Difference spectrum from saturating CJiH His F8, the dashed
lines connect the corresponding resonances. C. Reference specσumof
metEqMb4CH3Im at 308K and pH 7.30 in 10% 2H20, the asterisk
designates the labile proton; D. Difference spectrum from saturating the
solvent H20. The assignments are labeled on the s야C없.
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Fhmre76. pH titration ofmetEqMblCH3Im at pH 9.32 and 298K. A-C:
spectra with and without saturation of water resonance, and the difference
between them, respectively, arrows and asterisks denote exchangeable
protons. 까Ie acqui잉tion par，없neters used are버0=40， dl=l00ms,
d20=I00ms, and dI9=30Jls. Note that P2 is not very labile at this pH
because it is acid-ca띠ly갖d.
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Fimre 77. pH titration of metEqMb4CH3Im at pH 8.30뻐d298K. A-C.
Spectra with and without saturation of the solvent H20, and the difference
between them, respec디vely. Arrows and labels denote exchange protons.
πIe acquisition p따ameters used are버야때， dl=l00ms, d20=100ms, and
d19=30μs.
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Fi ln1re 79. Movement involved in mod띠a파19 ligand entry into the heme
pocket As shown is the heme environment in SwMb. A. Ligand channel
closed by the ’in’ confonnation of the triads Val Ell, His E7 and Arg CD3
(Lys CD3 in EqMb) (Case &K따plus， 1979); B. Ligand channel open
when the σiads swing towards the solvent. Only the residues of interest are
represented.
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Fi i!U1"e 80. Comparison among the methyl파Iewidths ofme때MbN3at
298K and pH 9 in different ratios of 2H20:1H20. A. 6:4; B. 7:3; C.
8:2. 까Ie phased-shifted sine bell function used here is SSB=l. Peak
identities are as in배.cated.
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Fi빼'e 81. Comparison among the methyllinewidths of metEqMbN3 at
298K and pH 6.2 in different ra다os of 1H20:2H20. A. 9:1; B. 1:1; C.
0:100. No phase-shifted sine bell apodization function is used.
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Fi민Ire 82. Comparison among the methyl파lewidths of metEqMbN3 at
298K and different pHs in 1:1 ratio of lH20:2H20. A. pH 9.02; B. pH
7.05; C. pH 4.28. Phase-shifted sine bell apodization function is SSB=l.
Peaks are as identified. Note the convergence of the isotopely-splitted
peaks at pH 4.28.
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Fimre 83. Comparison of metEqMbIm in different ratio of 2H20:1H20 at
pH 9.12. A. 100:0; B. 1:1. They are virtually superimposable.
1CH3 8CH3
5CH3
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Fhmre84. Comparison of metEqMblCH3Im in different ratio of
2H20:1H20 at pH 7. A. 100:0; B. 1:1. They are virtually
superimposable. Peaks are as identified on the spectra.
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Fimre85. Comparison of metPSwMbIm in different ratio of 2H20:1H20
at pH 9 and 298K A. 100:0; B. 1:1. Peaks are as identified on the
specσa. Inset overlays the expanded 8CH3S.
CHAPTERVID
ASSIGNMENTS OF THE HEME POCKET RESIDUES IN IMIDAZOLE
HORSE HEART MYOGLOBIN
ChapterIDinσoducedtheu 피ity of saturation없nsfer from metEqMbH20 to assign
unresolved heme peripheral protons피 metEqMbIm. Very few heme pocket residues in the
high-spin metEqMbH20,however, have been assigned because of the broadness and
extremely fast relaxation of protons from residues close to the paramagnetic Fe. A
compelling reason to assign as many resonances as possible in metEqMbH20 is that they
can help formulate elecσ'Onic and magnetic models for the pure hi양I-Spin system, which
contributes to the global efforts of understanding paramagnetic NMR.
MetEqMbIm is relatively low spin뻐d 따lalOgOUS to the me뻐bCN system based on
the similar TIS of their heme methyls (compare Table VI in Chapter ill with Emerson & La
Mar, 199O). πIe complete solution structural elucidation of the heme pocket residues in
metSwMbCN댄merson & La Mar, 1990) allows not only comparison of its heme crevice
dynamics with that of metEqMbIm, hence verities the finding from X-ray crystallography
of dramatic change in the heme distal side,but외so， in theory,enables the assignments of
corresponding he뾰 cavity residues in metEqMbH20 by saturation σ뻐sfer.
Ch때cterization of the heme cavity residues in metEqMbIm is itself significant
because it constitutes a basis for studying meta11oproteins 야lat exist only in p따arnagnetic
functional states (for instance,hemopexin, peroxi없ses， and iron-sulfur proteins like
ferredoxin to name a few). Until recently, the major so따'ce for assignments in intact
paramagnetic proteins originated from the respective heme models (La Mar & W，와ker，
1979; La Mar, 1979). Although the iron-porphyrin and iron-axialligand bonding are often
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compatible between models and proteins, the protein environment reflects large heme in-
plane asymmetry that cannot be predicted from models (Sh띠manet 외.， 1971; Satterlee,
1986).
’The assignment sσategies employed here are comparison of the hi양l1y s퍼fted
and/or relaxed protons with those of metSwMbCN (Emerson & La Mar, 1990),
characterization of the spin systems of the corresponding residues, and comparison of their
connectivities with those expected from X-ray coordinates of MbCO (K따iyan et al.,
1986). Figure 86 shows the schematic representation of the spatial dispositions of some
hemepocket없피no acid residues based on the X-ray structure.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Assimments of the Strone:lv Relaxed heme Docket residues of metEaMbIm
Figures 87 and 88 show the 2D NOESY and COSY maps, respectively, of
metEqMblm at pH 7 and 308 K. Inc삐ded at the top of Fig따e 86 are the빼no acid spin
systems of interest, from His,TIe and Val. All cross pe밟s are numerically labeled on the
spectra, with the key to the labels included in the coπesponding spectrum,as well as in the
text.
델탤8. C~ of His F8 at 14.64 ppm, as labeled in Figure 87, was assigned in
Chapter In by means of saturation없nsfer from the same proton in metEqMbH20. Srong
cross peaks in NOESY [1] and COSY [4] (Figure 88C) from this peak were observed to a
peak at 6.22 ppm,which was assigned to C~H’ of His F8 because geminal p없IS (with
dihedral angle -1080) are most likely to exert both strong through-space and through-bond
interactions. C~H’ has a possible COSY [5] cross peaks to a peak at 8.10 ppm. A lD slice
from 2D COSY ofC~H’ confmned its COSY interactions to [4] and [5], as illusσated in
Figure 88A. 까tis peak at 8.10 ppm was tentatively ident江ied as CaH His F8 because there
is no other resonance that is scalar coupled to C~H' (see His structure on Figure 86).
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Althou양1 the expected NOEs were not observed from CaH to CpH and CpH’, as ares띠tof
weak dipolar coupling due to the orientation,COSY cross peak [2] was observed in the lD
slice of CpH from 2D COSY (Figure 88B). Comp，하ison of [2] with Figure 88A verifies
the CaB <--> CpR COSY cross peak. ’The detection ofw않k scalar coupling between
CpH, CpH’ and CaH (i.e. [2] and [5]) is consistent with the 2D NOESY profile. 까le
weak spatial and 앙U'Ough-bond interactions dictate that they adopt one of a specific set of
orientations. Consistent with this spatial orientation of this vicinal p떠r is that, as opposed
to strong CpH’ <• 〔늄:H， o띠yw앓kdip이ar andsc외ar couplings of CpR <• CcxHwas
obseπedinme엽wMbCN (Emerson & La Mar, 1990).
끄~ πle upfield resonance at -5.2 ppm has relatively broad linewidth (-400
Hz) that integrates to one proton, is highly shifted,and exhibits extended COSY and
NOESY connectivities. Few amino acids, for instance lIe, Val,and Leu,have extensive
dip이ar and scalar coup파19 patterns. One of the cross peaks to this peak: (in both NOESY
뻐d COSY) yields dipolar connectivity to 5CH3, and∞mp없ison of the X-ray coordinates
(Figure 86) with the Tl-derived 1'H-Fe (see below) identifies it as a proton당om lIeFG5.
There are four single-proton resonances, CaH, CpH, <;H, and CYH’, on lIe FG5 (as
피ustrated on top of Fi웰re 86). C펴 is singled out because of its short1’1, which places it
-4.7 Afrom Fe -- identical to that detennin어 from X-ray coo해nates. E때ected
NOESY/COSY patterns of lIe are referenced in Fi，믿뾰 5 of Chapter m. Here, most of the
expected NOESY and COSY cross뿜밟swere observed (as marked on Figures 87 and
88), including NOESY connectivities C펴 <--> CaH3[6],C펴 <-->C얘~pH [떼9키]， C톰펴i <--
C펴’ [8], <;H <• <;H3’ [7], C펴’ <• CaH3 [10], C권’ <--> CyH3’ [11], C펴3’ <-->
CpH [28], CaH3<--> ~-meso [1찌， CaH3 <-->4뭘 [13]; ~-meso was further verified by
its NOE to 5CH3 [14],뻐d 4Ha was identified both by saturation σ없1Sferfrom
metEqMbH20 (Chapter ill) and 4뭘<-->5다험 NOE [15]. In때.dition， 5CH3 also has
dipolar connectivity with CsH3ofFG5 [16]. πlese specific spatial interactions between
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the heme peripheral protons and De FG5 pI없e De in a unique orientation as illustrated in
Figure 86. COSY cross peaks consistent with De spin-system include: C싹 <-->CsH3
[17], C펴 <-->C팍’ [18], and C펴’ <• CsH3 [19], and C권3’ <• C~H [2이.
Other dipolar connectivities among the heme peripheral resonances that may help
future assignments of pocket residues are shown in Figure 87 as: 1CH3 <-->흩meso [21] ,
whichis ve핸.ed by the presence of e:때ected NOE 8CH3 <-->흩meso [2찌. 만le
assignment of &-meso is further confmned by variable temperature NOESY e한>e파nen양，
which show 압lat&-meso is hi양l1y sensitive to tenψerature ， c뼈racteristic of heme meso
due to proximity as well as contact interaction뼈th the paramagnetic center. Acommon
NOESY cross peak occ따's between a peak at 7.70 ppm and 5CH3 [23],2Ha [24]. πle
peak is also relatively inv없iant to variable temperatures. Inspection of the crys없1 structure
for residues in the vic피ity of the pyrrole I (Figure 86),as well as comparison with
metSwMbCN profile tentatively assigns the resonance at 7.70 ppm to aromatic proton of
PheH15. 만le aromatic Phe H15 protons are > 8Afrom the Fe center, thus not resolved
from the diamagnetic envelope.
꼬화표괴~ Assignment of Val Ell was attempted by irradiation of the assigned
C캔:H3 0fV와 Ell inme뼈MbH20bymu없，tedMbs at the Ell position (Rajarathnam et
와.， 1991). Figure 89 shows that 1D NOE iI빼iation of Cy2H3 in a pure me뼈MbH20
앓nψ，Ie induces possible dipolar connectivity to a methyl peak at -3.4 ppm, which has a Tl
of8.8 ms. 만le relatively long Tit as∞mp따ed to -1 ms for C)tlH3 ofEll, suggests that
the possible NOE ob앞ved (the asterisked peak in Figure 89) may have arisen 당omoff­
resonance effect. In addition, the T1places this뿜ale at 6.8 Afrom the Fe center,which is
m퍼ler than the expected r훨-CylH3 V:허Ell (detennined to be 5.10 Afrom 삽leX-ray
structure of MbCOκ，uriy없let 뻐.， 1986». ’Therefore, no conclusive assignment can be
m뼈e for Val Ell in metEqMbIm from satmation빼nsfertom앙EqMbH20.
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Saturation ’fransfer to Identifv Heme Pocket Residues in MetEaMbH?O
As aproto낀pefi야 the versa버ity of saturation 뼈1Sfermethodology, assignments in
the high-spin me핍qMbH20 was made from metEqMbIm. The extreme usefulness of앙lis
teem피.que lies in the fact that dipolar and scalar connectivities in the pure high-spin system
are difficult to detect because of the large파lewidths and fast relaxation, rende파19rapid
loss of coherence,even in steady-state lD NOE experiments. As shown in Figure 89,
resolved upfield resonances in metEqMbH20 were not identifiable from lD NOE, but were
assi맹ed through saturation transfer from metEqM뻐n.
앨믿흐~ πle methyl peak at ‘ 5.1 ppminn몽먼qMbH20 at 308 K (F:핑ure 9O)
compares with that at -3.4 ppm in Figure 89. F핑따e 90 shows a saturation transfer peak
[25] was observed to metEqMbIm at --1.55 ppm. 까lis methyl peak was shown not to be
those of Val Ell and De FG5 because of its long T1and that its saturation σ없lsferred peak
in metEqMbIm does not correspond to any of the De FG5 m해lyls ， respectively. ItsTl
places it -6.1 A. from the Fe. By virtue ofelimination, I'Fe-H,and comp따ison with the
assignments in metSwMbCN (Emerson흙 La Mar， I99이， this peak is tentatively assigned
tothe다2H3 ofLeu G5. 까lis assignment is also suppor때 by the dipolar and scalar
connectivities observed to its C뀐 inFi맑res 87 and 88, [26] 뻐d [27], respectiv히y.
OtherMe먼gMbH20 Resonance Assignments. Res이ved upfield peak at -7.4 ppm
was previously assigned to heme 2-~ -vinyl proton (Rajarathnam et 와.， 1991). However,
without selective is뼈야 la밟파19 of the HPc.lt no specific assignment was av허lable.
Figure 90,on the other hand, shows a strong EXSY cross peak to the 2H~t of metEqMbIm
[3낀， which immediately assigned the p않k. As is apparent from Figure 90, there are
numerous EXSY cross peaks 앙latcan here때피y identifiable,given fur앙ler assignments in
the mixed-spin metEqMbIm system. πleabovee짧mplescl않rly 피us없te that 앙leu버ityof
saturation transfer between these two systems is not only theoretically 없nusing ， but more
피lpor없ntly practically possible.
Table xm lists all the assignments included here for both systems.
TABLEXIII
ASSIGNMENTS FOR SOME HEME POCKET RESIDUES IN
MetEqMbIm AND MetEqMbH20,AS INDICATED AT pH 6.8-7.0,308
K. THE NUMBERS AFTER ’mE RESIDUES INDICATE ’mE
CORRESPONDING POSmONS ON ’mE HELIX OF PROTEIN.
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Residue Position l
Shiftwpm)
Me뼈MbJm
His F8/93 핸댐때 14.646.22
8.10
De FG5/99 쩌빠떠때때찌액 -1.60-2.25-5.55
-0.33
1.25
LeuG5/104 C~2H3 -1.55
다H 1.75
He(no%memr)eso
8-meso 1.22
Phe H1S aromaticH 7.07
Met돼M12:
뀔g
l.euG5/104 C82H3 -5.10
Heme2- 2-H~t -7.55
vinyl
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Filrure 86. Schematic representation of the spati떠 disposition of amino acid
side chains in the heme pocket of SwMb,from its X-ray coordinates in CO
fonn (K따iy따let 외， 1986) ， as viewed face-on the heme from the proxim떠
side. Solid and dotted 파Ies represent the residues on the proxim외 and
distal sides,respectively. 까Ie pointed end of each residue indicates the
location of CaH correspondingly. Top shows the structures of없nino ac펴S
His, Ile, and VaI, whose spin systems are밍aborated.
[1] C뻐F8κpH'F8
[6] 악{FGS/C휩:3 FGS
[7] 악{FGS/I댐{3’ FGS
뻐l 핸FGS다rFGS
[9] 댐iFGS/C뻐FGS
[10]악rFGSκaH3 FGS
[11]악rFGS/1댐{3’ FGS
[1찌 CaH3 FGSIP-meso
[13] C짧3 FGS/41힘
[1뼈-meso/S대3
[1S] 4:뭘/SCH3
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[2] Cll8 F8/'다퍼 F8
[4] C~H F8/C뻐 F8
[5J C~H' F81<눔H F8
[l7J CfI FG5，κ휩3 FG5
[18J댐{FG51'댐f’ FG5
[l9J 태I' FG5κ6H3 FG5
[2OJC힘3’ FG5κ~HFG5
[27JC&H3 G5κ힘 G5
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Fi핸~9__ lDNOE앓따뼈onofe하i3 V;뻐Ell (marked by arrows) in
me뼈M빠O없pH6.8 뻐d323 K. 뾰뼈me없semμ.oyed were <110=33,
dl=40 IDS, and d때=100 IDS. The asterisk rna합 theoff~없onance 짧빚t
from빠파뼈iated peak due to 압얻 long Tl of the as빼양ed peak and the
highir뼈파ationpower 뼈빼.
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[25] ~2H3 05 metEqMbIm퍼igh-spin
[31] Not assigned
[3낀 Heme 2H~t metEqMbIn파Ii방I-spin
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Fi민)fe90. 4OO-MHz 2D lH phase-sensitive EXSY spectrum of
앙EqMbH20:hn at pH 6.8 and 308 K, comp따eelwith NOESY spectrum
ofmetEqMbhn in I페.gure 87. EXSY was collec빼with 4 ms mixing time,
40 ms relaxation delay, and over a밸ectralwindow of 83 압Iz. 512data
pointsw하'e used in both버mensions. Note that in Figure 87, the없mple
was mostly metEqMbhn, with resid뻐In뿔힘qM뻐20∞mponents ， aseviden야dfromthesr빼n앓.turation tr없I엎낯 ob앓rv어. Correlations
밟ween 앙%앵ecies are listed on top.
CHAP’fERIX
CONCLUSIONS
까lis research accomplished the goal of depicting the dynamics of ligand binding in
Mbs with solution-state lH NMR specσoscopy ， and developing paramagnetic NMR
methodology. ’Thefm버ngs reinforce the complementary nature of crystallography and
NMRspecσoscopy.
’The pioneering work on two-dimensional 1H NMR studies of mixed-spin Mb
system by Peyton (1991) paved the path for characterization of imidazole and azido Mbs in
Chapter ITI. Spectral and T1comparisons between the two systems foreshadowed different
interactions between the ligands and the heme Fe. 까Ie longer methyl TIS in metMblm than
in metMbN3 contrasted the implication of more high-spin character of metMblm by the
larger hyperfine-shift of its 5CH3 and its facile exchange with the hi앙I-Spin metMbH20.
πIe covalency of the N3--heme Fe bond뻐d its H-bonding pattern compensated for its
weak ligand field character, thus exhibi따19sh따per linewidths and low ligand off-rate
(suggested by its inability to exch뻐ge with metMbH20) than metMblm. On the other
hand, although 1m is capable of stabilizing the heme Fe by betterπ elecσon back-bonding,
steric hindrance imposed by its size results in its facile exchange with H20.
까Ie broadness of heme methyl resonances in metMblm is not merely a cons며uence
of the mixed-spin characteristics,but is attributed to bound 1m ring-equilibration between
conformational isomers, and this is a function ofpH and heme pocket residue variance
(Chapter IV). Until the ban on sperm-whaling in the mid 1980’s, SwMb has been the
species most extensively studied (:없ld still is in Japan). Comparison of metPSwMblm with
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metEqMblm reve떠eds따퍼ngspecσal differences,most notably the much broader methyl
linewidths in the former species, especially at basic pH. 깨e unique heme crevice residue
substitution Lys CD3 --> Arg CD3 in PSwMb is judged to be responsible for this.
Mutations at the CD3 position of Mbs with li탱nd recombination and X-ray
crystallographic studies assertl잉 that this residue is crucial in providing energy barrier for
the ligand escape따jectory through a concerted motions by His E7, Lys/Arg CD3, and Asp
E3. A higher energy barrier was found for PSwMb,with Arg CD3, than for EqMbs,Lys
CD3. lH NMR results promptly verified those fmdings by saturation-transfer profiles
which implicated ring-flip between conformational isomers of the bound 1m, and more
importantly, the splitting of methyls at low temperature, characterizing two distinct
conformations. CBS an와ysis allows the determination of energetics that shed light on
differences involv어 in the파19 equilibration between the species. 까Ie fact that this
equilibration is acid-eatalyzed suggests possi바e hydrogen-bonding interactions between the
ligand and a nearby proton donor at basic pH to s따bi1ize the minor conformation, therefore
slowing interconversion of the two at high pH.
’The unique role ofresidue CD3 is also demonstrated in Chapter V, when
heme(CN)2 was used as a probe to compare the heme cavity integrity among EqMb,
SwMb, and PSwMb. πIe efficacy of heme(CN)2 lies in its ability to inseπ in the dicyano-
coordinated form into the heme pocket. πIe ratio of the heme-insertion isomers in
metMbCN was monitored following the reconstitution with heme(CNh. πlis species is
ultimately formed after the breakage of one of the CN-Fe bond and the formation of His
F8-Fe bond. While metPSwMbCN and metSwMbCN showed iden디cal an ratio of 2.5:1
of the major:minor isomers,metEqMbCNexhibited a 5:1 ratio. πIe closer to the
equilibrium 9:1ratio in metEqMbCN dictates different energetics in the heme pocket of
EqMb than PSwMb뻐dSwMb. 까lis difference in ratios may be explained by the
occurance of the transiently-tense active site to accomm여ate the reorientation of
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heme(CN)2 within the.pocket is facilitated by the swinging motion of His E7 toward the
surface, which is then stabilized by the positively-charged, longer side chain of Arg CD3 in
the two latter Mbs. Therefore, the more destabilized minor isomer in EqMb favored the
major orientation in a more timely fashion,reflected by its ratio.
까Ie conclusion from Chapter V is made on the premise that heme reorientation
occurs within the protein heme crevice, instead of by way of a completely dissociative
pathway. πlis is compatible with evidence from other work in this group that showed the
ability of apoMb to accommodate Sn-dimer. Chapter VI examined the complete-
dissociative pathway by free energy analysis of the heme redistribu다on외 disorderby
optical specstroscopy. 만Ie an외ysis found that the activational뼈e energy for dissociation
would be somewhat larger than the measured heme-rotation. This supports a non-
dissociative mechanism.
까Ie abundance ofprotons in biological systems present valuable lessons to be
learned on the dynamics of bi이0밍calmacromolecules by stud:피ng the labi뻐esof
exchangeable protons. Chapter VII focuses on the exchange kinetics of the labile protons
in the vicinity of heme, namely His E7, His F8, and His FG3. Hydrogen-bonding
interactions were found in the metMbN3. but not in the metMbIm complexes, between the
ring NH of His E7 and exogenous ligand, confrrming the sterle hindrance of 1m in
metMbIm that forces the His E7 to swing out partially. Implications of the modulation of
exchange rate by exogenous lig:때d were made based on the approximately equal hydrogen
exchange rate in metMbN3 as comp따eel to metSwMbCN. Sσ'ong hydrogen bond sσ'ength
between ring NH of His E7 and N3- was postulated based on possible covalent bonding
interaction in the πigonal planar formed by heme Fe--N3--H떠is E7). πIe failure to detect
isotope splitting of the heme methyls from this interaction at basic pH supported this
post띠ate， reminiscent that such interaction in metSwMbCN was obseπed to be both acid-
and base-catalyzed. Comparison of the protons from the pro피mal His F8 lability among
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the species (metMb- eN,N3' and 1m) provided evidence that the heme proximal side is
relatively insensitive to exogenous ligand.
Novel NMR methodology of assigning the heme pocket residues in thε purehi앙1­
spin metMbH20 was proposed in Chapter vm. 까Ie ability of the metMblm to exchange
readily with H20 formulated the bulk of this exci파19 technique. W피Ie the few proton
assignments in metMbH20 reflect a history of la뼈rious selective isotope-labelings and
mutagenesis, this work identified CaH of Val Ell, and the heme 2H~t in metEqMbH20,
unambiguously and p빼essψ.
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APPENDIX
CHEMICAL MODIFICAnONS OF PIGMY SPERM WHALE MYOGLOBIN
Ever since the 1940’s, the reaction conditions and specificities of chemical reagents
toward amino acids have뼈en widely explored따eπiott， 1947; Olcott & Fraenkel-Conrat,
1947), largely to gain better understanding of the chemical composition of proteins. By
1950’s, this approach was used extensively to study protein functions (Boyer, 1959;
Hartley, 1960). In this work, the CD3 residue in the heme pockets of two different Mbs is
modified. In an attempt to characterize the contribution of CD3 residue to the ligand en따
pathway as proposed by Case and K하plus (1979), and to supplement the results obtaim녔
fromX-ray σystal structures (Oldfield et aI., 1992) and geminate recombinations of
diatomic molecules in various CD3 mutated Mbs (Balasubraman빼 et al., 1993; Carver et
al., 1991).
Ar밍nine modification is p않formed on PSwMb. Distal Arg CD3 plays pivotal role
in modulating the passageway of ligand entη by stabilizing the ’'closed-door’ orientation
through hydrogen bonding to heme 6-propionate and Asp E3떠auksson et al., 1990) and
increases both the inner and outer barriers to ligand escape (B떠asubramanian et 외.， 1993)
by restricting the swin~끽ng motion of His E7. 만Ie reagent 2,3-butanedione can m여펴r
ar밍띠ne as shown in Equation (26) (Riordan, 1979), to remove the interactions which
stabilize the ’'closed’ conformation. ’The two methyls resulted from this modification
induce conformational changes to the heme 6-propionate which are evident in the 1HNMR.
specσurn ， thus serve to monitor the extent of reaction.
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(26)
πle most notable difficulty encountered by chemical modification of Mb lies in the
isolation step. Most proteins, by nature,are sensitive to org따lic reagents. 까le folding
patterns of terti따y structures ofproteins are such that hydrophilic and hydrophobic
residues face the exterior and interior,respectiv밍y. Hence,organic reagents can easily
denature proteins. As a result, a modified Mb may be highly unstable,and thus has to be
isolated as soon as it is made. While excess reagent is readily removed by size-exclusion
column chromatography,야le isolation of completelym때ifiedMb from the p따tiallyor
totally unm때ified material by ion-exchange column chromatography proved to be
ch외k뱅ng. For example in numerous Lys modification preparations of EqMb (not shown
here),because there are 19 Lys residues,completem때ification would cause a drastic
increase in its pI, rendering the use of ion exchange futile.
METHODS
까le original attempts to m여ify the Mbs are shown in flow-chart depicted in
Equation (27).
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(27)
Although complete compliance with this scheme is theoretically feasible, it is impossible
practic외Iy， given the v띠nerability of Mb to denaturation upon a series of chemical
σeatrnents. All steps were carried out at 5°C when possible, and dialysis instead of
chromatography was employed to get rid of the excess reagent
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Anrinine Modification of PSwMb
Initial amino acid an외ysis res띠ts (not shown) rev않led the expected뾰nd， with
fewer Arg in heme(mod-apoPSwMb) and heme(m때(apo(mod-PSwMb») than 피
heme(apo(mod-PSwMb». However, there was residual Arg’s in all cases. Anion-
exchange chromatography was then attempted to isolate the completely Arg-modified
apoPSwMb based on the differential protein charges, which depend on the extent of
m때ification. From Equa다on (26), the bulky group on the modified Arg potentially
decreases the basicities of the attached niσogens ， thus, at pH 7.5, the morem여ified
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fraction will be less positively-charged, and so elute at a slower rate from an anion
exchanger. Figure 91 shows the DEAE-Cellulose chromatogram at the indicated salt
gradient and pH 7.5 for the Arg-modified apoPSwMb. ’Three bands were apparent, as
marked. The elution patterns of Bands I-ill from DEAE-α:l1ulose are consistent among
independent modification σials. Because there are fO\π Arg’s in PSwMb, one possibility
could be that the bands correspond to four progressively m때ified apoPSwMb. Amino
acid analysis showed Band lIT to be completelym여ified apoPSwMb (Table XIV).
Kinetics of reconstitution of native apoPSwMb and Band ill by optical
specstroscopy at pH 7.5 and 298 K determined a four-fold higher rate constant for the
modified PSwMb as opposed to the native one, which has a kf of 1.6x lO-1min-1• πlis
finding satisfies the conventional wisdom that removal of the salt bridge between heme 6-
propiona않 and Arg CD3 increases the rotational disorder. However, the recent revelation
that the absence of positively-eharged CD3 residue increases both the inner and outer
energy barriers to ligand escape (Balasub때n빼an et al., 1993) due to destabilization of the
swung-out His E7 casts doubt onto this result The modified guanidinium group may
lower its pK sufficiently significant, rendering no protonation at the niσogens. Both the
Soret and the long wavelength regions of Band ill were distinctively uncharacteristic of Mb
(not shown). 까le S야'et band has a Amax around 400 om, as opposed to 408 nm for the
freshly reconstituted PSwMb; another distinguishing anomaly is that the freshly
reconstituted Band ill with heme showed stronger Soret intensity than when it is
equ피ibrated. 까le equilibra뼈 reconstituted Band ITI was analyzed by lH NMR in the
cyano f01111 to determine its te퍼ary integrity. Unfortunately,because of the diluted
concentration of the s없nple， p따tial denaturation,and/or exchange among various folding
f01111s of the protein, no p따없nagnetic외ly shifted p않ks were observed, although the
di없nagnetic region suggested some extent of integrity (not shown). NMR is inherently a
more sensitive technique than optical specσ'Oscopy as to the detection of exchanging species
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by line-broadening effect depen따ng on the rate. Other work in this group on the
obselVation of heme binding to renatured hemopexin φeeb ， 1993) showed similar
discrepancy between the techniques,which implied that the rate constant detennin잉
optically for the reconstitution ofm때ified-apoPSwMb may still be valid for comparison
with the native PSwMb.
TABLEXIV
AMINO ACID ANALYSIS OF BAND ill (FIGURE 91) AS COMPARED
TO THAT OF NATIVE PSwMb
Amino Acids IApoPSwMb Arg-mod ApoPSwMb
Asp 9 7
Thr 6 5
Ser 7 15
G삐 23 13
GIy 12 31
Ala 21 16
Val 7 6
Met 2 -
lie 8 5
Leu 21 10
Tyr 3 -
Phe 6 -
His 15 5
Lys 23 1 1
Arg 3 -
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Fimre 91. DEAE-Cellulose 없lion exchange chromatogram,expanded at
0.1 absorbance sc외e. of Arg-m때ified apoPSwMb. detected at 254 nm뻐d
298 K on ISCO monitor. with pump speed set at 18. 까Ie buffer used was
50 mM Borate at pH 7.50. Salt gradient of 130 mL of 10 rOM NaCI to 130
mL of 1M NaCI was applied as soon as the sample was loaded. Bands 따℃
as labeled on the chromatogram. Bands I-ill are reproducible among
independent prep따ations. and Band ill has been analysed to have no Arg
left.
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APPENDIX
PRELIMINARY STUD모S ON THE MYOGLOBIN AND HEMOGLOBIN OF
BIOMPHALARIA GLABRATA
Preliminary 1H NMR studies were perfonned on the polymeric exσ'acellular Hb of
a mollusca planorbidae -- Bionψha/aria g/abrata (Bg). To evaluate the compatibility ofBg
with verterbrate,q뻐itative comparison of BgMb with EqMb was also establish해. Amino
acid sequencing (Dayhoff, 1972) and X-ray crystallographic studies (Ingram,1963) lend
sσong support to the postul따:e that all globins evolved from a common polypeptide
ancestor, most possibly through a myoglobin-like prec따sore There are reasons for
studying invertetπate Hbs other than cost and availability. Human Hb variants usually
show impainnent of functional parameters ran벌ng from reduced cooperativity to reduced
Bohr effects; yet very rarely do we find total inhibition of앙le functions, which implies that
외1 the functional p없mneters must be combinations of complex interactions ofvarious
bin피ng sites,and they may be highly dependent on one another. Primitive species like the
molluscs often have hemoglobins of high molecular weights with numerous interacting
components. πle idea that their development falls on the intennediate stage of the
evolutionary σack (Terwilliger, 1980) could be interpreted in the following way: their
structures may be less complicated to study; and in the correlation of sσuctures with
functions, these primitive Hbs may reflect intennediate stage in the development of
complex function외 properties of HbA.
Hemoglobin exists as one of the two major exσacellular respiratory proteins in
molluscs; the other one being the copper-containing hemocyanin. πle molecular weight of
BgHb ranges from 1.7 - 2.0 x 106 Daltons (Figueiredo et 외.， 1973; Terwilliger &
Terwilliger, 1fJ77; Svedberg, 1933), and appear to야 aggregates of ten 175-200배a
subunits,each of which is circularly arranged,with a ring diameter of 200 Aπerw퍼igeret
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al., 1976). Because the planorbid Hbs were found to contain one heme per 15 - 17 kDa,
each subunit must then consist of 10 - 12 oxygen binding domains (Figueirdo et al., 1973).
’The absence of pH dependence and cooperativity of the oxygen binding domains in
thein없ctB맹b implies that none of the major components is sensitive to pH,which lead to
the possibility that they lack the residues,possibly His, responsible for the famous Bohr
effects. 02-binding curves are s미kingly s빼lar between HbA and B맹b， with Pso of -
0.68 (Figueirdo et 외.， 1973). 02-binding studies of a closely related planorbid Hb of
Helisoma trivolvis revealed that the isolated multiples ofHb fragment bind oxygen
rev하'sibly like their intact Hb. None of the fragments displays evidence of c∞perativityor
a Bohr effect ('I’'erwi11iger et al., 1977),supporting the assertion of pH-independent
subunits in BgHb. Merely a hindrance in the oxy-deoxy conformational σansitions and
lack of any significant pocket residue cannot account for this discrepancy. Rather, there
must exist structural maneuve파19ofthe 없피no acid residues around the individual binding
sites upon aggregation. ’The unique qu하tenary structure of the planorbid Hbs has also
σiggered other interesting questions: (1) Planorbid Hbs have as high helical content as
their vertebrate counterp하ts at 60 - 70% (WO여 & Gullick, 1979); do their oxygen bin피ng
domains fold in a similar manner? (2) What is the linkage between the domains? (3)
How are the domains aπanged within each subunit? (4) Given that some confonnational
constraints must exist to favor against aggregation, is there any functional advantage to the
polymeric structure of these Hbs?
Some of these questions can presumably be solved with better understanding of the
oxygen bin버ng site of the planorbid Hbs. To begin with, the monomeric뻐d nonallosteric
B양rib will be analyzed as a model for its more complicated Hb.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Bio"，ψhalaria glabrata was donated by Dr. D.T Clark,.from the Portland State
University Biology Dep따tment. Myoglobin was isolated according Rossi-Bema펴i&
Chian∞ne (1981); while BgHb was is이ated based on the meth여s in Terwilliger &
Terwilliger (1977) with a few changes a follows. Polyethylene glycol (MW....8아)(» was
used for the precipitation ofBgHb, and separation ofHb from other hemolymphs was
done on a 2 cm X 60 cm column of Sepharose다..-6B.
RESULTS
Oualitative ComDarison Between Me멈gMbNJ. MetBgMbCN. and the MetEoMb
Counteroarts.
Figure92∞mpares 1H NMR spectra of metBgMbN3 with metEqMbN3. πIe
resolution of the protein (펴없nagnetic envelope (not shown) and the well-resolved
hyp하fine-shift잉 pe밟s suggest the integrity ofBgMb as a folded protein. There are a few
S떠퍼ng differences between the two. ’The ratio of the major to minor heme-insertion
isomers in metBgMbN3 is lower than in metEqMbN3, as evidenced by the relatively
stronger intensities of the minor fonns in the fonner (labeled by asterisks in the Figure).
πIe possibility of the minor resonances arising from a second, weaker heme binding site is
unlikely because the structure ofBgMb should be simil하 to those ofv하terbrate Mbs,
based on homology studies on a number of planorbid Mbs 떠따ris & Teller, 1973; Read,
1966). Another feature ofme버gMbN3 is the presence of four methyl peaks below 10
ppm, instead of three in metEqMbN3 (marked by arrows in Figure 92). Assuming all four
arehememe야Iyls ， the averagem하hyl hyperfme shift is larger than in metEqMbN3,
suggesting either more high-spin character,or different magnetic axis. Given that both
Mbs are in the없ido fonns,magnetic axis variance seems the likely candidate.
~- _.- ._-._- - ••_ ••• - • ... - ..
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Furth얹Dore， the absence of the broad upfield peak (present in metEqMbN3) supports the
postulate. Without sufficient mati려al to map out the connectivities from 2D NOESY and
COSY,no further infonnation is inferred.
Oualitative Comoarison of the Cvano Fonns.
Figure 93 compares metEqMbCN with me뻐gMbCN. MetBgMbCN was prepared
from metBgMbN3, followed by the anion exchange chramotography to remove any
denatured metB양r1bN3. Only one methyl peak was obseπed in the paramagnetic region.
Variable temperature studies (Figure 93B-D) shows Curie behaviors for the upfield
resonances, i.e. resonances are shifted towards the diamagnetic region at higher
temperature,although not much movement was observed for the downfield methyl peak.
If theme뻐gMbCN was intact,삼lis disp따ity of the spread of methyl peaks from verterbrate
metMbCNs,and deviation from the αme behavior as compared to its EqMb (Satterlee,
1990a) counterpart dictate that a truly distinctive magnetic없ismust present in
metBgMbCN. 깐lis is consistent with the comp없ison of the azido fonns in the previous
section. Di뚫rent magnetic axis has been found for the Mb of an inverterbrate,Aplysia
limucina, in which the absence of a distal His results in distinctive h:꽤ershift pattern of the
heme peripheral and pocket residue protons (Rajarathnam et 외.， 1992). Neve며1리ess，
preparation of a large amount ofmetBgMbCN and physical characterization to prove it has
an intact native structure intact metBgMbCN is necessary before detailed investigation.
Investi l!ation of MetB l!Hb in Various Lil!ated Fonns.
Figure 94 presents metB향ib in various ligated fonns. Two interesting features on
this figure are the temp하ature 없띠 pH effects. At 298 K and neutr외 pH, when metB향ib is
coordinated to H20 (assuming the 6-coordinate aquo species), no visible pe밟swere
observed (not shown); presumably because the Hb is sufficiently heterogeneous that the
exch뻐ge among the species,on top of the I따ge-size and the high-spin effects (i.e. broad
→아 • -_._- •.••• -" •.••______ -'__0.-- ….--_.- • •• •
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lines),produce extremely broad peaks that blend into the baseline. At pH 11.2,when a
slightly stronger-field ligand,OH-, predominates, a broad ’hump’ is evident, suggesting
that the heme subunits do coordinate to OH-. As is apparent from Figure 94,more
resolution, with the sharpest peaks in metBgHbCN, is obseπed when sσ'onger- field .
ligands are employed at higher temperature,providing more evidence that the heme
subunits in B향lb binds to all these ligands. Not shown in this figure is that metBgHbCN
at neutral pH and 298 K does not exhibit the same features as in Figure 95C, implying that
deprotonation of the protein plays a role in뼈a피ngthe b더dging between the subunits.
πle breakage of the inter-subunit bridge causes a decrease in size of the protein,and
possibly eliminate some exchanging species, both of which would help resolve the peaks.
Future Prosoects
Although res띠18 presented here are preliminary, they are sufficient to demonstrate
the utitlity of solution state 1H NMR on macromolecules of such large size. Analysis of
the individual subunits is the next logical step in order to understand the change(s) involved
in the aggregation process. Subtilisin has been shown to be effective in c1ea'피ngofthe
intact BgHb into its individual subunits (Terwilliger et al., 1977). Also,because of the
suggestion of the unusual magnetic axis in BgMb,comprehensive assignments of
metB맹，fbH20 and metBgMbCN could provide때ditional parameters for understanding
paramagnetic NMR of heme proteins.
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Fimre 92. lH NMR spectral comparison of metBgMbN3 at pH 7.5 (A)
with metEqMbN3 (B) at pH 7.0뻐d 298 K. Asteri양s label die minor
heme-inse퍼on isomers; while하rows mark the heme methyls.
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Fi때re93. lHNMR뻗휴없lcomp떼sonofme뼈빼CN at pH 9 (A) wi야1
metB행IJbCN (8) at 298 K뻐dpH8.l. C-D. V뻐뻐e temperature
spectra of metBgMbCN at pH 8.1 and 303 K,and 308 K, respectively.
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Fismre 94. lH NMR spectra ofmetB향ib in various liga:빼 S廠S 없Ki
temperatures at pH 11.20,as indicated on reφective traces.
